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1.1

CHAPTER I

Introduction

The Study:

Its Context and Objectives

Industrialization and urbanization, historians have long agreed,
are the basic problems in American social history from the Civil War to
the 1930s.

Demographic trends, immigration, sex roles, ethno-cultural

conflict, social mobility, economic inequality and class differentiation
are subsidiary themes that, to a large degree, are interpreted in terms
1

of industrialization and urbanization.

In this book we seek to illuminate

all these topics by a case study of the social structure of. Iowa in the

early 20th century, with particular reference to the role of education
and social mobility.

While we agree that cultural values are just as important as
demograpLiz facts in social history, we have not attempted a full scale
2

analysis of value systems here.

We have used a version of the modern-

traditional paradigm, finding that it provides a satisfactory interpretive
model of the roles of ethnocultural groups, educational reform, economic
change and social stratification.

Scholars with a visceral objection to

this approach are invited to consider our evidence:-

A key "modern" value is emphasis on upward social mobility, coupled
with complete trust in the efficacy of education in transforming individuals
and society from tradition to modernity.

Education is seen as the

method by which individual talents can be identified, enhanced and
applied to life's challenges, thus shifting the basis of status from
ascribed (inherited) to achieved factors.

Only recently have the social

sciences developed data collection and analysis techniques capable of

10

1.2
3

dealing with the causes of stratification.

In a nutshell, industrialization refers to the modernization of the
economy, with a shift out of agriculture into blue collar and white
collar occupations.

Urbanization is the geographical shift of people

from farms to towns and-cities.

Demographic trends of greatest importance

are the fertility ,,attern; of occupational groups.

Sex roles,, especially

the assignment-of women to housewives and teachers, mean that male_
occupatiuns must be of the central_focus.

With white collar' jobs producing

far more status and income than blue collar jobs, the class differentiation
of urban society is intimately linked to economic inequality.

For

analytic purposes, we will classify families whose head is employed in a
white collar job as middle class, in a blue collar job as working-class.
True, this obscures important psychological identifications and attitudes,
but a quite different research strategy is required to handle such
problems.

Immigration and ethno-cultural differences will be treated in

terms of observed place of birth and announced religious preference of
individuals; we will not attempt to analyze the collective value system
of ethnocultural group's in this book.

Very little historical research has appeared that makes use of
these approaches to gauge the importance of education in the process of
4

industrialization and urbanization.

The -reasons are simple.

EVen for

sociologists, and economists the problem of securing suitable data-ti

material which measures key events in the life cycle--is both expensive and
time consuming to collect.

For historians these complications are

compounded because such data is virtually non-existent before 1940--and
then it is only in published form or found in widely scattered school
system or college archives.

Fortunately, two midwestern states, Iowa and

South Dakota, did collect educational attainment data in the early 20th century

11

1.3

in their state sponsored censuses, and this data was preserved.
This study will use the Iowa materials-'for two basic purposes.

The

first will be to rigorously measure the effect of education on individual
lives in_the years before mass secondary and "college education was the
norm..

Here the emphasis will not be on the specific content of the

individual educational experience--the changing curriculum, the relationship between teachers and students, and the daily activities within the
school itself-but rather with the amount and type of schooling and its
influence on career .contingencies, particularly occupation, income, and
age.

At the same time we are interested in explbring the impact of what

sociologists call socio-economic background--religion, ethnicity, and
class--upon scholastic achievement, length of schooling, and conversely

upon dropvut rates.

Although the nature of the material made it impossible

to deal, except inferentially, with the cultural impact of education, it
was possible to gauge its effect upon the social structure of Iowa.
Special attention will be paid to its influence on social and geographic
mobility, and in addition on the life and work of the teaching profession.
The second objective stems naturally from the first, but will rest on
less systematic evidence.

It will attempt to understand why schooling

was given little priority in an agricultural society, which for its time
was modern and affluent, when educatiOn,provided the "cultural bridge"
for rural youth who could not find opportunities on the land.

Related Research

In the literature there are several approaches which analyze education
and its relationship to society.

The first, the economist's view, is

built on the simple premise that the richest, fastest growing societies

12

1.4

invest heavily in education, and that people who are the most successful
and socially mobile are those with the most education.

On the one hand

scholars have concentrated on measuring aggregate investments in education,
and educational systems.

They have attempted to calculate overall

costs, and the income foregone by the total population in completing
schooling.

Fishlow, for example, has taken historical data from states

and regions and compared levels of investment in education; and Denison
has boldly attributed 20th century US growth to investment in education
and technology.

On the other hand, and more pertinent here, economists

have undertaken individual human capital analysis.

Schultz and Becker,

to mention the most well known, have used 1940 US census data on education

and income to show how much extra yearS of schooling cos, how much they
were worth in increased life time earnings, and what the financial rate.
5

of return was.

In an agricultural society, and especially one with a relatively
traditional population in which an important minority were of first or
second generation immigrant origins, where success on the farm was
synonymous with long hours of drudgery, it was not surpriSing that
ambitions were set at accumulating "material capital" (farm machinery,
farm buildings, animals, and land) as opposed to investing assets in
"human capital" (the education of children, and new vocational skills
for the farmers themselves).

However, during a period when the perceptions

about education were changing, it is important to partly replicate the
Schultz and Becker approach and calculate earnings forgone by high
school and college students, and the eventual returns post-primary
education brought the minority who stayed in school.

As levels of

educational attainment in Iowa were modest, it was foitunate that we
were able to- distinguish between those who received their education in

13

1-5
6
rural-one-room schools, and those who attended graded primary schools.
Just as it is vital to measure how economically rewarding education
was to an individual in the early twentieth century, so it is of interest
to find out which groups were concerned with obtaining an education, and
which were not.

As Inkeles and his colleagues have suggested, education

is one of the most important ingredients to the make up of the "modern"
Individual.

Inkeies sees modernity as an active future orientated,

psychological attitude, with education enhancing the desire for achievement
by providing tools such as reading, writing, arithmetic, the systematic
analysis of problems, and the appeal to scientific authority.

In contrast,

in the opposite camp, traditionalism is conceived as family rather than
7

career orientated, fatalistic, and passive.

In Iowa, even in the 19th

century, no stark polarization existed, though a spectrum of modern to
traditional values, behaviors and aspirations can be identified.
religious groups, for example, can be roughly_ classified:

Ethno-

On the

modern side were the Yankee-British-Scandinavian pietists, versus, on
the traditional, Continental ethnic groups, but especially Catholics and
German Lutherans.

Our hypothesis suggests the Yankees and-other pietists

were more interested in forward looking behavior with education as a
major vehicle for mobility, with the Continentals, the traditionalists,
exceedingly ambivalent towards education and its potential.

With no

other indicators of a psychological value system available, we shall use
religious affiliation material as a proxy.

In which case emphasis will

be placed upon the "modern" pietistic concern with fulfilling individual
potential, in contrast to the traditionalistic liturgical insistence
that group or family affairs were more important than individual 4:
8

accomplishment.

14

Political interoretations about the role of education are also
important to this study, for schooling has remained a controversial
local political concern in all types of environments.

As a symbolic

cultural issue, especially when it concerned English language schooling,
educational reform caused considerable conflict in several midwest
states, particularly Illinois and Wisconsin.

In Iowa, this issue was

more muted, though ethno-cultural battles did rage over the liquor
9
}fore important in Iowa
question in the last half of the 19th century.
was the issue of the local control of school systems.

This ma-tier

dovetails nicely into the major historiographical debate over the reform
of public education in the United States.

The classic theme in the

history of education was that the public school system was a microcosm
of democracy at work.

The theme postulates that working men and yeoman

farmers demanded education to raise themselves up, that they retained a
vital interest in, and control of, their local systems, and relied on
them to channel the aspirations of generations of youth.towards upward
10
social mobility.
Recent revisionist interpretations attempt to stand this on Its
bead.

Katz, Tyack, and Cremin, for instance, see compulsory public

schools as engines of social control, but they agree on little else.
Cremin attempted to show that aggressive reformers sought to modernize,
11
Katz offered an alternative
society, and uplift farmers and immigrants.
explanation in which the middle classes sought to make the working
classes docile, prevent their upward rise, and make them accept their
low-status by proving to them that they did not have the capability to
do better.

Thereby, this radical interpretation suggests, the working

classes were made pliable fodder for low skilled blue collar jobs, and

411

programs of vocational education were designed to channel their energies

15

12
into making profits for the capitalist elite.

1.7
Finally, another kevisionist

variation concerned the seizure of control of power in school systems by

The

bureaucrats and teachers in the name of efficiency and expertise.

objective was to suppress local control, especially by consolidating
13
While this study will not attempt to resolve
country school districts.
the conflicting interpretations, it can contribute by taking a closer
look at the issue of local control, and by providing empirical estimates
of how important schooling in fact was in determining life chances.
In a society undergoing the transformation from essentially a semisubsistence frontier economy to one on the threshold of mechanized and
sophisticated agriculture, education was perceived in a rather different
light than was the case in an urban society.

Farm children were important

as a source of labor, and the influence of farmers was powerful enough
to ensure that school terms and vacation periods did not intrude upon
periods of planting and harvesting.

Provided farmers remained in positions

of authority on school boards, they could ensure that public education
never became a financial burden, and that the local school avoided
transmitting aspirations which were damaging to farming as a way of
life.

As in all agricultural societies rural people in Iowa were somewhat

distrustful of post-primary education,

An academic curriculum in secondary

school, it was believed, tended to draw a student's orientation away
from the land and make a child too eager to run off to the city.

An

important portion of this study, therefore, will be devoted to assessing
the role of education and its effect on mobility in a rural environment
which was uneasy about the effects of over-education.
Just as there was debate over change in public education in the
last 100 years, so there is disagreement in the ranks of sociologists
over the importance of education in the mobility process.

r

16
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The work of

.

1.8

W. Lloyd darner and his associates attempted to show that schools and
14

education played a minor role in generating mobility.

This theme was

revived by other scholars until it was exhaustively explored by Coleman,
and then by Jencks, who especially took a -wholly negative view of the
15
Jencks had benefited
part education played in making society more equal.

from the work of Blau and Duncan, who in their path breaking American
36

Occupational Structure had revolutionized the study of social mobility.

For not only were the two authors concerned with rigorously examining
intergenerational nobility from the experience of a large national
sample, they went considerably further.

They developed a model which

was built on the premise that background and life cycle experiences
determined, to a certain extent, socioeconomic status.

In short, with

the use of multivariate statistical analysis they designed a causal

model to explain the influence of ascribed status upon education, and in
17

turn of schooling upon occupation.

In contrast to Blau and Duncan,

who assigned a key role to education in the measurement of upward social
mobility, Jencks, in his wide ranging Inequality was less sanguine
either about the role of education, or the "openness" of American society.
He found that although background had some effect on educational chances,
18

education itself had only a slight influence on income.

As both

Jencks and Duncan employed the same data, and offered different interpretations
about the effect background and intervening variables had on social
status, the availability of historical data from a largely rural population
should provide an alternative perspective.
Since the appearance of the American Occupational Structure an
enormous amount of research has been conducted which employed the basic
model of father's occupation and education, number of siblings, respondents'
education, and occupation, to predict status.

Recently much emphasis

1.9

has been placed on panel studies which followed specific age cohorts
throughout their life cycles, rather than using cross sectional data
19
Lack of
obtained at one point in time and a synthetic cohort design.
sophisticated measures of background variables, particularly of individual

aspirations and intelligence quotients, has made exact replication
impossible with our more limited historical material.

However, the

original Duncan formulation of the model, and a later revision of it,

were the foundations on which the multivariate model in this study was
20
based.
Three problems:

sample attrition, the dominance of men with rural

backgrounds, and measurement difficulties, prevented a wholly satisfactory
replication.

As will be shown, the physical mobility of the Iowa

population and some inadequacies in the records, prevented the "recapture"
OF

of a large number of sample members.

At the same time, inter-generational

occupational analysis with first generation city dwellers whose fathers
were farmers tended to blur results.

But the most troublesome flaw in

our procedures, the lack of satisfactory occupational scores for each
specific occupational category, forced a substitution of empirically
derived generic scores for occupational groupings.
More successful was our attempt to contribute to the central theme
21
That
of industrialization in the history of American social mobility.
is the movement of blue collar workers to white collar positions and
vice-versa, and perhaps more important, the movement of men from farm to
non-farm occupations.

This latter phenomenon has been virtually ignored

by historians of urbanization, although the cross national research on
industrialization and change in social structure by Lipset and Bendix
fa

and more recently by Hazelrigg, offered a comparative dimension with
22

which to judge the same process in Iowa.

1.10
In previous historical studies which have investigated social
mobility, the standard method has involved the linkage of information
for individuals in the same city or county at two points in time, either
intra-or inter-generationally.

Linkages have often proved so difficult

that few parameters except race and ethnicity have been used by historians
23
in comparing data on social mobility.
In this study with controls
such as education, and religion added to the analysis, and the capability
of tracing the backgrounds of individuals beyond county boundaries to
anywhere within Iowa, we can not only add to the understanding of social
mobility, but of geographical mobility also.
Increasingly after 1900 the drift of rural people to the cities
attracted scholarly attention, and researchers were especially concerned

with the educational preparation these cityward migrants received before
they started to work in the cities.

In Iowa a large surplus of farm

children tended to limit opportunities, and forced children to look
elsewhere for careers.
leave the land.

It was obvious by 1890 that most would have to

Thus there was great potential for emphasis on schooling

to prepare youth for the move from rural areas to urban.

Or to put this

in economic terms, for rural people to place less emphasis on the accumulation
of land as their greatest resource, and more on the education of their
children as an investment for the fu 1ure.

Of course, large numbers of farmers did not leave their familiar
environments and therefore there is a need to come to some understanding
of open country social structure in a period of lowering expectations
for farmers.

As the important studies by Curti, Bogue, and Cogswell on

Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa have suggested, cornbelt social structure
was exceedingly fluid before 1880, and the ascent of the "agricultural
24

ladder" :.Jas a common experience for most farmers.

19

However, work done

by rural economists, and sociologists around the end of Uorld War I
indicated that the cornbeit no longer had its early fluidity, and that
inheritance rather than the traditional slow movement up the ladder, was
25

the key to farm tenure and mobility.

Finally, without a teaching profession of reasonable competence,
the education of the children of a society would have little utilitarian
value.

There is no point in discussing the role of education without

spending some time on the position of teachers.

Willard Waller's classic

study of the teaching profession in the period paints a somewhat dismal
picture and suggests that the low status of school teachers was largely
attributable to poor financial rewards, the lack of congruence between
teaching and the material culture of America, and the poor image teachers
26
While Waller also concentrated his attention on the small
possessed.
town environment, there is a need for an historical perspective on the
social structure of the teaching profession, and whether the negative legacy of
contemporary research was in fact legitimate.

We will show that Iow

supported a "dual school system," one modern, and one traditional, with
quite different teachers, procedures, content and control.

The Organization of the Study

After a preliminary chapter which describes Iowa in the first two
decades of this century, and the materials used in the study, we shall
investigate the extent of educational attainment in 1925.

Initially

emphasis will be placed on the type of school Iowans attended (rural
primary, graded primary, and secondary) arid we will compare place of

residence, occupation, religion, ethnicity, and income, with type of
education.

The second part of Chapter III will concentrate more on
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those who attended high school or college with the object of calculating
the rate of return for secondary and college education, and the amount
of earnings foregone by those who stayed in school after the 8th grade.
A third section will look at the part ethnicity and religion played in
determining educational attainment, and finally trends in the education
of the spouse and children of each head of household, will be examined.
Chapters IV and V deal with the dynamic aspects of the study:

the

effects of background upon education, and in turn education on socioeconomic
status.

However, the first priority in Chapter IV will be to show the

impact of industrialization on Iowa's occupational structure over a
generation.

We shall use multivariate and counterfactual techniques to

measure the effect of father's status on education and mobility, and
also ethno-religion on social mobility.

Only a_limited amount of time

will be taken up with an analysis of intra-generational patterns, because
the research design restricted opportunities to measure trends in individual
careers.

The chapter will conclude with a discussion of farm mobility,

and the participation of farm youth in college enrollment in the early
20th century.

In Chapter V multivariate techniques will utilize the Blau and
Duncan model to measure the relationships between a man's father's
occupation, his number of siblings, education, ethnicity, religion,
Similarly the farm population will

occupation, and his income in 1915.

also be subjected to multivariate analysis to understand inter-generational
economic trends in the open country.

The final part of the chapter is

concerned with further analysis of the relationship between education
and income, and occupation and income.

Chapter VI concentrates on the

patterns of geographical movement around the state, but especially tie
key issues of urbanization, rural-urban migration and the performance of
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rural youth in towns and cities.

And the final chapter is devoted to an

analysis of-the social structure of the teaching profession, and their
immediate superiors the school boards in various types of Iowa communities.

O
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CHAPTER II

The Setting, the Data and the Research Design

The Economic Structure of Iona

The one characteristic which made Iowa unique, the fertility of her
soil, coupled with a fine railroad network, insured that from the late
1880's commercial agriculture dominated the state's economic structure. 1

Such industry as there was in Iowa was almost entirely based on food
processing, with the meat packing plants in Sioux City, Ottumwa, and

Uaterloo, and the breakfast cereal factories in Cedar Rapids as examples.
One exception to this pattern was the railroad industry which hauled
away the state's products, and brought in manufactured goods. 2

Railroads

could be considered. a sub-economy in the state, for no less than four

major trunk lines crossed Iowa from east to vest.

Several Iowa cities

had important railroad shops on these lines and a substantial population
of railroad workers lived in some urban areas.

The railroads also

helped support a modest coal mining industry in the southern half of the
state.- Therefore, with very few other exceptions Iowa's economy depL..A.led
upon agricultural prosperity and .the see-saws in the price of corn,

hogs, cattle, and dairy products.

The 1890's can be shown to be a watershed in Iowa's history and
economy.

Farmers had largely completed the transition from subsistence

to commercial farming, and scientific methods of production, transportation,
and marketing were being emphasized by the college of agriculture and
experimental station at Ames, and by the farm editors and community leaders.
Between 1900 and 1920, there was further rapid modernization in all
aspetts of agriculture as farmers organized into trade associations,
established cooperatives, introduced scientific breeding, management and
2.1
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2.2animal disease control, and assisted ifs the first experiments in bio-

engineering which in the 1930's and 1940's would transform corn production.
In 1912 the first agricultural agents were appointed in Iowa.

At roughly

the same time, some Iowa counties began courses in agriculture in rural
4
high schools, and there was growing support for 411 activities.

In

short, a certain proportion of the Iowa farm population was very modernminded by the 1920's.

They were ready for a form of agribusiness,

although their ethos was still very clearly directed towards the family
farm.

But no discussion of the Iowa economic structure is complete without
mention of agricultural prosperity cycles in the first three decades of
this century.

For, from 1897 until 1919, the corn belt was exceedingly

prosperous, with farm income and most importantly,,land values, rising
steeply.

This inflationary spiral in land prices reached its climax in

1920 when severe deflation caused havoc in the ranks of farmers who had
speculated in real estate.

Neither farm income nor real estate soon regained

the kinds of levels it had attained in 1920, but in comparison to the
first years of the 1910is, the Iowa economy remained reasonably prosperous.
Indeed, farm incomes continued fo rise from their low levels of 1921,
and by 1929 were 78Z higher than they were at their 1921 level.

5

Although it is extremely diffiCult to identify from any material that is
available the strain placed on rural people by these inflationary and
deflationary spirals, probably these trends turned the mood and spirit
of the people more towards political action or fatalism, and in turn
perhaps caused a softening in the modern orientation towards ambition
and achievement.

6

Certainly one of the major legacies of the agricultural

deflation of the 1920's as far as this study is concerned, was the

411
almost total abandonment of the reform of rural education until the late

2.3
1930's.

7

'nth economic stringency essential, the Iowa response was

somewhat characteristic;

the state insured that she was near the very

top in expenditures on paved roads in the 1920's but retained more

one-room schoolhouses than any other state in the union.° Thus, Iowa
met the impact of economic difficulties with a short-term solution
that cut local transportation costs, rather than continuing to improve
educational facilities, which might have been a long-term solution to
the plight of farm children.

The Ethno-Cultural Structure of Iowa's Population
Unlike the eastern midwestern states, such as Ohio, Illinois,
and her southern neighbor, Missouri, Iowa's population was comparatively
heterogeneous.

However, like northern and central Illinois, the

southern half of Iowa was dominated by an old stock population which had
moved in the classic nineteenth century migration stream from New England,
Pennsylvania, and New Ydrk, via the old Northwest.

To be sure, a

minority of the southern Iowa population did have border state antecedents,
and had moved to Iowa by way of Missouri.

As Tables 2.1 thru 2.3 show,

Iowa had a substantial German population, of which the majority were
Protestant with large pockets of German Catholics.

In the river counties.

along the Mississippi, many townships were composed almost entirely of
Germans, though only one county, Dubuque, had a majority of German
Catholics in its population.

Out on the central and northern prairies,

several other counties were dominated by a German farm population, the most

noticeable being Carroll:a predominantly German - Catholic county in west
central Iowa.

In comparison to Wisconsin and Minnesota, Iowa's Scandinavians

were scattered to a degree which made their influence limited except in
a handful of communities.

In Winneshieck and Winnebago, the Norwegians
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were the cost dominant ethnic group; in Audubon, the Danes outnunbered
the old stock and German population; and in Uamilton and Mebster the

Swedes were also more numerous.

Even so, in the majority of counties in

the northern half of Iowa, the Scandinavian rural population was interspersed
with other groups.

Apart from two centers of Dutch influence, these

patterns of ethnic heterogeneity were duplicated elsewhere.
In the cities and towns of Iowa, the only centers of ethnic concentration

were found in the Mississippi river cities of Dubuque (German Catholic),
and Davenport (Agnostic Germans).

In Des Moines after 1900 there was a

small Italian enclave on the south side of the city; and Czechs (Bohemians)
lived in substantial numbers in Cedar Rapids.

Otherwise, apart from

the scattered small towns and trading centers which were located in the
ethair areas already mentioned, ethnic domination elsewhere was minimal.

Iowa had a tiny black population, which for the most part performed
service occupations in the larger cities, or worked in the rural mining
camps in the southern parts of the state.

Economic Areas and Rural Urban Relationships
By the turn of the century, the rural part of Iowa could be safely
divided into five economic sub-regions according to- the type of agriculture
carried out in these areas.

9

The two southern tiers of counties were

topographically and economically, very similar to those in northern
Missouri.

Farming on the poorer soil in this area was generally a

mixture of subsistence and commercial enterprise with a considerable
amount of land given to pasture.

The Mississippi River counties from

Clinton southwards, and the whole of the central part of the state can
be classified as part of the classic cornbelt, where corn-hog farming
was predominant.

The northeastern counties, with uncharacteristically
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hilly terrain, were similar to their counterparts on the Wisconsin side
of the Mississippi.

Here dairying vas the chief commercial venture.

The northern tier:. of counties bore a strong resemblance to their Minnesota
neighbors.

This was a cash grain region, with larger farms, flat terrain,

and very rich sail.

Finally, the whole of the western third of the

state, which had similar economic and topographic features as eastern
Nebraska, and southern South Dakota, was largely a cash grain and cattle
producing area.

The population here was more dispersed, there were no

towns of any size, and especially in the far northwest, farming was more
prosperous than elsewhere.

10

As might be expected in a state dedicated to commercial agriculture,
the towns and cities had a special,relationship with their rural hinterlands.
The small towns and trading centers were essentially service points and
retirement centers for the surrounding rural areas, and even larger cities
performed similar functions in a more comprehensive fashion.

For this

reason the integration of the economy around agriculture, and the familial
contact brought about by kin dwelling in town and country, tended to
lessen the chances of significant rural-urban antagonism, at least over
economic matters.

All the urbanites knew that, to some extent, they

depended upon agriculture for their livelihood.

The Educational Environment
The most pressing problem which faced the educational system in
Iowa from the late nineteenth century until after World War II, concerned
the dfdivery of a satisfactory education to its rural children.

In

1925, roughly 40Z of our main sample of heads of households had had no
formal education other than a somewhat casual attendance at a local
one-room schoolhouse.

It was not until 1902, that the state legislature
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passed a compulsory education law which made attendance obligatory for
all children betWeen the ages of seven and fourteen.

11

This apparent

indifference did not indicate that Iowans in general were hostile to
education for their children.

In a limited way they provided adequately,

however, the emphasis remained on the one room Lither than the consolidated
rural school.

12
Farmers especially took a skeptical, but essentially

practical attitude, towards academic achievement as a dubious ingredient
for success in life.

Hamlin Garland's aphorism that "Barns were built

first, houses next, and schoolhouses last of all," was a reasonables
enough observation for the majority of Iowa rural communities.

Furthermore,

by postrnning a compulsory attendance law Iowa escaped the ethno-cultural
school battles that raged in Wisconsin and Illinois in the 1890's. 13
As Jaldwin suggested in his-classic study of Iowa farm children, "parents
urged upon their children a limited amount of education as the necessary
et:uipment to secure a living, but on the whole an 'xtensive education

was discouraged as surplus from which no returns could be expected. "14

Indeed, Baldwin's typology of farm communities which on the one hand
showed the "Cedar Creeker" to stress a spiritual attitud

to life, had a

profound respect for education, and taught his children to -nvest in
*enduring values; and on the other hand the "Homelander" who was a

materialist who accepted educational conditions as they were, was useful
for separating the rural Iowa population into analyzable groups. 15

Of

course there were other legitimate reasons why educational reform was
delayed in the twentieth century.

Transportation difficulties and rural

urban antagonism over a fair tax burden for supporting schools were
typical areas of contention.

Certainly the economic issue was of paramount importance, for it
was apparent that the movement for rural school consolidation burgeoned
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only when the farm economy was strong.

It vas realized as early as the

1870's in Iowa that the consolidation of one-room schoolhouses vas the
solution to the inefficient and wasteful arrangement of having a school
in every section of every

township.

But it teas not until twenty years

later that the first consolidation in fact took place.

The golden years

of agriculture produced an irresisti-.1de movement for consolidation, and

aftrr 1913, when the state legislature voted funds for vocational courses
in the schools, some activity took place.

By 1914, sixty school districts

were consolidated in rural Iowa, 187 by 1916, and 439 by 1921.

16

However, the agricultural slump which hit in the early 1920's forced
further consolidation to be delayed.

Although the state legislature

passed a standardization bill for rural schools in 1924, which allotted
funds to school districts provided certain minimum standards were met,
rural consolidation virtually ceased until the cornbelt economy revived
in the late 1930's.

By 1925 most Iowans lived in villages, towns and cities.
school problems were also a product of staunch localism.

Their

After the first

decade of the tuentieth century, almost every village in the state had
at least a two-year, if not a four-year high school program.

As was the

case with rural schools, this expensive duplication was bound to lower
standards.

The very small high school usually had less than half a

dozen teachers who each taught several subjects, and it graduated only
about ten students a year.

However, by the 1920's, most village and

small town high schools had already emerged as the local meeting place
and focal point of every community,s pride, as the school's athletic and
debate teams battled nearby rivals year in and year out.

Although their

academic training left something to be desired, few would deny that the
contribution to the psychic well-being of the communiiy as a whole
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was worth the taxpayers' coney.

17

In the larger cities in Iowa the

school problem focused on the reluctance of working class youth, especially
ecployable boys, to stay on the "acadetic escalator" to middlc=class
status.

As in cost industrial cities in the country, an effort was made

to promote vocational education in Iowa's urban schools.

A study which

was made in a single Iowa city, but was probably typical of patterns
elsewhere, showed that over half of the male students did not enter high
school, and as many as three quarters of the seventh graders never
finished elementary school.

Lack of interest in the middle class academic

curriculum, more than lack of financial resources, was the most common
reason for this dropout syndrome.
turned to

18

For this reason progressive educators

vocational subjects as a substitute for the more academic

approach even in grade school to hold their students' interest.
But only the younger members of the present study could have taken
advantage of these modest twentieth century opportunities.

The vast

majority quit school at fourteen, or before, with the basic requirements
of reading and writing, and figuring taken care of.

Their lifelong

remembrance of their educational experience consisted of trudging back
and forth to the one room school house in a blizzard; of a constant

.

stream of adolescent girls masquerading ,as teachers who often fa.Lled to

stay in the school more than a single term; or of play in the schooiyaid
in between interminable self-study periods or sessions of tedious recitation.
Perhaps a drafty wooden box at the edge of a bleak prairie was no worse
a place to go to school than some red brick Victorian monstrosity in an
industrial city.

But at least in the urban environment the grading

system permitted children to spend most of the school day in the company
of children of their own age.

In the country school, the common pattern

was for children of all ages to be in the same room, and to vie for the

2.12
teacher's attention.

Although cases of teachers being physically attacked

by older and larger pupils were mercifully rare, the burden placed upon
a very young and totally inexperienced female vas such that much of her
time was spent in keeping order rather than in attempting to teach.

To

a certain extent the daily stint at school was soMething of a relief
period for the rural children.

From an early age, according to Baldwin,

farm children were invariably instilled with a "priority of home
responsibilities," that is, hard, unpaid work which to most city children
would have seemed unjust.

19

There was a marked difference between the

attitudes of urban and rural parents, and the direction of their childrens'
lives.

Whereas the majority of, children in the city had a considerable

say in what they did in their out of school hours, and even when they quit
school to go to work, rural children rarely had this freedom.

Their

parents could not "get away from the idea that children were brought
_ 20

into the world for the benefit of parents,-

Two statistics, one more often quoted than the other, went a long
way to making Iowa somewhat more complacent about the state of education
than

was warranted.

The first concerned the low literacy rate in Iowa,

and the fact that the state had fewer illiterates within her borders
than any other.

For a moment's reflection, this obviously did not

bestow any great credit on the educational system, rather, it was caubad
by the predominance of an old stqck and northwest European population in
the late nineteenth century.

The second statistic showed that in the

closing decades of the nineteenth century and in the first years of the
twentieth, Iowa ranked in the first half dozen states in the nation in
the number of college edacated men and women it produced.

21

Although at

first this seems an impressive record, particularly for an agricultural
state, it should be remembered that the college training received by
0
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Of the almost twenty five institutions

the majority was marginal.

granting degrees at this time, only about half a dozen could seriously
be ccnsidered places of advanced educational work, and only the three
state-supported universities had large enough faculties to give weir
rounded college programs.

Overall, then, the Iowa educational system

was a patchy, somewhat dislocated affair.

There were some noteworthy

exceptions, but in general educators-were attempting to improve standards
so that children could successfully compete with modern skills in the
world of the 20th century.

12

The Data
The basic materials for this study were drawn from the individual
93

returns of the Iowa state census manuscripts of 1925.

One other state

census, that of 1915, which was alphabetized by county, was also utilized
for supplementary data on individual sample members.

The bulk of the

intergenerational variables -(father's occupation, wealth, place of

residence, and respondent's number of siblings) were gathered from the
federal census manuscripts of population and agriculture of 1880, and
the 1900 Federal population census manuscripts.

The Soundex Indexes of

those years were first consulted in order to locate the place of residence
of individuals inside and outside Iowa.

24

Infoimation was also gathered

from city and educational directories where they were available; and
individual tax assessment returns in local courthouses for the majority
of rural sampling areas were also consulted for the year 1925.

Research Design
Rather than taking a simple random sample of all heads ofrhousehold
in the state from the 1925 census, a two stage stratified method of
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community random sampling was adopted.

This procedure was followed to

permit tracing and examination of local records without having to search
every one of the 99 courthouses in the state.

Initially the state was

divided into five population groupings according to density:

open

country areas, villages below 1,000 in population, trading centers
between 1,000 and 2,000, towns between 2,000 and 16,000, and cities over
1(,000 people in size.

These divisions were not arbitrary, but rather

followed the breakdown of population given in the published 1925 state
census, and thus are one of the feu pointers available for checking
sampling error.

4-

25

The rural areas of the state were then divided into economic divisions,
and township sampling units were then picked randomly from each economic
area to reflect the open country population of the economic areas in
1925.

25

There vas one exception to this, however.

Six widely dispersed

townships were studied by rural sociologists between 1913 and 1939 and
it was decided to incorporate these six townships into the study becailse
their earlier work was valuable as a base.

27

By chance, another early

rural sociology survey was also uncovered, coincidentally in a township
which was already randomly picked.

28

In all, twenty five rural townships

were used in the study in order to represent the forty-two percent of
the Iowa population living on farms in 1925.

One other compromise

needed to be made in the sampling procedure for reasons of economy.

Any

village below 1,000 which was located within the rural townships was
included in the study.

Therefore, the village population per se was

not sampled on an individual community basis.

In order to obtain the trading center and town sampling units, all
trading centers between 1,000 and 2,000 in population were given an
equal chance at being selected, as were the towns between 2,000 and
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16,000.

Overall four the of former,,and six of the latter were randomly

sampled, and as they had a reasonable geographic spread, no substitutes
were needed.

Finally, ten city neighborhoods were randomly selected

from Iowa cities over 16,000 in population.

This operation involved

dividing the census manuscript books of each city into equal segments
of 3,000 households each, and randomly choosing ten segments from which
a randor sample of households could be drawn..

All heads of households from the sampling units were then systematically
sampled from the manuscript books of the 1925 census according to a predetermined ratio.

Every other household head and his family were taken

from the rural townships, every fifth household head from the villages,

and trading centers, and every tenth household in the towns and cities.
The result was that each household in Iowa had an equal chance of appearing
in the sample, and that all farming types and urban occupations are
represented in proportion to their numerical importance.

we have Iowa in

microcosm in our sample.

The stage was then set for the tracing process to begin through
other records so that the basic model of family characteristics, schooling,
and occupation could be obtained for as many 1925 heads of household as
possible.

The 1925 census asked each individual the names of both

parents, and this key piece of information permitted a strategy of a
backwards trace for intergenerational information.

This allowed us to

first search the alphabetized 1915 state census for important intergenerational
data, such as earnings in 1914, and occupation, and second, to use the
federal soundex indexes to obtain information on the fathers of our
heads of households.

The whole sample was then traced through the

Soundex indexes of 1880 and this information was utilized to find occupational
and wealth material in the population and agricultural censuses of that
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year.

A similar process was adopted using the Soundex indexes of the

15'00 Federal census in a quest to find intergenerational data for those

heads of households not found in previous searches.

Since older and richer

persons are easier to trace, our intergenerational data is based on a
slightly biased sample..

Use of various background controls, however,

reduces the effect of this bias on our conclusions.

There is little doubt, then, that in the period under analysis,
Iowa was part of the richest and most modern rural society in the world.

According to the 1930 census, only a few counties in the state failed to
score over 80Z on an index designed to calculate farm modernity.

The

Index calculated the percentage of farms with electricity, a telephone,
a radio, an automobile, and piped water.
union, Iowa received the highest rating.

Of all the states in the
29

It was unfortunate that

suitable data from poorer midwestern states was not available to make
legirinate comparisons, and this will obviously limit findings.

Still,

Iowa in the first two decades of this century was representative of a
large part of America, and especially of the midwest.

In fact, Iowa was

probably represdntative of fifty percent of the nation that was nonsouth, and non-metropolitan.

For even though the cornbelt did not cover

much of this area, the northern rural/small city social, educational and
ethnic structures resemble Iowa fairly well.
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CHAPTER III
Education and Social Structure

From the state's founding, Iowa had a number of advantal,,es which

made education a priority among the important minority of the population.
The pioneer Yankee elite had a strong interest in education and sought
the advice of Horace Mann when it set up the framework for the state
educational system.

1
The.elite helped found a number of colleges which

brought a veneer of higher _learning to the rolling prairies. Equally

important for building the foundations of educational policy, Iowa's
rich farmlands made its population reasonably generous by 19th century
standards in voting taxes for the maintenance of local country schools.
Iowa could afford to invest in modernity.

The layout of the state in a

grid pattern, its centrally placed county seats, and its one-room schoolhouses
set at geometric intervals in each township and controlled locally produced
a 19th century realization of the Jeffersonian ideal of a rural society
dominated by independent yeoman.

Still the standards of the mid-19th

century were no longer applicable to those of the early 20th century-and most thoughtful Iowans knew it.

2

As late as 1910 the state did not

allocate any funds for primary or secondary education, forcing local
authorities to finance education entirely from property taxes.

Two

other midwestern states, Uisconsin, and Minnesota, had begun appropriating
state funds for rural high school education, as had a number of other
"progressive" states.

Iowa, however, remained in the company of the

south, and Illinois, Missouri, and South Dakota in making no provisions
for state aid to education.

3

This chapter seeks to provide and analyze material which is basic
to fulfilling the first aim of this study: to assess the extent of
3.1
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edtcatiunal attainment in a rurally oriented society, to gauge what
types of education most Iowan:, obtained, and to look at patterns in the

education of th

ildren.

But first let us return to the actual

communities sampled to gain a better feel of Iowa in the first years of
this century.

The Texture of Communities

Although the_census bureau designated urban communities as places
over 2,500 in 1920, there has been considerable debate ever since over
this classification.

In Iowa, where "a city" meant something very

different than what it did in an eastern industrial state, communities
can be classified more specifically.

In cost instances our dividing

line when we talk of "urban" Iowa signifies any community over 1,000 in
population.

however, there is a need to clarify the position of villages

(places with populations of 10 through 999) and trading centers (communities
between 1,000 and 1,999) in the hierarchy of communities.

4

About 8Z of the Iowa population lived in villages in 1925., Villages
served a dual function:

they acted as the center of the local trading

area for the surrounding farm community, and also as the most usual
place of retirement for farmers- -this before the age of well maintained

geriatric homes in the major Iowa cities, and in Florida and the southwest.
A '"typical" Iowa village consisted of a crossroads community, with a

couple of banks, two or three groceries, a hardware store, a blacksmith's
shop, a

as station and garage, a restaurant, a post office, a doctor
)

and a lawyer, a grain elevator, and, if it was on a railroad line, a
station.

Villages had their own school systems, which usually contained
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a graded elementary school and at least two grades of high school.

A

"typical" trading center under 2,000 in population duplicated all these
faciliti

, but since it ua, a larger community, its services were of a

higher standard and they had more variety.

In addition, a number of

trading centers of this size were also county seats which not only added
substantially to the towns importance as a judicial center with an added
number of professionals, but also transformed the community aesthetically.
For in a county seat the courthouse, and the courthouse square, invariably
added a certain tone to what otherwise would have been an utterly ordinary
appearance and atmosphere.

The educational facilities in a trading

center also reflected its greater importance and larger size.
To be sure the gradations between villages, trading centers, towns,
and even the larger cities over 16,000, were somewhat blurred.

However,

they wt.re specific enough te differentiate between urban Iowa and village
Iowa.

But was there a similar distinction between open country areas

and the villages?

From the viewpoint of education, which is central to

this study, there would seem to be definite line of demarcation between
graded schools and one room country schools.

In addition, the spatial

layout of the farms in the state allowed for a physical separation of
farmer from villager.

It was almost universally true that the farm

house was located on the prairie outside villages, near, or in the
center ,f, the land which the resident farm family cultivated.

One key

demographic pattern differentiates villages from open country.

As many

as 557 of the open country heads of household were under 45 years of age
in 1925, only 40Z of the village population was in this age bracket.
Open country Iowa, which also had proportionately a younger head of
household population than any other of the urban areas, was agriculturally
distinctive also.

In the cornbelt, unlike other farming areas in the
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nation where vast acreages were useless for any form of cultivation,
under 107 of Iowa land was unsuitable for agriculture.

Once the prairie

was drained, a farmer could turn his SO or 160 acres into an intensive
operation using; methods which resemble to a remarkable degree some kind

of small processing plant.

The factories in the field metaphor could

not be applied in every area of the state.

Some land had high gradients,

and poor soil, or was too wooded for the high pressure agriculture of
the flat prairies.

But the monotony of the cornbelt, with its thousands

of acres of corn and small grains, its farmsteads, barns, cribs and
windmills, and its dirt roads running due north-south and east-west
can be deceiving.

For Iowa contained a remarkably varied number of

communities which would surprise an outsider.
Our 61 different sampling places showed this variety, and at the
same time we believe were a representative cross section of the state.
(See Figure 3.1).

The Texture of Communities
The open country townships ranged from a marginal agricultural and
coal mining community in Appanoose county on the Missouri border, to a
corn and cattle rearing township in northwest Clay county with characteristics

which would be called "typical cornbelt." With one exception the poorest
townships, by Iowa standards, were all situated in the southern triangle
which had its apex at Des Moines and went roughly southeast and southwest
to the Missouri border.

For the most part our sample townships in this

triangle were 1007: old stock in ethnic composition; however, elsewhere

in the state the population was more ethnically varied.

The only totally

ethnic rural sampling points included Military in Winneshie1, and Pleasant
Valley in Carroll which were German Catholic; Lincoln in Scott, an
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agnoS'tic German community; and Dougherty in Cerro Gordo, which was Irish
Catholic.

Furthermore, a number of townships in the northern part-of

the state had mere German Protestants, and Scandinavians than they had
old stock Americans.

But no one ethnic group dominated townships such

as Jefferson in Shelby, Grove in Hubboldt, and Franklin in Story.
Undoubtedly the "model" rural_ community in the sample was Orange in

Black Hawk, just south of Uaterloo.

Treated with some deference by

state authorities, the township was the subject of the first sociological
survey conducted by the rural sociology section at Iowa State College
around 1917.

The township was a community of Dunkards, or as they

called themselves in 1925, United Brethren.

Composed of Pennsylvania

Dutch, they had originally migrated from Somerset county, Pennsylvania
from the 1870's onwards.

It was the strength of its open country church

which gave Orange its distinctive modern flavor, for its vigorous membership
not only sponsored religious activities, but also a well run educational
program.

In addition, the community ran five different cooperative

organizations which included a telephone company, an egg selling association,
a threshing and cow testing cooperative, and a creamery.

It was not

surprising that in such an atmosphere the farmers combined in 1916 to
build a consolidated school, which, with one other, was the only genuinely
"open country" consolidated school in the sample.

An average of 12 in

each class graduated from the high school each year.

All in all the

satisfactory standards prompted a US Office of Education researcher to
praise the system which he maintained compared well "with the best
systems in the state."5- Orange, township was obviously an exceptional
environment; its strong religious base fostered social programs which
enlivened and solidified the community.

5-1

Parents had a respect for

3.7

eduLatioR, and th.y preferred to invest in what Baldwin called "enduring
values," rather than solely material pursuits.
Although no other rural township in the sample approached the
organizational leadership showed by Orange, a number of villages within
sampled townships had consolidated schools which catered to the needs of
the children of the village and surrounding area.

Probably the best

organized were the schools at Gilbert -lust north of Ames in Story County,
and in t!aukee ten miles west. of Des Moines in Dallas.

While it would be

Incorrect to suggest that consolidation, or progressivism in rural

kwa education occured in areas dominated by urban centers--much of the
consolidation took place in the isolated northwestern part of the state- -

these two villages did benefit from being near large towns.

As was the

case with Orange, teachers in these communities could be attracted and
held by the systems when there was some promise of urban diversions.

In

all 17 out of the 25 sampled townships had had grade schools and high
schools within their boundaries in 1925.

Of the townships which did

nct, only four could be classified as isolated.

One near. Iowa City sent

a number of its children to the nearby university town to school; and
another township outside Dav*enport was in reasonable commuting distance
of first class secondary school facilities.

In general, however, a

large percentage of children relied on the local township school for
their education.

The distance from school whs an important factor

high school attendance.

As many as 90Z of all children who lived within

one mile of a high school had some high school training in the late
1930's, whereas only 392 of children who lived ten miles from a high
6

school enrolled.

Although a decade earlier in very similar conditions

secondary education was availab:e, or near nt hand, it needed a special
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effort on the part of both rural parents and children alike to obtain a
high school diploma.

nbst Iowa trading centers, and towns, had standardized their school
systems by 1900.

This meant that they all had a high school, and perhaps

two elementary schools by the turn of the century.

The majority of the

cities in the sample had high schools operating by the second half of
the 187q's, with the eastern cities such as Dubuque and Burlington,
whose high school opened in 1868, showing the lead.
Although one of the four towns in the sample with a population
below 2000 was a county seat, Clarksville, Holstein, Traer, and Leon,
were basically trading centers serving, like the villages, a farm hinterland.
Leon with an appearance and reputation of a Missouri community was the
county seat of Decatur in an area of the "southern triangle" plagued by
poor soil and a population intent on out-migration.

Both Tract and

Clarksville were north central towns serving as retirement and trading
centers for farmers in prosperous counties.

And Holstein, in the northwest,

as its nac.e implies, was a center fpr a population whose roots went back

to the German province of that name, and was therefore heavily German
Lutheran.

The medium sized towns in the sample showed a greater variety in
their ethnic composition and in their economic base.

Shenandoah

(population 5500 in 1925) was, despite its position on the edge of the
southern triangle, a center of entrepreneurial initiative.

The town

from the early part of the century was a center of the seed industry,
and rather than corn fields, much of the acreage around the town was
devoted to horticulture.

.

In complete contrast was the smaller German

Catholie community of Dyc.rsville (population 2100) in western Dubuque County.
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In the center of the town was the large Catholic basilica of St. Francis

the spire dominated the skyline for miles around giving Dyersville _a
aia,tinctly Eurepaa

Ilavor.

its predominantly Catholic population,

the town supported both a parochial and a public school system.

In

fact, apart fro= the Catholic schools in Dubuque, and two other catholic
villages, this was thL only community with parochial schools in the
study.

All the other towns in the medium size group were county seats.
::area *1 (population 2100) a little less than half way between Iowa City

and Des ::oins en the Rock Island railroad, and Creston,.(population 8200)
t,ith it- Burlington shops, were railroad towns.

Forest City, (population 2000)

later to be made famous by the motor home builder bearing the name of
the surrounding county of :annebago, was in 1925, purely a farm center
and county seat with a predominantly Norwegian population.

Lastly

Uebstor Cicy (population 6600) on the Illinois Central main line from

Dubuque to Sioux City, was a typical Yankee prairie town in the midZe
of ricn farm land.

If a community can be singled out as an example of

all that Twa5 best in small town Iowa, Uebster City would serve splendidly.

Its school system was of a high standard, it had good communications, a
modern business district, and a fine library.

As was pointed out earlier, the larger cities were sampled by
neighborhoods, rather than as a whole, and their characteristics are
best shown in this way.

If we begin at the eastern end of the state on

the ni:,sissippi we find that the neighborhood sampled in Burlington

(population 26,000) was largely a blue collar area with a number of men
enplu:

(

at thv large railroad works elsewhere in the city.

The area in

Clinton (also 26,000 total) was also part of the central city, blue
collar, and largely settled by railroad workers employed by the Chicago
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and Morthwestern.

Both the Burlington and Clinton samples resembled

each other ethnically, with a-larger percentage of Germans than any
other ethnic group, and more Scandanavians than Old Stock Americans.
Both cities had grown only slightly since 1900.

Still further north on

the river in Dubuque (population 41,000), the sampled neighborhood was
part of a new housing tract in the southwestern part of the city high on
the bluffs overlooking the downtown area and the Mississippi. Because
this was a middle class area, a stony; Catholic representation was not as

pronounced as it might otherwise have been in another neighborhood.
About a quarter of the sample were Irish Catholics, another 25Z German
Catholics, with the remainder Old Stock Protestants.
Cedar Rapids (population 55,000) provided this study with its only
city neighborhood which could be singled out as upper middle class: the
sample was taken from the northwestern part of the city in an area which
contained large homes and newer apartment buildings, with well tended
lawns, and elm lined streets.

A number of the blue collar sample members

turned out to be servants, or in one case a gardener.

In contrast the

sample from Ottumwa, (population 26,000) like those from the other
southern Iowa urban areas sampled, was almost totally old stock, but

also had the lowest mean status score of all the* city communities sampled.
The neighborhood was across the Des Moines river from the Morrell meat
packing plant, the largest employer in the city, and was predominantly a
community of transplanted rural migrants.

The largest industrial concerns in and around Des Moines (population
141,000) in 1925 were coal mines; otherwise, apart frOm the railroads,

It was to a considerable extent a white collar city with insurance and state
government the principal 1ayge emp foyers.

62,
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randomly picked three areas which were fairly representative of the city
as a whole.

The first on the northwestern side of the city near Drake

University, was a net :ly planted area of middle class Iowans who made

living in insurance, real estate, or owned medium sized businesses.

Although this area was not as affluent as the "stockbroker Tudor" b It a
little to the south, its residents were upwardly mobile individualS
whose large home mortgages fitted the fast paced atmosphere of urban
America in the 1920's.

The second neighborhood in Des Moines was an

area of apartment and rooming houses on the western edge of the downtown
area.

As the only representative in the sample containing "a big city"

flavor, this was a transient neighborhood, but did contain a minority of
high status childless couples, and single professional males. 'Generally
this was an urban area typical of many large cities in the country with
a mobile population of white collar workers living within walking distance
of their work in downtown offices.

Our final Des Moines sample locality

'was in a rundowr. section which surrounded the State Capitol.

Over 20Z

of thiL neighborhood was southern born, and from a status point of view,
only the Ottumwa sample scored lower.

The neighborhood had a sprinkling

of Blacks and Swedes, but otherwise, like the other Des Moines sampling
units, was over 65Z old stock,

Most families lived in overcrowded frame

houses, and although it could hardly be called a slum area, the neighborhood
clearly needed physical rejuvenation.

Like Webster City, Mason City (population 23,000) was a prairie
town with a pleasant central area dominated by a tree lined square.
After Ames, Mason City was the fastest growing place in Iowa, and city
fathers had sen;ibly ensured that the community's only industrial concern,
a huge cement plant, was banished to the outskirts.

Hence our sampling

area, a middle class neighborhood with the inevitable elmitrees and
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7
frame houses, vas shielded from anything that would
sour the atmosphere.

Finally our two vestern Iowa city neighborhoods in Sioux City and
Council Bluffs were similar in their ethnic heterogeneity, blue collar
status, and overall appearance.

In Sioux City (population 76,000) the

area chosen was on the northwest fringes of the ciry, "a blue collar
suburb," with a number of residents vorking across town at the'meat
packing plant.

Further south on the Missouri river, Council Bluffs

(population 40,000) was one of the larger railroad junctions in the

midwest, with no less than eight main lines converging.

Hot suprisingly

most cjen in the sample were connected in some way to making a living on

the railroad, and lived on either side of the-main street of the city

within easy reach of the railroad yards to the south.
lc, be sure there was considerable" socioeconomic distance between

our sophisticated upper middle class sampling area in Cedar Rapids and
the hill farmers scratching a living on some of the poorest land in the

state in Brandon Township in Jackson county on the Mississippi.

However,

one common bond held all Iowans together: a close proximity to the land.

For the vast majority of urban dwellers were only one generation off the
farm.

'Whether they were Italian coalminers working in the deep shaft

mine in Walnut Township near Des Moines; or a druggist in Creston, or a
credit manager in Des Noines, or a Scottish golf professional in Cedar

Rapids, all these men had left rural backgrounds behind in Europe or
Iowa, and had not followed their fathers into farming.

In short no one

in the state in 1925 was very far removed from a "country past. IF 8
While we would commit an ecological fallacy in discussing the
citywide educational system in regard to our sampling units in the
larger Iowa communities; it would seem obvious that potentially all

6u
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urban children would have some advantage over rural and village children
because of superior facilities.

Whether it was advantageous to come

from a small town or a city as far as educational and occupational
achievement was concerned is something we shall endeavor to find out.
Certainly there were advantages and disadvantages to bath types of
community.

The primary schools in most cities would be more homogeneous

than those in small towns.

This might or might not have been an advantage

to lower class children who would not have to compete with those from
more affluent homes.

On the other hand, teachers competed for positions

in the schools with the highest status children, and inevitably the best
facilities and equipment were found in the schools on the right side of
the tracks.

In the smaller community as Hollingshead has shown, status

did preoccupy a large amount of time and energy in the neighborhood of
the school, but the competition ot a heterogeneous environment might
possibly have stirred the lower status child to greater achievement. 9
If ,secondary schooling was available to all urban and village

residents, college education was another matter.

In the 1920's the

authorities did begin opening junior public colleges in selected cities,
but for the majority of our sample a college education necessitated
moving away from home.

10

Only four cities in our sample had four year

liberal arts colleges in them.

Drake University in Des,Moines catered

for commuter students, especially in its professional schools, but like.
nearby Des Noines University, was predominantly a four year liberal arts
college.

In Cedar. Rapids there was Coe, a small denominatior-,1 four

year school wlAch was largely boarding orientated.

Dubuque had two

denominational liberal arts colleges, and Sioux City had one-whichwas
commuter orientated.

But, by and large, most Iowans who went away to
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college enrolled at one of the three state universities in Iowa City,
Ames, or Cedar; Falls.

As we shall see later in the study, they were a

select' group.

lue of Schooling and Social Structure.
Considering the primacy of the country school. in the history of
_

education in the United States, it is remarkable that almost no career

analysis has ever been undertaken to inquire to the advantages or handicaps
or rural "one-room" schooling.

Numerous studies were undertaken from

the 1929's onward whia used sophisticated testing procedures to show
a

that country schools, contrary to public belief at the time, were considerably

inferior to either consolidated school or graded village schools in

disseminating the fundamentals of education to their pupils. 11

In order

to investigate tboa patterns, we will divide the population into three
basic categories:

those who had secondary schobling (9th grade or

above); those who attended a graded primary school (either in a town or
in a consolidated rural school); and those who were country school
educated.

With the-population categorized in this way, a feeling for

the spread of educational attainment, the effects of different social
and economic background upon education, and in turn the influence of the
type of schooling had on men lives, can be better understood.

A fundamental question worth answering at the outset is whether the
a

educational experiences of the men in this study reflected the gradual
improvemeflt of education in the Midwest.

It is reassuring to note that

if the attendance of graded primary or secondary schooling is taken as-a
rough indicator Qf progress, then the early twentieth century was a time
of steady gains.

Table 3.3 shows that decade by decade fewer in each

age group attended only country schools.
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Table 3.3
Aae and Type of Schooling
1925 in Percent
(read down)

Type of School/Age

Under

24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

total

Country only

21

26

33

44

52

62

Graded Primary

32

38

38

34

31

26

Secondary or more

46

36

29

22

17

12

152

935

988

892

652

512

4131

15.8

12.4

100Z

.._

3.7

22.6

23.9

21.5

Table 3-4

locality, 1925 and Type
of Schooling in Percent
(read dorm)

Ty e of School / Locality

Open
Country

Villa:e

Trading
Center

Town

Cit

Country only

53

37

43

33

17

Graded Primary

27

34

23

41

49

Secondary or more

20

28

3"5

27

33

1768

36S

340

671

989

4131

42.8

8.8

8,2

162

23.9

100%
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study, those 65 or above in 1925, 627 had acquired their educational
experience in "the one-room" school house, and 127 bad gone to a high
school.

Lbereas the youngest generation, born after 1900, only 22Z

were ,ountry school educated, and 467 had at least some high school
experience.

Presumably these patterns can be largely attributed to

gradual urbanization, and schdol reorganization, and however much it was
distasteful to rural people, the influences of town culture on the
country neighborhood.

For it was also noticeable that there was much

less variations in the proportion of each age group who went to elementary
grade schools but never continued.

In the towns where grade school was

standard, and bureaucratic controls were uniform, change was less marked.
These data would seem to indicate that the most interesting patterns of
change might come from those with country backgrounds.
While we will investigate this more thoroughly in a later chapter
on social mobility, a glance at table 3.4 shows that when Iowa was
divided' into ecological areas, country schooling remained the usual

experience of all except those living in trading centers, towns, and
cities.

As many as 557 of all rural dwellers, had only attended a one1

room school and rural origin of the population which highlighted by the
fact that over a third of the village, trading center, and town population
had this educational background.

In every type of community Iowans quit

school at the eighth grade or before, rather than continuing their
secondary education.

One other pattern in the ecological distribution

of educational attainment by type of schooling, needs comment.
Iowa,

In urban

trading centers, had proportionately the largest number of rural

educated heads of household, and also the greatest number of those who
-

had some secondary schooling.

As has been already indicated, trading

centers performed a double function.
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time a retirerent haven for farmers, and a central service point for
surroundini! countryside.

Uith few industrial workers within them, this

causal a dichotomy in the occupational structure which placed retired
farmers, and farm labors on one side, and the merchants and professionals,
who were better educated, on the other.

Apart from these discrepancies

and the fact that relatively few city dwellers attended rural schools,
educational attainment patterns were fairly uniform throughout the
crate, another indicator of homogeneity in the different types of community.

when the extent of rural education was compared with the ascribed
characteristics such as place of birth, religion, and ethnicity, some
further patterns emerged to tell us something about the Iowa population.
Obviously where an individual was born had an important bearing on his
.

educational chances.

Vot very surprisingly, those born outside fhe

United States were more likely to have had a scanty education, and were
least likely to have attended secondary school. 12

(Table 3.5)

At the

same time, all in-migrants, except those born in the western part of the
country (Kansas, i'ebraska, and South Dakota were included here) were

also more likely to have only a country school education.

The high

proportions from the south, Illinois and Missouri, were to be expected
in view of the low standards of rural education in both those states and
in that region.

Easterners formed a somewhat older age group which has

migrated to Iowa early in their lives and this caused their concentration
within the rural educated.

The apparent advantage of westerners, on the

other hand was to a certain extent the result of younger age and our
elacsificarion, not an indication of the superior educational standards
in Nebraska and South Dakota.

In fact, many of these men came from

cities such as Omaha and Sioux Falls, near the Iowa line, and therefore
had greater opportunity for secondary education than those with different

7I
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Table 3.5
Birthplace and Type of
Education, 1925
(read down)

Type of Schooling/
Iowa

East

Country

36

4s 1

Graded Primary

33

Secondary

39

23&
57..11

East
Niduest

South

I;est

111.

36

40

24

42

46

33

32

4e

37

38

33

33

37

20

25

23

38

25

2.,

11

267

241

57

139

323

147

569

4131
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3.4

3.6

13.8

1007
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un balance, the native born Iowans had a more even distribution

than nen-native, and tids tanentially indicated .lightly higher standards

Other ascribed characteristics, in parii:ular, religions me bership
-Aeru central to our scheme of identifying movers and

shaHert among the general population for bringing Iowa into the twentieth
century.

Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show that each ethnic group was generally

educated in rural schools, but that the British, the Americans, and the
(who were predominately urban) were more likely to seek secondary
education.

However, religion alone, or better still, combined with

ethnieity in the case of Irish and German Catholic did produce more
promi.ing patterns to assist in elucidating our hypothesis that pietistic
old .'toOr Prottstants were modernizers, and that liturgicals were traditionalist

when investing in education.

The patterns displayed here need careful

analasis, for place of residence tended to blur distinctions.

However,

apart from the Irish and Scandinavians, our formulation did seem to hold
up about the perceptions different groups held of the position of education
in a modernizing world.

Certainly there Is nothing prophetic in predicting that men with
rurll edufation should hull low status urban occupations in a dispropartionate
number.

In Table 3.8, as expected, farmers and farm laborers were

predominantly educated at rural schools.

The only other occupational

group with sitalar backgrounds, the unskilled laborers, were mostly exfarmer:_. or farm laborers whose luck had run out, and who had moved away

from agriculture.

For the total population a more precise indicator of

di:fcrentiating the effect ni rural, graded, and secondary education
perhaps night be income.
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Table 3.6
Ethnicity and Type of
Education, 1923

Type of
Schooling/
Ethnicity

Eaz:t/

Southern
Europe

Country

Old
Stock

Scanda
navian

41

3o

43

Graded Primary 42

31

Secondary

17

.
"

Fritish

Other
P. Europe

German

Irish

40

45

43
4.,

33

41

33

39

39

37

32

17

27

17

18

25

a

219e

339

243

83

352

336

2.1

33 0

8.2

5.9

2.0

20.6

8.1

4

4131

Table 3.7
Religion Ind Type of
Education, 1925
(read down)
Type of
Education/
'None

Prot
Unsp

Country

53

28

28

28

46

36

14

Graded Primary

2

43

20

31

39

46
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Secondary
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29

53

31

15

18

43

977

653

280

1071

491

640

14

4131

23.7

15.9

6 8

25.9

11.9

155

0.3

1007.

lclini9n

:

High Status Lou Status
Prot
Prot
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Catholic

Jewish
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7
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Unfortunate__ in none of the samples gathered for the study were we
able to distinguish between those who obtained primary schooling in the
country schools but who went on to high school, and those who obtained
all their education in graded systems.

For this reason some important

insights into the impact of early education on achievement slipped
through our grasp.

Therefore, this first skirmish with an analysis of

economic returns for type of education received, can only realistically
make comparisons between non-high school men.

In our separate supplementary

sample of urban men taken in 1915, country schooling
was worth $125.00
less than a graded primary school education. Those men who received

between 5 and 3 years of graded schooling earned $165.00
more than those
who had spent the equivalent amount of time at a rural,
one-room school.
Of course, the rural educated men, as rural urban migrants, had several
other factors working against them besides their educational background.
At this juncture, it would be unwise to give a definitive judgment
on
the effect of rural education on earnings, because when we look at the

material from the main sample (Table 3.9), rural schooling was well
represented in both the lowest and the highest income brackets. Obviously,
to the farmer past middle age, the ability to earn two thousand dollars
or more had little to do with a somewhat skimpy education 40 years
before. chile these kinds of questions will be tackled in greater detail
below, it would seem that type of education at the elementary level did

not have much effect on the like chances of individuals who stayed in
the environment in which he was raised.
In 1925 the rural school was stillkvery much a force to be reckoned
with in Iowa--indeed It still had another 30 years of useful life.
However, the fact that well under 50Z of male heads of households in a
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Table 3.3
Type of Education and Occupation, 1925
In Percent
(read dovn)

Type of
Schooling/
Occupation

Farmer

Small
Bus

White Skilled
Collar El

Oper-

Fm.

ater Tab

Retd

Country

2

13

54

16

10

22

22

44

57

53

Graded Primary

6

18

27

34

35

54

f5

45

31

34

93

69

19

50

55

24

23

12

12

13

121

97

1797

326

175

313

412

436

129

3.1

2.5

46.3.

8.4

4.5

8.0

Secondary
I.

Source:

10.6 12.5

38 3394

3.3 1-0 100%

Sample Data

Table 3.9
Earnings and Type of Education
1914
(read dot n)

Type of Education/
Earnings

500

$500999

$1000-1499

$1500-1999

$2000+

Country

41

42

33

36

41

Graded Primary

32

39

30

31

/0

Secondary

27

19

32

33

31

82

693

429

157

228

2389

36.9

29.0

18.0

6.6

9.5

100Z

N
ri
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rural state received their only formal education in a country school,
vas an indication that -reform elements had achieved some success in

diverting the power of local control.

On the other hand, for most males

living outside the cities, which included a good proportion of all
ethnic groups, rural Catholics and Lutherans, and men without religious
affiliation, the "little schoolhouse on the prairie" represented the
sole formal educational experience they received in their lives. 13

Years of Education and Social Structure
There was a pressing need in the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth c-mtury America for educators to

creat1 e interest in the classroom.

It was as if they were required to sell education to parents and children,
to attract children to school, and to keep them there as long as possible.
In this quest they were assisted by compulsory educational laws for
elementary school children.

But for males of 14 years old and over,

drop-out rates still remained a problem which vocational education did
not really solve.

Iowa was no exception to this drop-out syndrome.

14

Table 3.10 indicates that in all types of communities in the State,
except the cities, withdrawal rather than completion was the general
rule even before men had reached the eighth grade.

As many as 80% of

all open-country heads of households, 69 of village, 64% of those who
lived in trading centers, 72Z of town dwellers, and 64Z of city residents
did not

beyond the eighth grade.

Obviously the decision to enroll in

high school not only provided a useful indicator of status, but also
showed a serious desire on the part of most individuals to pursue academic
goals.

This would seem to be a fairly crucial decision, because only in

the case of rural dwellers, did fewer heads of households fail to graduate
from high school once they had entered. 15

77
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Table 3.10
Years of Education and Locality
(read down)
Years of
Education

Oper
Country

Village

Trading
Center

Town

City

D/7

0-4

13

18

16

12

12

548
13,3

5-7

3-3

23

.34

31

20

124
29.6

33

30

16

11

35

1290
31.2

10

10

15

10

11

453
11.0

7

8

12

297
7.2

Sore HS, 9-11

HS, 12

Some Coll,

4

F

7

6

7

229
5.5

Coil Graduate

1=

3

4

2

4

93
2.3

363

346

(71

989

4131

1768

3
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Ii

..- .111 Li L school nal._ i-xaduates as merbers of an educated

elite, EL

-

strecture of he
fyr .:s

to

of

ETramid ef ediv,tional attainment

1:t:.%eut euestion, their advantae vas class based,

3.11 shotia intergen-,rational patterns indicate that the

sans of wLite-cAlar workers were twice as likely to reach high school
az f,orts of skillcd craftsmen.

likely to

And professionals were five tines as

to college as skillet.: blue-collar workers.

A final confirmation

of the et:lat....Ince of a well-educatet: elite comes when we examine the

relatiehsh_p betceen occupation and the years of education Made 3.12).
Lhiie the lean nmber of years of schooling for Lales in the state were
7.7 yeetrs er ell!htly less than prit.ary school equivalency, 817 of all

professionas had at least 13 years of schooling (one year of college).
Lven im 19i0 natienal returns showed that among the same occupational
group onl:

mana eria

hac the sane amount ar educational attainment.

At the

ievel there tas also an impressive showing among Imans. as

many a.: 147 :la.

en to college. whereas 25 years later at the national
16

level ju: t 26: of pasagers were colleee educated.-

it would appear,

that in rban Ioa, edecation was a =rime indicator, if not cause of
occupational atains. Atom. lower achelon white-collar workers (clerks)
for exawile, altlost 35: had graduated from high school, however, not one

was a college gr,suate and enlj 2: among small proprietors had attained
college degrees.

In the previous section then earnings and type of schooling were
analyzed, patterns showed that in this period a dynamic personality, common
sense, and helpful relatives, were no less important than educational
credentials for rakine money.

however, the idea that education had some influenceon economic
performance Vas already being tested as early as 1911.
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With impetus
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'table 3.11

Father's Occupation and Percentage of High School Graduates
and College Natriculates Among Sons, 1925
fl

Professional

25

College Natriculates

62Z

402

55

35

110

40

16

18

55

22

145

21

8

52

19

5

170

5

1

1212

16

10

245

1

0

13

7

0

Nanager
Small Praprietor

White Collar
Craftsman
Semi-Skilled

Unskilled Laborer
Farm Owner

High School Graduates

Farm Renter

Farm Laborer
Source: Sample Data
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Table 3.12

1925

Occupation and Years of Education,

Some HS,

8

5-7

0-4

6

3

5

1

2

Prof

22

17

20

14

13

2

Manager

1

4

4

10

31

35

15

Farmer

326

72

14

17

19

17

16

6

Prop

175

0

10

25

21

29,

9

6

313

0

'3

9

13

41

22

13

412

0

2

8

13

42

26

10

486

0

1

4

6

32

40

18

SemiSkilled Lab

129

0

0

5

6

37

*40

lk

Lab

38

3

3

3.

5

24

40

24

Retd

Pm

HS, diploma
35

12

1797

White
Skilled
Collar Blue Collar

Some Coll.,

46

97

Si all

Colleze,
141

N

4131

1001
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provided by the

-nntr:, Life .kivenAt, detailed surveys were under

which anong lkh.r

een:,areL, ealcational attainment with earnings.

a.

The first such stuoytof sever.:

-%ich surrounded Ithaca, Neu

York, found a uol,.:tive relationship between net farm income and amount
of educatica.

The Cornell researchers showed that 54; of 'he country

school educated earned $400 or less, 5;, earned over $1,000, while 20:: of

high school graduates had net incomes of over $1000.

17

A coinheit s-udy

of town-hips in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, produced even more convincing
evidence that education made a difference to individual income.

Among

tenants and farm atmers,hiLh school and college training gave impressive
returns--i the case of the tenants, college graduates received almost
;d000 Eture than those whose only education was in a country school.

18

Lowever, neither of these studies attempted to calculate the rate
of return of years of college, or for that matter, the total life earnings
of Len with different educational bachgrounds.

Two studies in the

1920's did attempt this kind of analysis; and both found that among
rather restricted samples therc t.as a strong relationship between m.ount
cf schooling and earnings.

One stuay which compared the achievement of

brothers, found that the mean income of the one with more education, was
$tbi4 greater than that of his brothel."

The other study found that in

1922 a hiLii school education was worth approximately $24,000 in comparison
to a grade school eduu-.Lion.

At the same time a college graduate could

expect $72,000 rorc than a high school lyraduate when life time earnings
were calculated.

20

In Table *3.13 there does,net seem to be any doubt that when.the

earnings of Iowans were correlated with age and education, the legacy of
a

educational attainment left its nark - -- albeit the results !wren little
le ,o dramatic than those reviewed, abcvc.

82

While we acknowledge the small

3.35
nuMber of ca.:eo :71(1 '.Teti

.rortho%ile

school sraduates, it would
ELc .imeunt of

colle: and

;-,rat.!!...-.te::.

:s iergone by boto

Avery rot:; 1 calculation fro:. the

inoie_aed tint high school oradu-tes lost alout :?1,600 in earninf.s

forgone over four yeoro

'od college gtacuates ai.out

1;y the

o.e hotl. oroups Iore forty, high school graduates were earning about
-(.-2(*0 :own: than the elomentary school educated.

kit by the tint .they hau

$

ri :'-hod ,ixty they earned more than a thousand jollars more titan men who

hod left ochool tit the eighth rradc.

Sinilary the college graduate at

ftrty ourgassed the high school :,raduate f y $1,WO, and the lap increased
Atli age.

i;y ray of suAary, each year a man grew older he could reckon

on earning al5 rore than the previous year.
year of schoolin'- las worth $65 to him.

At the same time each extra

Of course school costs (food,

lodoinf, tuition, and travel) which Lifht have been anything- up to a

thousand dolls. ror the eight years of schooling beyond the eighth
grade, _have: been

;,nored.

Honever, sunnier jobs, and other marginal ways

of earning money, would have lightened this burilen.

However calculated,

the monetary return on investment in schooling was excellent.

But how

rueh vas due to the schooling itself, and how such to background factors

at affected boa earnings and the decision to quit school?
As the hridge between education and income has now been' established,

it remains to document which groups were crossing that bridge, and
achievino high :)ceupatioaal status.

Educational attainment, or then

surh i :atcrial was not available, literacy, has invariably been considered_

one of the principal indicators of modernity.

It would be useful to
0

place an ethno-religious and ecological perspective-on the material in
order to investio:ate cooely the Importance various groups placed-.upon
education.

This, in turn, would act as a pointer for what right be

83

964(64)

40-49

'Source:

Mean

70 plus

,60-69

818(149) ,

544(87)

423(19)

^922 1281

639(10)

990(51)

1079(203)

1022(329)

1033(343)

Sample Data

$855 294

828(7)

883(35)

840(84)

886(72)

30-39

50-59

684(19)

567(7)

289(6)

25-29

22-24

18-21

381(23)

-

14 -17

.

5-8

1-4

Age,

1044 229

1425 (4)

1491(17)

1260(37)

1,227(68)

964(55)

682(22)

439(19)

229(7)

, 9-11

*

1155 122

1950(3)

1479(15)

1202(21)

1189(36)

1002(24)

1111(11)

294(11)

400(1)

12*

Years of Education

,Iowa, 1915

Year, of Education
Aga and Income

Table 3.13

1461 107

410

1475 (5)

1953(12)

1920(31)

1511(25)

934(22),

706(6)

666(5)

100(1)

13-15
,'

,

1632(2)

-

-

16 slue

1936 32

ONE

4000(4)

2050(4)

2480(10)

1630(i0)

1030(5)

(N in' parenthcesas

N 2065

17

102

3350

492

554

274

135

60

32

..

total

3.37

term:*d ;nture-iurlemted behavior in a soCit.t:

r

=ert

::mss e Liu, pursuit of education

Mu part of the pe:j1 ansi his parents.

rince we have _heady placeZ some ..,-phasiz on the educated elite,
their ;trength arch.;; the different ethno-rcligious groups would help to

delineate the patterns.

Table 3.14 displays a listing of college matriculates

in each ethnic and religious grcup.

In general the results show that

Ang lo-Saxons did concentrate tore on college than did Continental Catholics

and liturgicaL..

Thu

at the sane time, Lerrans affiliated with AMerican

churches shot:a. unexpected strength and Scandinavians weaknesses.

Ceman Cathelie- and Lutherans an

or it

Old-Stock Americans with no affiliation

affiliation were handicapped because of their ruralness,

and this is underlined because the Irish-Catholics, a predominantly
urban grnnp, had a greater percentage of matriculates. But the
patterns of the elite are not necessarily those of the general population,
and as has been jul.t suigel,tee', place of residence combined with ethno-

tdeht possiLly have some bearing upon educational
attainment.

Ifas this so?

It is arguable that the use of educational attainment to gauge
modernity among Eastern and Southern Europeans (Bohemians, Poles, Italians)
is little more than a reflection of the lack of opportunity for education
in the old country and in America.

21

Their over-all mean of 5.9 years

of education, vith only 5.1 years among those rho lived in the open
country, showed the lowest level of educational attainment, and if this

critezia passe judgement, more traditional orientated behavior (Table
3.1:0.
was r.or

Among lore established ethno-religious groups, such an indicator
atisfactory.

The spread, among rural people, when no controls

were maae for religion was small.

The British, then Cid Stock Americans,

followed by Scandinavians, with the Germans and the Irish bringing up

3.3S

Table 3 14
Collere Ilatriculates as a Percentage of the
Population, 1925

thno-religious

Ethno-Zeligious Groop

.

Old Stock High Status Protestants

26

49

German Hill) Status Protestants

24

14

British Low Status Protestants

14

3

Gernan Unaffiliated Protestants

14

30

British, No Religion

14

6

Irish Protestants

14

12

German Low Status Protestants

10

15

Old Stock Unaffiliated

10

39

Old Stock Low Status Protestants

8

65

Irish Catholics

6

12

Scandinavian Lutherans

6

35

Old Stock, No Religion

5

67

British High Status Protestants

5

13

German Catholics

4

k6

Scandinavian Unaffiliated Protestants

4

4

German Lutherans

3

11

Source:

Sample Data
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rle r

ithin one year

TiV

111
r_st.

ror

ceLtrole

ce' on the raterial_

Cerean Lutheran famert had a tean

3 years of schooling,

t-hile Gtryan Catholics who were far-ng -ere

edncat!on.

to 6.6 years of

IL the city, however, each greue bad 7.9 years-

certain

dke-ree :-.itilaritiez in the education of open country people regardless

of ethnic group were due to the culturhl isolation ei:.7 all the ethnic
ulations.

Lut this isolation wan accentuated among rural Catholics.

Parochial schoolinie

available in two of the villaees in Catholic

Ishii's, tut not in the open country itself.

Therefore, rural Catholics,

alreAy in a situation where rural schooling ims mediocre at best, were
further handicapped by their naving no schools of Lirnt choice in the
immediate vicinity.

It vas Baldein uLo characterized Ccruan Protestants

as beini, Lateiialist oriented, little interested in education for its
ovn :lake, and detervined to force their children to work bard at farm
chores.

iroo our evidence, it would

that German Catholics were

even more family directed and less future oriented.

Lnfortunately our

.1;10 thief: not permit more definitive.insiohts into attitudinal differences

between German Catholics and Protestants in rural Iowa.
he tar as the remainder of the sample population was concerned,
only a rinoriti, and a stall cne at that, were mobilized to take advantage
of the educational facilities that were available, and to allow their
children to take full advantage of them.

But, as the data shows, and

as was the case with the elite, one particular chino- religious group,
high fiiiltUe old stock Americans, were consistently oriented towards

educational aspirationo.

22

On the farm, their educational attainment

was measured two years ahead of the next group, and in the city they had
4 mean of 11.6 years of ec:ucation.

87

In contrast, just to point up the

Table 3.15

3.40

near: Years of Education, Ethnicity, religion, and Locality, 1925
:'ean

SD

Entire Population

7.7

3.06

4131

Southern Eastern Europe

5.9

2.65

85

Open Country

5-1

3.01

31

Open Country, Catholic

4.8

2.90

21

City

L.3

2.9

34

Old Stock

3,0

3.15

2190

Open Country

7.5

2.70

915

No Religion

6.9

2.60

363

Prot Unsp

6.9

2.42

57

High Status Prot

9.3

3.20

52

Low Status Prot

7.9

2.50

409

8.6

3.25

175

8.2

2.97

51

7.9

4.07

12

10.2

3.30

14

8.9

3.15

85

8.1

3.88

195

No Religion

7.0

3.47

61

Prot Unp

9.0

3.10

27

11.6

4.10

21

7.8

3.85

85

8.0

2.88

398

Vo Religion

7.7

2.61

94

Prot Unsp.

7.8

2.80

81

High Status Prot

8.8

3.18

59

Low Sta.us Prot

7.9

2.97

143

VilliK:e
l!ca Rel Lion

Prot Unsp
Nigh Status Prot
Low Status Prot
Trading Center

High Status Prot
Low Status Prot
Town

8i3

3.41

Table 3.15 (Cont.)

Old Stock (Co

city

8.9-

3.52

509

"Al Reli, on

7.8

3.63

110

Prot ;:nsp

8.9

3.2

222

Hirh Status Prot

11.6

3.85

42

Lou Status Prot

8.4

3.24

101

Scandinavian

7.4

2.60

339

Open COuntry

7.5

2.20

136

7.4

2.30

72

7.3

3.2

39

7.2

3.4

29

7.5

2.76

o.,

7.5

2.86

40

7.4

2.64

91

Prot 1.41.;p

7.2

2.90

35

Lutheran

7.0

1.80

27

7.9

3.14

243

Open Country

7.7

2.90

103

None

7.2

3.08

38

Low Status Prot

8.5

2.31

41

8.5

2.91

62

8.2

7.56

20

Other North Europe

6.9

3.01

83

Open Country

6.0

2,40

41

5.7

2.31

22

8.1

3.28

31

Lutheran
Village

Lutheran
Town
Lutheran
City

British

City

Prot Unsp

Catholic
City

89

..

3.42

(Cont.)

N

:',..=an

German

7.3

2.

852

Open 07,untry

7.0

2.20

405

No ReliIon

7.2

2.21

77

Lutheran

7.0

2.01

135

Catholic

6.6

2.18

132

6.8

3-34

85

L'1thcran

6.1

3.4

33

Catholic

6.8

3.0

35

Trading Center

6.7

3.02

88

None

5.8

1.76

21-

Lutheran

6.8

3.47

48

7.4

3.34

116

Lutheran

6.5

2.19

23

Catholic

6.6

2.54

47

8.4

3.23.

None

8.3

2.78

20

Prot Gasp

8.1

3.39

45

11.2

3.81

13

Village

Tours

City

High Status Prot

158

Lutheran

7.91

2.68

24

Catholic

7.92

275

39

Irish

7.76

3.03

336

Open Country

7.13

2.65

137

None

7.31

3.18

19

Catholic

6.96

2.62

97

8.6

3.82

42

8.0

3.57

32

Village
Catholic

90

,

3.43

Table 3.15 (Cont.)

Dean

SD

8.5

3.24

41

8.2

3.30

32

7.8

2.86

103

7.7

2.70

85

Irish (Cont.)

Town
Catholic
City

Catholic

Note:

When subtotals were less than 20 categories, they were eliminated
from the Table.
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5.44
differences within the old stock podulation itself

those without any

-dfitintion shoved as little inclination c.s the

/grant

ethnic- Lroups to eursui, educational goals.

Fur all tne defects in the material and the lack of a sophisticated
attitudinol seala to identify a future-oriented individual, there would
seem to be a celivineinz case for using educational attainment and ethno-

cultural membership and affiliation as a proxy.

Both at the college

level dud in the general population, the data indicate that the modernizers

were Mee,' pietistic

Yankee Congregationalists or Scottish Presbyterians--

but the traditionalists were more difficult to pin-point.

Continental

ethno-religious groups, particularly Catholics and Lutherans, were very
much in evidence, but so were Scandinavian Lutherans, and most important,
old stock Americans in town and country with no religious affiliation
vhatever.

Elucational "ttila-ent -fthin

Family

In concentrating on male head of household data, we have ignored
0

the vital question of female education and educational attainment among,
other family, menbers.

Scanty evidence from the nineteenth century shows
o3

that American women were better educated than men.
also the case.

In Iowa, this was

For, although the correlation between a husband's

educational level and his wife's was .69 showing fairly strong educational
homogeneity, it was noticeable that in certain instances women retained
an edge.

In Table 3.16 women were more likely to be high school graduates

than men (20.57 women and 15.14-:_men) and also were more likely to enroll

in college than-were their husbands.
to graduate from college.

Den, however, were more inclined

Mile there are several plausible explanations

92
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for this phenomenon,

Ives :Cr':
usually 7:ounger tLan rhLzir husband:7,,

a;:d thersjare they et i3

e had a greater chance to take edvantage of

renter edqcational o...orLunities) in an

ixieultural society with its

rural schools intact, there was such a deL-nci for teachers that sore

high school education, or better still, a high school diploma, was a
desirable credential for most tiomen.

As one of the few cLoices of

occupation open to middle class women was teaching, women were channeled
into 1114,h school or often college by the prospect of certain employment
after gradoaelon.

Hen had far more varied career choices; and incentives

for them to stay in school were not so great unless they had a professional
career in mind.

As the position of women was so bound up in teaching,

and a later chapter is devoted to that purpose, let us turn to the
evidence dealing with children of the sample.

Mich sharper differences were evident in'theJevels of education
between generations.

There is evidence from rural sociology studies

that in certain areas a real improveeent was made in educational standards
in the 1920s'

lor, example, in the Church of Brethren congregation,

southwest of Iola City, a counna.ty with a close resemblance to that of

Orane township, mare emphasis was placed on the modern#ation of homes
than on the ratienall::ation of local educational facilities.

Uhen the

community iris first studied just after World liar I, all the children of

the co;xnutity attended rural schools, and only a handful had graduated'
from hirh
area.

Leci use secondary education was not available in the

Uhile there :as indifference to educational improvement, there

was certainly no direct hostility.

A little over 50`: of the respondents

claimed they were in favor of higher taxes for consolidation of rural
school.;, althoneh several added qualifications.
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Table 3.16

Husband's Education and Wife's Education, 1925

Grammar
School
Grammar
School

Some High
School

Some College

X

Ii

2096

462

79

7342

2637

187

406

80

17.7

673

Some
College

58

114

124

8.1

296

Total X

64.9

27.2

7.7

100X

(932)

(283)

3606

Some High
School

(2341)

Source: Sample Data
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against consolidation centered on transportatier, 1.roblems, but as in the
.11r.

v .,tudie4.1, there ai.peared to Le little understandint;

either the naterial or the intellectual benefits education could
bring.

24

Fortunately the same community was re-studied 10 years later in
1930 when each informant was asked to evaluate the greatest problems
facing tip

farmer.

The three most comnon replies concerned community

cohesiveness, the problem of providing better roads, and farm price
fluctuations.

Furthermore, the long-term solution of the improvement of

educational facilities for their children as a means for combatting the
farm economic -Atuation, was never mentioned.

en the i)ther hand, the

decade of the twenties die: see a ttarked irprovement in the neighborhood.

A consolidated high school had been built, and the majority of children
were attending for at least two year's.

25

Universal high school attendance was by no means evident in 1925,
but as far as primary school attendance was concerned our data shows
dint in whatever way the material is analyzed, about 967 of all eligible
6 to 14-ycar-olds spent at least 120 days in school in every type of
community.

As a consequence it would be more fruitful to measure grade

retardation and drop-out from hiL,11 school for the children of the sample,

provided we are not restricted to those living at home.
fu 'table 3.17, the left hand panel compares the grade retardation

o1 girls and boys in grouped age categories.

Female chtldren, like their

mother..., showed a greater tendency to retain the correct grade than did
males.

Again, the sane mechanism which was present in the earlier

generation would still seem to be working.

In the center panel, we

conparee the education of each father and the grade retardation of.each
eldest child.

In other, words we are simply asking whether educational
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standards were beine transritted from father to child.
ciilldteu

For eldest

there unfortunately tne number cd. cases of high school

father, vas danferourly _mall, the Letter educated parents did seen to
,-transmit stu

kind of ai:yantage.

Those with high school graduate

parents certainly had a better showing than students with only an
elementary or a little high school education.

In the final panel of

Table 3.17, ti.e performance of eldest children were compared in the

different communities in Iowa.

There is a reoccurring problem with

aumbers of cases in villages, trading centerp and towns, but two points
stand out.

Lural youth showed a consit:erably better perfo-rnance than

'did their fathers, and although their retardation rate vas greater

than in urban centers they did not disgrace themselves.

Towns and

cities, with Lore varied populations on whEch to draw, had more children
in the correct grades than villages and trading: centers.

In general,

though, these data point to a levelling-out of standards between
col,munities, which suggests some improvement ia rural education.

Uhcn we turn to the parental occupational differences when comparing
the drop-out patterns for children aged 14 through 24, patterns were
more discernable.

(Table 3.18)

As with the intergenerational data

;eneratid for their fathers the performance of eldest and second children
had a class dimension.

Among eldest children, over 5O

of those who

came from high status white-collar families were still in school- In
less prestigiolts occupations a little over 35:: of most children had

remained in school for secondary education.

overthe previous generation.

This was an improvement

Farm children, on the other hand, continued

to leave school before completing high school ia great numbers.

a large percentage of eldest

on

Furthermore

of farmers and renters were working
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Table 3-.17

GradeAtetardation of Eldest Children

Retarded

Sex

Ecological
Father's
Educational
Level

Differentiation

1.

All

II

T

kin

bo
NS

1

36

37

39

441

511

XS
Crad.

7-9

39

41

37-

Differeatiatiou

U

2

..

3

4

39

29

10-12

50

51

49

30'

36

55

43

45

55

4$

13-15

41,

64

33

42

50

is

41

31- 54

61

16-11

6$

73

63

49

SS*

59

5$

17

77

59

Note: Wilma base in each cell, 33. * Cell based_on 25 cases.
laCities.20Towns,3.0fradien Centers.tillases.4mOson Country.
Source: Sample Data.
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?able 3.18
2 of Children Still In School,
and Father's Occupation,
1925

Eldest Children

In
Schl

Girls
At Hone

Professionals

58%

Managers

2nd Children

Fart
Help

In
Schl

Girls
At Hone

8%

74%

162

64%-

20%

672

271

Small Proprietors

56%

13%

56%

7%

Wt Collar

38%

17%

46%

361

Skilled Craft

35%

242..

41x

252

Operators

37%

21Z-

35%

24%

Laborers

36%

232

35%

25%

Pi-Owners

29%

31% 4.

392

37%

30M

322/

Pi Renters

33%

25%

362

272

30%

37

Pm Labs

232

27Z

50Z

50%

17%

17%
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Farm
Help

/
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on their fathers' farms than were in school.
table is important.

One other feature of this

In most occupational groupsi,except professionals,

a large number of daughters were living at home, but they apparently
were not contributing to the family income, for few had lobs.

Among

second children, as vas the case with eldest children, occupational

status was a very clear indicator of whether or not a child would
drop
out of high school.

In a similar way Blue-collar workers and farmers

left school earlier and in greater numbers than students in
h1h- status
homes.

In sun,

these data tend to support the notion that AmeriCan

secondary education was class-based in the 1920s. 26

Conclusion

During the first 25 yearS of the twentieth century, rural
neighborhoods
in Iosia were wrenched frod their comparative
isolation by technological

innovations, such as the adtomobile, the radio, and
the telephone.
Change was so rapid that it was difficult for the
average community to
clearly define itself in the new cultural and technological
atmosphere:
This sense of role was made even more elusive in the difficult economy
of the 1920s.

It was hardly surprising that a rebirth of rural education

ground to a standstill when the economic situation deteriorated.

Education

was never seriously offered as a solution to "the rural problem"
as it
was ills of "urban. America" -in -the 1960s.

But it would be remiss to portray indifference and apathy
as the
watchwords_ of rural attitudes toward educational change.

,Support for

the leadership of a vocal minority who spoke for "the
dirt farmer"

against the modernizers who supported rationalized agriculture,-was
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strong all over the State.

The Iowa Homestead became the champion of

the less affluent farmer and added
a "populist" challenge to scientific

agriculture from Uorld liar I onward.

At the same tine the farm paper

was a keen supporter of Hay
E. Francis, the state superintendent of
public instruction elected in 1922 who determined
to give every encouragement
to those who wanted to retain the independent rural
district.

As a

strong advocate of the one-room schoolhouse, Francis
was investigated by
state legislative committee when she was accused of blocking
the promotion
of pro-consolidation officials in 1924.

Her retirement from state

politics two years later, and the continued
poor economic outlook tended
to dampen down the issue.27 However, it would seem obvious that
below
the surface, local control was, and would remain, an issue which would
continue to stir Iowans.

If rural education continued to be a major headache for Iowa
educators,
bent on rationalizatidn, urban standards gave
no real cause for celebration
either.

As our material showed, primary school attendance in
the 1920s

was almost universal.; It was at the secondary level that
drop-out rates

appeared to follow a class dimension.

This finding seemed to agree with

the contemporary data that was collected for
scattered Iowa cities which

showed that high-school attendance vas largely the domain
of children
from white-collar homes.

Like the children of less affluent farmers, urban
working-class
students were also rarely touched by influences which took
seriously
that education was the passport to upward nobility.
In- general; th'eiefore, the subjects of this study
lived in a transitional

period, when for the majority who were not intent
on professional careers,
education was a luxury.

For farmers, the prosperity of the first decades
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of the twentieth century made most reluctant to invest in something as
nebulous as education as a long term solution to their problems.

In the

towns and cities, working class indifference to education was also
understandable.

In a state such as Iowa, where so many urbanites were

only one or two generations away from the land, the novelty of urban
living bolstered by regular but nodest wagers, was enough to keep the
majority satisfied.

For then schooling was looked upon as a period of

frustration to be tolerated before they could.do out into the world to
earn a living.

Our material largely corroborated the Baldwin typology

of a "modern" versus "traditional" approach to education, with high
status Protestants being the only ethno-religious group with a clearly
identifiable concern for educational attainment in all areas of the
state.

As Baldwin indicated the "Cedar Creekers" were in the vanguard

in farm communities, and our evidence would suggest similar trends.

The

next three chapters will be devoted to this achievement process, and
vhat factors were important for social nobility in a rural environment.
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Chapter IV
OcCupational Mobility in the Rural Midwest

The nature of occupational mobility in rural America.has seldom
interested historians.

They have long been content with repeating or

repudating Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier
hypotesis as America's
central mobility process.

However -.. they have-rarely examined the

1

evidence systematically.

Sociologists have larily lost interest in the question, partly due
to the diffuculty in measuring farmers' status, and partly
because of
the greater fascination of studying
- underdeveloped' societies where the

gap between highly traditional

urbanSector is so dramatic.

subsistence agriculture and the modern

Yet the fact remains: that over the'last

.two-centurieS-the majority-of Americans were either farmers
or Urbanites
,
only one generation removed
from the land.
-

In this chapter we will

examine the broad contours of occupational changefroM
father to eon, of

intragenerational change in individual. lives, and the correlates-or
mobility with education and religion.

We will &led measure "the influence

of industrialization (i.e.,-the shift from
an agriCulturai to,a white
collar and hlue)coller labor forceL, leaving-to-chapter 6
a consideration
of urbanization-(i.e., the shift in population-"from
-farms to-towns and
cities).

The agricultural ladder, or process-whereby-fins boys_ became

farmers, deserves Special attention, end,wevill also look at the-question.

-

,

of%who attended-college.tn-rural Iowa.
0

The completed fertility of Iowa fend women over 45 in,1910 Was 4291

children per thousand, or the equivalent of 1547 surviving farm
sons per
thousand fathers.

Since most of the available farms had been established

by 1880,sand nearly all by 1900, the natural growth of the
Iowa population
1 0-T-

could not. -be absorbed by agriculture unless families
were willing to

4.2

subdivide their holdings into smaller and smaller
and less'ifficifint
partels.

That solution was.

nacceptable, so the surplus farm boys had
2

toeithersearchforland-elsewhere or move to towns and cities.
Our intergenerational evidence comes from tracing
our 1925 sample
otiska to their family of origin in
1915, 1900 or 1880.cp (See Methodological
appendix.)

While certain losies resulted from the failure to locate 50%

of these fsmilies,.it is unlikely that
an unbiased sample, if such could
be constructed;

would,differsignificantly frOm what we found.

It-must

be remembered, however, that the
group of "fathers" is-quite artificial.

Some of the sampled-sons in 1925 were
young men with fathers alive-mad

eligible to-be in phi sample, themselves.

-Other sons were old men whose

fathers had died-at Gettysburg sixty years before:

Furthermore, a-

father of five Iowa sons
was five times as likely to be represented as
the father of one; fathers of all girl families
never could appear.

latter bias is

Ltimportant,.but the former is not.

The

Parents who deliberately

decided to Concentrate their resourcesaon fewer
children...-a modern
characteristic- -are definitely underrepresented.

in favor of firmersand blue collar workers.
giving the completed-fertility
In the, next chapter

This biased the tttals

-As shown by Table 4.1,

Of Iowa women over 45 in 1925 by occupation,-

we-will statistically eliminate these biases by

controlling for father's occupation-and family size.

0

Inter - generational flows

In 1925, 72% of the men were sons of farmers.

The majority, 71%

were themselves farmers, 13% were white collar workers, and 17%
were
blue collar workers.

Of the 18% who were sons of blue collar workers,

63% were themselves in blue collar jobs, 23% had
moved up to white collar

,
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status, and 14% were operating farms.

Only 10% were sons of white

collar men, of whoa 66% were also in white collar jobs, 19% had dropped
to. blue collar status, and 15% were operating farms
in 1925.

(See Table

4.3)

/bus, 70% of the sons of all ages in 1925 reported the
same general
3
status group as their father, and 30Z had made a significent switch.
.

When we apply more refined job codes, (table 4.3),-the
extent of
intergenerational occupational inheritance narrows a great deal.
-farm fathers into owners,-

Dividing

renters and-laborers, we find-that only 36% of

their sons were in identical classificationi
in 1925.

Dividing blue

collar fathers into skilled, semiskilled and unskilled
subgroups, only
26% of their sons were in the identical subgroup.

With our categories

of white collar fatheri, a mere 12% of their sons were in identical
categories.

Overall, with ten groupings, less than a third-322-0f the

sons had "inherited" their father's job.

Obviously, if we used fewer

job categories, the rate of "inheritance" would drop
even lower for the
non-farmers.

Outside of agriculture, it is clear that specific ob.skills a
father might teach his son were of minor importance in rural America.

Generalized skills, like being handy With tools or keeping accounts,
would have been more useful for the Sons, but the overall
impression is
that job skills had to be acquired outside the fimily for
two thirds of
the sons.

Turning Tables 4.2 and 4.3 around (See 4.4 and 4.5) we can see how
heterogeneous the backgrounds were fed into various states and job
groupings.

The farmers nearly all (93%), came from farm families.

This

of course followed from the shortage of farms
to go around, but it also
implied-that technical or intellectual skills developed-by the, urban

sector did not directly flow into agriculture.

If farmers wanted to use

urban skills, then an urban person, say a salesman or teacher
or farm

1 I-.0

,

t.,
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....
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agent had to teach then either in person or through mechanisms like farm
magazines and country fairs.
Iowa's working-class-population vas recruited almost equally -frog
the farms (472) and from blue collar households -(8%).

Only In came from

white collar origins, and these were mostly sons of small shopkeepers
who probably were barely holding on themselves.

There was a certain

amount of downward white collar to blue collar mobility in lows, as
everywhere, but the-inpact of this on the composition and, particularly,

4
the-intellectual, cultural and political life style of the working
-classes probably was overwhelmed.

The most fascinating discovery from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 is the
heterogeneity of the middle class.

Only a third of the white collar

sons came from white.collar families; 46% had farm origins and a remarkably
large proportion, 21%, had climbed from the working class.

Fully a

third of the clerical group (column four of Table 4.5) had blue collar
fathers, and even 10% of the professionals.

The explanation for this

result (Which no one seems to have commented upon before) is-not so-much
high rates of upward mobility but the fact that the middle class population
was growing so fast --andhad relatively low fertility--that recruits had
to come from either farm or workers' families.

As we shall see, education

was the key ingredient that made entry into-the-middle class ranks
.

-

4

possible.

Since numerous studies have demonstrated that upwardly mobile sons
5
we can
take on the values and orientation of the.class of destination,
suggest that diversity of origin doeslsot imply a cultural variance
within the middle class.

On the other hand, the middle class had firsthand

knowledge of the conditions of all-layers-of society.

In a word, their

cosmopolitan outlook was reinforced by experience, while the relatively
more parochial and localistic outlook of the workers and farmers was
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less lilely to be tempered'by men with more varied backgrounds.

6

4.10

Once a eon entered a particular status or occupational grouping, he
was unlikely to change.
movement was small.

That is, the degree of intra-generational

Comparing men's occupation in 1915 and 1925, from

80 to-95% remained in the same broad grouping ;-the only
dramatic trend
(Tables 4.6, 4.7)- Was for farm renters to become owners ( 27% did so),

and7forfarm laborers to become renters (43%) or owners (21%).
Narrowing
the study to aim aged 28 to 45 in 1925, and looking at their-job in
1915, (Tables 4.8, 4.9) shows comparable patterns.

Some men shifted

categories, as they learned more about their own talents and society's
needs.

By the time men reached their mid-30's, the cases of dramatic

shifts were becoming fewer, though the-option of-moving elsewhere in
search of more money, less pressure, more fulfillment or a better climate
remained available.

Measuring the Impact of Industrialization

Since some of the observed integenerational mobility was produced
by a shift in Iowa's occupational supply, away from-farmwork in favor of
blue and, especially white collar jobs, it would help understanding if
the'effects of these macro shifts could be statiscally eliminated.

That

is, "what would intergenerational mobility. have been if there had been no

macro shifts, but if the individual propensity of-sons to follow or move
out of their-fathers' groupings had remained the same.

A recently

developed statistical technique makes possible a specific answer to*this
7

counter-factual question.
Table 4.10A, a simple recasting of Table 4.3, shows only the marginal
percentages.

Thus, 4.0% of the fathers were high white collar (professional
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and managerial),-compared to 6.-7% of the sons; 6.0% of the fathers held
low whit, collar jobs (petty, proprietors and clerks) compared,to 13.5%

of the sons.

Simply put, the change in the marginal. represented

industrialization.

If the supply of jobs the sons filled had the same

distribution as'the fathers, then 4.0% of the sons would have been high

white collar, 6.0% low white collar, etc., as shown in the bottom row of
Table 4.10A.

The observed outflow rates, taken from a recast ofTable

4.3, appear in 4.103;-these rates are a combination of macro (structural)
and micro (Individual) rates.

The hypothetical rates shown in-Table

4.10C are the "standardized" rates of Table 4.103 after statistical

adjustment to remove the macro effects.

They show just the micreor

individUal rates we are interested in.

To highlight the importance of

this adjustment, Table 4.10D shows the ratio of the corresponding rates

in 4.10tto 4:10 C: That is, for the upper left cell, 40% e 28% = 143Z.
Table 4.10E shows the percentage difference between 4.103 and 4.10C that
is, for the upper left cell, +12% = 40% = 28%.

The interpretation of 4.10C is dOminated by the farm columns, but
there are surprises.

Nearly half of the progeny of the upper middle
f

class (row one) woulgthave'becolie farmers if Iowa had not changed,

compared to-only 272 of the lower middle class and 29%: of the workers.

This indicates an unexpectedly close connection between Iowa's urban and
rural elitet;lai will explore this further:Mien we examine the-role of
college education for farm boys.

On the other hand, the ties between

farming and non-elite urban Iowa were unexpectedly weak.

The reason for

that, as we shall see in detail later in this chapter, was thelhigh cost
of obtaining a farm.

Put in terms of Turner's classic formulation,

there was no-way farming in early 20th century Iowa could have served as

a "safety valve" for eicher unhappy or ambitious sons of workers and
clerks.
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The importance of increased industrialization..can be gauged in
Table 4.10D.

A ratio between 70 and 140 can be interpreted as meaning

macro changes had only slight Impact on individual mobility.

Thus, the

movement of lower middle class sons (row two) into upper middle class OE
100) or blue collar OE 91) jobs vas unaffected by industrialization.

Likewise, the movement of workers sons (row three) to the-upper middle
class (- 133) or their retention in blue collar status OE 105) wasunaffected.

As the last column of table 4.10E (the sum of- positive
0

values in each row) 'Shows, in general industrialization had the least
impact on the mobility of the -laver middle class and the workers.

impact on farmers was, of course, very great.

The

Notice that industrialization

seemingly increased the ranks of farm renters and laborers.

This was

largely an artifact of the-age differential between sons in 1925 and
their fathers whenever the latter were observed, usually in 1915 or
1900.

It reflects the fact in Table 4.10A

that 30.9% of the sons were

renters or laborers, compared to only 12.5% of their fathers.

However,

there was also a long-term increase in the proportion of farmers who
were renters.

Education and Social Mobility in Urban Iowa

Thus far we have emphasized the continuity in status between generations:
most sons resembled their fathers,,particularly if the impact of.growing
industrialization is eliminated.

Now we will look at how imporiant a person's

education was in fixing his status relative to his father.

Begin with sons

of middle class origins, that is, those whose fathers held a white collar
job.

Table 4.11A reminds us that in all 66% of these sons retained white

collar status, 19% slipped to blue collar, and 15% shifted to farm work.>
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However, sharply varying patterns emerge when the son's education is
_comsidered.

Only 45% of the sons -with a primary education (no high

school atoll) maintained their middle class status; over a third (35%)_
dropped to blue collar Sobs, and the remaining 20% became farmers.

Sons.

with some high school did far better, with 63% bolding-white collar jobs

in 1925. A high school diplomi was the route to continued middle class
status for (73%) of those with 12 years of schooling, and 86% of those
with college experience.

Indeed, of the 51 men in 1925 of middle class

origins and some college, only two were found working in-blue collar
jobs.
Anotiler way to look at this is to "expect" that each group of

middle class sons would divide 66-19-15 among white, blue collar and
farm jobs, and to compute the ratio of observed to expected proportions
in each educational group.

If education bad no effect on the status of
8
these sons, the ratio would be 100. The result is Table 4.111, which
shows that poorly educated boys become middle clase at a rate only twothirds (68%) of the expected value (i.e., 45% 4- 66% = 68%), but are far
more likely then expected (184 and 133) to become blue collar workers or
farmers.

Some high school experience is enough to reduce downward

uobility,,but it increased the likelihood of becoming a farmer (warning:
the number of cases-here is dangerously stall).- High school diploma

holdets clearly avoided farming, but were slightly more likely-than

expected (111) to-become blue collar worker*.
. The same sort of analysis for offspring of blue .collar families
(Table 4.12A)

highlights even more dramatically the importance of education

in achieving middle-class status.

A mere 14% of the least educated blue

collar progeny was middle class in 1925, compared to 36% of those with
some high school and a small majority, 53%, of sons with a high school
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100

diploma (or, uncommonly, some college).

4.22
Few blue collar sons meet tato

agriculture, and those wre the least educated ones.

The modernizers who

held out the promise of middle class status for youth who-attended high
school could not overcome entirely the effects of family background, but
clearly there was some validity to the promise.

Social Mobility in Agriculture

Happily, we are able to describe more fully the process of social
nobility in farm families thanks to morecases, more data on wealth, and
evidence from early sociological studies.

Overall, 71% of the farmers'

sons in 1925-were farmers, 13Z had white collar jobs, and 17Z blue
collar jobs.

Tables 4.13A and B prove convincingly that high school and

college education nss_the route to a white collar job.

Farm sons with

college experience were four times (408) more likely to take white

collar jobs as the average farm son.

Douttless the farmers realised

this. A glance at the number of cases in each educational category
serves as a reminder that very few farm boys ever entered high school,
let alone college.

Folk stories abound about the poor farm boy who devotes himself to
his studies (while always doing his chores), whose parents-scrimp and
save, and who finally wins-_,a scholarship to college and eventually

emerges rich and successful.

Clifford Drury, for example, grew up-on a

_farm in.luena:VIsta County in the early years of this century.

Although.

public schools were free, his parents had to spend money So Clifford and
his sister could board ten-niles away in'the open of Early to attend the
9

small high school there.

Eventually, he went on to college, became it
10
sinister, and recorded his memoirs.
The stories are true enough, but
3
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how typical were they?

What sort of farm boy actually vent to college..

4.24

To find out, we sampled 273 alumni of Iowa State College in 1925,
11
and tracked down their parents.
With its central location mad strong
engineering, agriculture and home economics programs, I.S.C. attracted
students frog across the state.

Two thirds of the students dropped out

before getting a degree, but presumably the time they did spend in
higher education had some impact on their lives.

In particular, the

fast growth of agricultural science in the era demanded men to disseminate
the findings.

Roughly two- thirds of these Iowa State alumni grew up on farms in

the open country, while a third of them came fro' villages of under

1,000 population. But their interest in higher education should not
conjure up the image of poor farm boys struggling against all odds to
work their way through college. The majority came from homes which were
above average socio-economically; An occupational profile of fathers
showed that 69% were farmers --90Z of whom were farm owners - -22% white.

collar workers (the majority of them were village merchants), and only
5% were blue-collar workers.
vat minimal:

The educational backgrounds of the parents

fully 71% of them had only a country school education.

Thus for the majority of farm children it was obviously not their parents'
own educational attainment which made them potential college-graduates.

Moreover, the profile of the-religious affilation of these parents was

not very different from the general population. A large number of farm
parents had no religious affilation (377), while the most educationally
Oriented group in the general population, high status Protestants, showed
only moderate strength.

Catholics were severly underrepresented.

This

might have been because Iowa Catholic3 with farm backgrounds preferred to
attend seminaries or Catholic liberal arts colleges.

130

The lack, of Catholic

Catholic Women-lenrollment as surprising in view of their representation

4.25

among the teaching profession in Iowa. With the notable exception of
Irish, however; ethnically, this college-population was reasonably
-

representativeLof the state's ethnic makeup. cTheiample had almost
exactly the correct proportion of Germans, and of old-stoCk alumni.
Are there any further indiCators which -might suggest why these farm
12
children-went:to college, and others did not?
Although sampling
prOblems, and: the difficulty .of locating alumni in

severely restricted generalizations, one hypotheAis might be that the

economic conditions in the counties might have affected attendance.

In

this sample for instance, the two southern Iowa counties of_Union and
Appanoose produced no traceable rural alumni, although Decatur, and
13

Jackson, both poor counties, were well represented.

Individual parental

characteristics however, were certainly more useful predictors of college
attendance.

As was suggested before, parents of these alumni were

considerably better off than the general population.

Both in terms of

1914 earnings, and in the valuation of the parental farms, they were
better established than the iverage farmers.
While,it was somewhat, surprising that proportionately more women'

matriculates graduated from Ames than did men, this was due to the
occupational-opportunities for vOne*n.

With-,school teaching requiring cast

Iran credentials in a system of any repute, rural= omen had the incentive
to finish their course work and obtain degrees.

On .the other hand, among

men an unexpected pattern showed that students from more affluent homes
were more likely to drop out of college than graduate.

This might

possibly have been caused by the fact that farmers' sons from economically

secure homes intended to stay in farming,and sau no great urgency to finish;

ins four years of college; others may have transfered
to another college
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Undoubtedly, except for students who vent to Iowa State for a professional

education (to become engineers, agricultural research workers,
or-veterinarians),
the majority vent to college as much for the social benefit,
as for the
academic rewards.

College vas for them, a-place where important contacts

were made for life, rather than where_ he learning experience counted

for much. At Ales, students from_farm backgrounds
net Youth from other
environments for-the-first time, and this in turn-brought about the

convergence of rural and urban Iowa.

The Agricultural Ladder

The rural counterpart of that-urban escalator, social mobility, was
14
the agricultural ladder.
Descriptively, it refers to the process
whereby a-poor young man could eventually become a landowner by.starting

as alarm laborer, saving enough,to buy equipment and enter the tenant
class, then save enough profits to at last purchase some acreage.
Ideologrally, it was the counterpart to the Horatio Alger theme of
rages
to riches in the city.

Studies of the movement of land ownership in the

late 19th century have been inconclusive on the exact details of the
process, though it'is clear that before 1890 the great majority of
15
farmers did own-their land.
In general there were two good-ieasons why agriculture was less Open
in the 20th century than the last two decades of the 19th century.

Ptrst,

there was little frontier land available fOr corn belt farmers, and second
the farm population was exceedingly fertile.

Where the land was productive,

as in Iowa; competition was intense, and real estate was a prime
investment.

Was it any wonder than that Iowa's percentage of tenant farmers
16
increased from 24% in 1880 to 35% in 1900, 42% in 1920 to 50% in 19301
.
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Indeed of all states-outside the south, Iowa's-1930 percent4e of
tenants 4.27
was the highest.

But unlike other states, and certainly contrary to the

situation in the black belt, Iowa's apparent lack:of openessmas-caused
by the high price of land.. With-the best land selling. at $500 per acre,

or more by 1915 only a select group-could afford down payments.

In

addition, the prosperity of,agriculture.ind the steep rise in land prices
before 1920 allowed many Iowa farmers to retire to the local trading
center,
where they could supervise -their land holdings and --bank
accounts.

By-the 20th century the slow climb up the agricultural ladder, took
2

considerably longer thanrin the 19th century.

Owners, therefore, were

more mature, and in many cases were over 50 before they began paying off
their mortgage-debts.

In a study conducted.in Wisconsin; it was found

that prior to 1882, half of the farmers between-the ages 21and 25
became owners.

On the other hand, between 1912 and-1922 only one -fifth
17
of this age group acquired their_own land.
What then was the reality of the farm mobility situation at the

local level? A number of scholars have somewhat Arbitrarily identified
1920 as the year when the system of farm mobility took a sharp turn
downward.

In Iowa, 1920 was certainly a year which symbolically represented

the division between the good times and the deflationary years-Which
followed.

But there is little doubt that."blockages" in the agricultural

ladder existed before then.

A Student of California farm lifehas

suggested that the 1926's saw a change to a more-hierachical 'rural
social structure with the community he studied having a clear dividing
18

line between farm owners, "the haves" and farm renters, "the have note ".

-

In another study done in the late 1930's in Irwin, a community included'

in our sample, it was suggested that while the depression_ and'a period
of farm recession before 1929, tended to disrupt working of the agricultural
ladder, hard times also caused a liVeling and democratizing of social
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structure of the farm and village populition.

4.28

Spillasn's own research carried out before 1920, revealed that only
202 of all farmers in his sample actually climbed 4 rungs of the ladder:
family worker, hired hand, tenant, full owner. -indeed, the majority,

34%, inherited their land directly from their fathers Or other relatives
and went straight into ownership.frommorking without pay on their
20
fathers' farm.
An intensive study in Cedar County, Iowa published in
1923, obtained rather-similar results.

Although 292 of ail-farm owners

had at one time in their lives been through all the stages in the agriCultural
ladder; another 502 had leaned very heavily-on kin ties and inheritance either in
own, or in being -given a farm rent free by a relative: In Cedar-CoUnty

there.was still some evidence to show -that the seedis of upward mobility
could be sown by saving income.

The hired men in the study who reported

their savings, managed to accumulate an average of $918, and as tenants.
a great number saved over-five thousand dollars.

Perhaps as impressive'
21
was that 54% of farmers had no debts as their first tenancy. -On the

whole though, the scanty Iowa and national evidence tends to indicate.
that the agricultural ladder had lost much of its relevduce by the
second decade of the twentieth century.

To-attack this question in our study we.depended on the experience
of two groups for insights.
1.

First, of the 188 men who -were living 66

their father's-farm as unpaid-laborers in 1915,-only 10% had bacome farm
owners by 1925,-whereas 75% were renters.

Among those who were hired

hands in the 18-25 age group, that-is paid members of the labor force on
their fathers farms, or working for others; 24% were owners in 1925, 47%

were tenants, and 18%Iremained hirediaborers.

1 -34

(See table 4.8)

In contrast-those who were born within five years of 1830
came to
maturity -at -.the high tide of the Golden Age of agriculture.

they

4.29

On average

aot only -accumulated more landhan their fathers,-but due to

the steep inflation of land prices had shown considerable
economic

mobility as well. (Table 4.14). On balance, though, for the yoUnger
members of the sample, the data does suggest that, the farm plump of

1920/21 did takeits toll.

Among thosi aged between.28-45 in 1925, 11%

were farm owners in 1915,_ by 1925 their ranks had doubled to-23%.

But

the ranks of farm renters were also increased from a total of 26% to-31%
ten years later.

'Without question the surest way of becoming a_farm owner in 20th
century Iowa was for an individual to inherit land outright, -marry an

heiress, or inherit withiblings and pay off their share of the inheritance
over a period of years.

In this regard; birth order did not bring any

particular advantage to the,farmer as far as the_amount of land owned
was concerned.

For although only children and elderly sons 41a have

slightly more land than those of middle positions in the birth-order,
this was partly a result of age-and differences were not significant.
(TableS 4.15, 4.16)

Open Country mobility in the 20th-century began to resemble more
and more closely a form of small business enterprise with
an apprenticeship
period, and inheritance system which was very similar.

An. occupational

ladder of sorts did function in a Situation Where a son worked on his

father's farm as,an unpaid laborer, and then inherited the property.
Thus in the Corn-Belt in middle Of the Depression,-61% of all farmers
reported that they,had-risen in status, and two-thirds of all farmers in
22

thi-same,study reported inheritance of property.

Obviously there was

some upward mobility on Iowa farms in the 20th century, but increasingly
it became geared to an inheritance system of intertwined sibling. transactions.
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Some insight into the interlocking factors of marriage, inheritance

4.33

and status can be gleaned-from a survey of cornbelt farmers in 1937,23
many of whom came from one of Our sample points.
The farmers were
interviewed about their own-marriages (Which clustered between 1890 and
1915)

and also the marriages of their children (mostly 1910-to 1935).

The results-are shown in Tables 4.17A and B, Which correlate the status
of the two fathers of the newlyweds.

Lithe older generation (4.17A),

landowners strongly preferred to marry within their group, while the
offsrping of tenants chose mates equally from owners' and tenants'
children.

(This imbalance was possible because owners outnumbered

tenants 3 to 1 among parents.)

In the younger generation (4.178), the

behavior of the tenant offspring,appears unchanged. While the offspring
of owners appear less finicky, as only 71% intermarried.

Notice, though,

that the ratio of owners to tenants has dropped to 2 to 1 (171 vs 86).

Applying our standardization procedure, we can adjust 4.17B so that the
marginal* are equal to 4.1/A, and inspect the implications for intermarriage
(4.17C).

That is, we can answer the counter-factural question of what

.

-intermarriage rates would have been if the ratio of owners to tenants

had remained constant at 3 to 1.

The-results are surprising.

Owners'

Children are almost as eager to marry within their kind' as their parents
had-been-(83% versus 887.),

But tenant offspring reveal a significantly

increased preference for marriage Into the owners' circle (68% versus 53%).
?

53%).- Everyone must have realized by the 1920's that economic survival

in Iowaagricuiture required access to land ownership.

No doubt romance

still blossomed on the prairie, only it was increasingly tempered-with a
measure of Acreage.
Economic conditions in the 1920.'2 and 1910'a disrupted the equilibrium
of farm mobility still more, and severely damaged a system which-on-
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paper at least, did give-Incentive-to the little man.

4.35
The farm_depiession

_forced farmers to be more flexible in tteir careers. A few who lost
their property by foreclosure became-renters; Reny moved into town to
take up other occupations. It was not surprising that the rapid changes

seen in the economic condition between the end-of World-War I and the
mid 1930's Caused considerable bitterness.

The-violence seen on the

prairies of northwest Iowa took place in an area which only-the decade
before had seen a comparatively -open system of fare mobility and great_
24
prosperity.

Religion and Social Mobility

In Chapter 3 we noticed that religious groupings were correlated
with status differences.

The Congregationalists, Presbyterians-and

Episcopalians (our "High Status Protestant" grouping) were concentrated

disproportionately in white collar occupations, while Catholics and
Lutherans were more often farmers.

(See table 4.184).

Several different

forces were compodnded here, And our task now is to sort thee-out in
their effects on the social status of sons in 1925.

First, the fathers

differed by religious grouping in the proportions who were white collar,
blde, and farmers.

Second-the-rate at whiCh sons from each group moved

up or-down differed by religion.

Let us answer the-counterfactual

question -what would the sons' status have been if the fathers in each
religious grouping had identical status profiles, notably 10.1% white
collar,718.2% blue, and 71.7% farmers? Using the observed outflow rates
for each religious group, and the hypothetic fathers' distribution, we
arrive at Table 4.18D.
4.18C.

The differences between 4.18A and B are shown in

This shows that their fathers' status made Catholic sons 1 point more

likely to be farmers (60% observed, 5)1; expected), and slightly less
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likely to-be white oriblie.collar workers.

The greatest difference came

is the rake of "Sigh Status" Protestants and nOn=denominational Protestants,
with fewer farmers-than expected.
Having ironed out the ellect of fathers' status, we can now see how
mach effect each religion: had on the mobility of.the.sons.

4.1* If

(Table

each religion had an identical- effect, then-the son; in each

row of table 4.173,would have been divided 20-25-55 among white collar,

Mae and farm occupatiOns.

Yor most groups, the differences between the

adjusted observed rates and the expected rates-are not great -- considering
our sample sixes, a 3 or 4 point difference is slight.

However, religion

made a very great difference for high status and non- denominational
Protestants.

Both groups had an intergenerational sanity out of

farming, and into white collar jobs for the first group and into blUe
collar jobs for the second.

At this stage it would be tempting to try to show that the superior
education of the High Status Protestants, and the inferior schooling of
the non-denominational Protestants produced these results.

Unfortunately,

with only 71 and 82 white collar sons in these respective groups, we
have too few cases to cross - tabulate education with father's status.

.

Dut,we can notice in !able 4.17D that-Protestants were More likely than
.0=

Catholics_or agnostics to favor white collar jobs,, that Protestant and
Catholic church members were_less likely than non- members to become blue
collar workers, and that Catholics, Lutherans and agnostics were particularly
inclined to stay in agriculture.

The impression is that the urban

Riddle class attracted religious men, the urban working class attracted
non-religious men, and that a" traditional religious background inclined
men to remain on the farm.
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Tablas 4.1U and 4.181
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Conclusion

Our excursion through the numerical thickets of intergeneratiOnal
mobility Tables has emphasized the importance of industrialization,
education, inheritance, and religion in accounting for-the redistribution
of Iowa's human crop into occupations and status groups.

It would be a

mistake to jumpfraa_an-analytical separation of these factors to the
conclusion that they were-operating independently.- The industrialization
of the labor force-was made possible, to varying degrees, by the willingness

of families to educate their children in new skills, by the increasing
shortage of good- farmland, and by the refusal of Iowans to insist upon
living. on the fapa-at the cost Of subdividing
level.

and holdings to a subsistence

The modern quest for wealth--or is it as ancient quest?--preoccupied

all Iowans, but-some groups were.better at it than others, or perhaps
more willing to sacrifice today's leisure and luxury for tomorrow's
promise.
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Chapier-V

Occupational Mobility and Socio-economic Achievement
So far in this study only a cursory attempt
has been made to

underitand-the process of mobility lnithe early
20th century.

Our aim

in -the following chapter is to thoroughly explore
the question,of
stratification in -Iowa.

As his been pointed out, "the most important

parameter -of the process of,itratification in-i
society is the-d

ee

of association between background
igr "1
or social origin, and achievement.

Therefore, it is-vital to show, for-example, how
1
well home environment
and father's occupational status explaineeedrcational
attainment.
Likewise, to what extent did schooling itselflexert
influence:on
occupational status, and to carry the
analysis-a shade further, hoW

much did all theSe factors combined determine
an individual's. income.
-We have already-found

thatthe majority of Iosians showed scant interest

in continuing,their education beyond the primary
level.

At the same time,

an- analysis of the rate of return-6f education-indicated
that a high

school and college education was a good investment
monetarily, and a
,,virtually essential one for those who sought white
collar status.

To

explore the connection among these findings we shall
use-path analysis
to,Weaaure the cause and effect of- background
characteristics upon
education, occupation, and:earnings; and multiple
classification analysis

to further explore and-disentangle the economic
rate of return Iowans
,derived from education.

.

5,1:
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5.2

Socio-Economic Background and Achievement over a Generation

Historians and-sociologistshave always
Implicitly'assumed that
in "equalitarian" heartland Iowa in the first
years of this century
most social Mobility -outside the farm
sector could be attributed to
"achieved" characteristics rather than ro "ascribed"
ones.

This

assumption Implies that the influence of
a father's occupational status
and economic position would have little
bearing on his son's educational
attainment, his occupation orhis income, and that in
turn, education

would be the primary force behind occupational
status.
should expect the proverbial

In short, we

egalitarianism of Midwest folklore to be

apparent in the achievement process of Iowa.

In order

to present a coherent discussion of
our findings we must

briefly discuss methodological procedures.

Our basic variables are

father's occupation and father's-economic,statut,
the number Of siblings
of each respondent, his years of
Wucational,attainment, 1915 occupation,
and 1915 earnings. They gill be arranged
in a dynamic model derived
from Blau and Duncan's American Occupational
Structure:

As far as

possible their recursive model-or rather
2
a more recent version of it,

will be used with some minor,- but with-one major modification.

Although

our data permitted the calCulation of status
scores for each occupation,
-thesesscores were-a product of the
same-education and income variables

used in the model. -BeCause

their intrusion in their original form would

have made.a mockery of results, our only-redourse
was to design an

ordinal scale from 10 to 1 which was a derivation
of the empirical
3
occupational status scores.
Furthermore, as age was an important
determinant of education, occupation and income,
the non-farm population
was divided into .synthetic cohorts of four different
age groups:

a5-1

those

S.3
-aged under 30 in 1915, those 30 to 39, 40 to 49,
and-50 and older.

A:further set of equations. Involved the'farmp4uLltion.

Here a More

compact model was - designed which by- passed the measurement of occupational

mobility. As the economic status of the fathers of -roost farmers
was
available, their farm value was substituted for occupational
status.
Again, the-analysis of the farm population
was controlled for age.

Table 5.1 shows the zero-order correlations between
variables
together with their means and standard deviations for Iowans
in non-farm
occupations in 1915.

(Wrerall our hypothesis about "the openness" of

this society -would semi- to be confirmed.. A father's
occupational status,

the most Important background variable, had
a weak relationship with
both a respondent's education (column 3) and
occupation (column 5); in

no case predicting even 3% of either pattern.
These weak relationships were partly caused by the inclusion of
a
large number of men whose fathers were farmers.

For when a similar

analysis was run on men who had lived all thein-lives
in an urban situation,
a father's occupation exerted greater influence on education, and
at the
same time was a better predictor of a son's occupation than
his son's
4
education was.
Tbis was not the case among the general.urban population
analyzed here, which includes many migrants for in all
age groups education

was a good predictor of occupational status.

As might be expected a strong

correlation was found between an urbanites occupational status and
hisincome.
3a,

Our earlier bivariate analysis ignored number of
siblings as a
factor in occupational mobility.

In the two youngest cohorts, number of

siblingi correlated negatively with all career variables,
and with
education in all age groups.

That is, the more siblings a man had, the
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Table 5.1
Zero-Order Correlations for Occupational Mobility
Model, Urban Iowa, with Age Controls

5.1A Men under 30, 1915, 11=384

1

-

5

2

.005

3

4

5

Mean

S.D.

.147

.128

.100

6.34

1.57

-.180

.---.077

-.066

3.72

2.35

.313

.094

8.42

-.2.58

.315

5.21

1.98

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$ 693

792

Mean

S.D.

5.18 Men 30-40, 1915, 11=350

1

2

3

4

5

t

_
2

3

.007

-

-

.155

.238

.139

6.52

1.52

-.101

-.079

-.023

3.75

2.42

-

.386

.134

7.88

2.97

-

-

:290

6.39

1.84

-

-

$1140

965

5

Mean

S.D.

-

5.1C Men 40-50, 1915, M=221
1

2

-

.046

-

-

3

-

3

4

.113

.164

.143

-6:53

1.31

-.158

-.069

.030

4.29

2.38

.483

.337

7.76

3.19

-

N

-

.-

-

5
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-

.395

-

-

6.59
$1169

- 1.87

1259

5.5

Table 3.1
(Cont.)

Zero-Order Correlations for Occupational NObility
Model, Urban lava, with Age Controls

3.1D

1

Men 50 :and Over 1915 N94

2

3

S.D.

-.008

.344

.161

6.73

1.21

-

-

-.068

.148

.105

4.87

2.29'

.459

.398

7.11

3.30

6.84

1.48

$1145

1127

-

-

-

-

-

.477

-

-

-

-

Men All

2

-

.027

-

-

e Groins

3

-

-

M.4064

5

S.D.

.111

.198

.136

6.49

1.47

-.149

-.023

.008

3.96

2.39

.316

.180

7.95

*2.94

-

.376

6.04

1.97

$ 982

1011

-

Key:

1915

4

4-

Mean

.068

5.1E

2

5

-

-

1

4

Father's Occupational Status
2

No. of Siblings

3

Years of Education

4

Respondents Occupational Status

5

Income. 1915
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5.6less education, status and income he received.
in recent studies, was a logical result.

This, as has been noted

Fever siblings would allow

parents to concentrate more resources on each child; this in
turn would
permit a better start in life.

Indeed, a small number of children is

characteristic of more modern, more achievement-oriented
families
worldwide.

Therefore,. -in all cohorts fewer brothers and sisters allowed

men to stay in school longer.

In'addition, with the two younger cohorts,

coming from a smaller family would seen also to produce
a slight advantage
in later life.

"The openness" of Iowa urban society in this period
was made even
more explicit when we applied the data to the model which
treats income
and education as caused by background factors.

The method was straightforward.

First, education in years was-regressed with father's education
and
number of siblings.

Then 1915 occupation was regressed onto education,

father's occupation, and number of siblings; the
last equation regressed

1915 income on all the previously mentioned
variables.

The standardized

regression coefficients CwhiCh make it possible to compare unlike units,
such as dollars and years of school) are the path coefficients.
Figure 5.1'shows the path coefficients in all the equations
for age
groups in the study, the results for the total urban population, and
Duncan's standardized coefficients for middle aged men is 1962.

Again

the results were influenced strongly by the rural backgrounds
of a large
number of men.

Only in one cohort, did number of siblings have more

influence on education than father's status, but unlike the 1962 results,
in Iowa a father's occupation had little influence
upona son's education.
(As already noted, with men born and bred
in an urban environment,

background was much more influential in-both
predicting education and
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occupation, and-results differed only slightly from-contemporary-materials.)
Among the total urban population, analyzed here, something similar-was
also discernable.

When predicting occupation, a father's status was

marginally more important than in 1962, bosrever education had less power
than it had fifty years later.

Thus it 'would appear that ascribed

characteristics in 1915 still retained'some,importance as far as occupational
mobility was concerned, although education was beginning to exert greater
influence on the mobility process.

Finally, while the background variables.

had very little impact on earnings, occupation in urban Iowa in 1915 had
a-stronger impact on income than in 1962.

This was probably caused by

the post World War TWO trend for the-gap between white and blue collar
incomes to narrow.

In view of the small coefficients of determination (R2), and the
large amount of unexplained 'Variance-indicated on the diagrams, we do

mot wish here to fall into the trap encountered by Jencks. He has
suggested that because the:amount of variance explained in predicting

\ socioeconomic status was disappointing, luck, more than any measurable
factor, played a major part in achievement over the life cyCle. 5
Another interpretation could just as easily ascribe it to pluck.

In

this study our interest is more with the inter-relationships of variables,

and especially of background on occupation and education.

Measurement

problems, and the large number of men with rural backgrounds hampered
the analysis.

However, despite these methodological deficiencies, some

conclusions can be drawn from the results.

Among the total urban population

of Iowa the piocess of mobility showed some similarity to contemporary
trends.

While family background had little influence on education,

education was in turn fairly influential in determining status and
income.
-
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Figure 5.1: Path-Mimm&

...

'Occupational Ziobility Model,Urban
Iowa; 1915.

Under 30, 1915
.973

Fi.Occ.48_____

415.
.946
Inc

.185

N.

.085

2

R = .105

.309
N'N.,,,A1

''.

I of Sibs

44

71

if

-.945

30-39, 1915

2

R =090

157

FigUre 5.1: Path Diagram
OccuOationa1 Model, Urban, Iowa
1915
(Cont)

Over 50,1915.

8

Ina. occ.

.337

.802

All Ages, 1915.-

.982

Fa. Occ--

.116

EdX uc:--,_

.922
.068
.164

.30k

Inc.

.150

-..

-.152

Oec.

.343

1 of Si

7.934
Occupational Changes in a Generation.
1962, t!hite 1k:11:05-44*.

Fa. Ot

.85

.

Educ.
.28
.89

-.25

.12'

-.21

-4

.13

Inc.

R;c.216

# of Sib 1/4",

Source: Sample Data.

* OCG materials come from Otis Dudley Duncan et al., Socioeconomic
Background
and Achievement( New York: Seminar Press, 1972),pp. 39-40.
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Thus our earlier hypothesis that urban Iowa
WS an open society, would
seem to be confirmed.

But at the same time it must be recogniied that

the powerful influence of the countryside
on the- occupational structure

of Iowa cities and towns tended to dampen the
legacy of ascriptive
factors.

In which case achievement bad not entirely triumphed
in the

process of stratification in urban Iowa.

Background and Achievement on the Farm

As our earlier inquiry-into-the agricultural
ladder showed faim
social mobility and consequently opportunity
on the farm seemed to be
I
decreasing in the first two decades of the century.
Our task here is

more-modest than in the previous section.

It is simply to look at the

experiences of two different cohorts, one of mature
farmers, and another

of the young nen who had only recently
taken ovet their father's farms,
to understand the importance of background in
explaining farm property
accumulation.

Our strategy is to use one equation only, regressing
1915

farm value upon father'sproperty

value, number of siblings and education.

In Table 5.2 the zero order correlations of
both cohorts show

almost identical strength between inter
- generational property value, but
the educational attainment variable among mature
men had a much stronger
influence,on property values, than it had for
younger men.

The,older

men had many years to usetheir education in adopting
more modern and
efficient techniques, while the younger ones had
not yet had many of
these opportunities.

The wealth of the younger farmers depended Mostly

on-the inheritance they had from their father.

Also, the inheritance

of older farmers came, when land was cheaper; indeed,
many of the older
farmers had not inherited any property
at all from their fathers, but
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had worked up the ladder.

Thus the older farmers' economic standing
was

influenced more by their modest
educational accomplishments than by the
effect of intergenerational
property transmission. While the differences
in economic success between these
two cohorts was partly, attributable to
life'cycle affects, parental influence
on their lives, from an economic
viewpoint, was also important.
In addition the primacy in the younger
cohort of the father's property
values, also pointed to a tightening of
opportunities-in open country Iowa.

Economic Returns and Achievement

If the section on the socioeconomic

achievement of urban men

established that ascribed factors
had little effect on the lives of'"
Iowans, it would seem logical, therefore,
to assume that achievement,
especially in towns and cities,
was largely the result of individual
effort once a man left home for
the first time. On the other hand,
educational attainment did hinge to
a considerable degree upon a decision
by parents to permit children
either to leave or continue their studies.

Whether they made that decision
themselyes, or-their parents made it
for them, to sme degree their
lives were affected in later years by
how
much education they obtained.
In this section we will be again concerned
with calculating the economic returns
derived from education, and--in
addition--their consequent effect on income
inequality among occupations.
Moreover, we will make
some estimation of the differences between
ethnocultural
.
groups in their earning
capabilities with basically the
same model as
was used earlier.
However, first let us dwell briefly
upon the effect of parental
occupation on earnings. Table 5.3 displays
the earnings of Iowa men
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Father's Property
Value
Siblings
Education
Property Value 1915

1915

Property Value

Father's Property
Siblings
Education
Property Value 1915

Father's Property
Value

.269

Education

(.-064)

.Siblings

.175

2 61.

Siblings ,Educition

.028

6.74
20133

5547.
4.79

Mean

.297
.089

Value 1915

1

Property '

.231.

14655
3.77
7.53
19136

Mean

Father's Property Value

.328

.291

-.012

.267

1915

Property

-.012

Mature Farmers'
Beta. Coefficients

.183

Siblings- 'Education

,Young Farmer
Zero-Order Correlations,

Father's Property
Value

wx

Mature Farmers
Zero-Order Correlations

Farm Mobility 1915, 'Zero -Order Correlatiohs
and Beta Coefkicients,liature.and
Young Farmers

Table 5.2

2

,

I

11158 N -79

4.41

16153
2.29

, S.D.

.153"

R

2.30
2.40
15339' N*174

4'774

S.D.

R)

(.006)

'

(.061)'

Siblings

.11

.312

Father's Property Value

.088

2

Parentheses enclose each coefficient less, than its standard error in
absolute value

1915

'Property Value

Education

4

Beta Coefficients

Young Farmer

(cont.)

Table 5.2

in 1915 classified by the occupation of their fathers
calculated as a
percentage of the *grand occupational mean.

5.14

As in all the following'

tables, the data are shown in theleft hand column with
no controls,
then in the central column with controls-from
categorical variables, and

-finally in the right hand column with controls
froM appropriate variables
measured in both categorical and interval farm.
For-purposes of clarification, Table 5.3 should-be read as'follaws.
The first column gives the actual income of each
group of sons according
to the father's occupation.

Column two shows what the relative incomes

would have been if each rot: of sons had the same occupational
profile.
Column three shows what the relative incomes would
have been if each row
of sons had the same occupational profile and-the
same age distribution.

The results were produced by the Multiple Classification
prograsrof SPSS,
which is essentially a multiple regression routine.
Except for the sons of professionals, controls made little
impact
on the spread of incomes around the mean.

Noire interesting was the gap

between the'high status and low-Status occupations.

Without controls

95 percentage ,points separated the sons of
managers from the-sons of
4

operators (166 versus 71); with controls this gap
was reduced .to 67
points (150. versus 83).

Although it would seem obvious from the data
.

that there were some advantage from coming from
a managerial' household,

it should be_remembered that they only constituted
about 3% of the

Antergenerational-sample members.

Farm owners' sons, who made up over

50%-of the population scored very close to the mean.

Thus if we disregard

the managers, for-a moment, the'spread between occupations
with controls
,was only 28 percentage points.

Though this is not to deny the,advantages

ofra background from a high status home, especially when
a father was a
prosperous businessman or professional, these data confirm the
earlier
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Table 5.3
Mean 1915 Earnings of Iowa Workers by
Father's-Occupatlion
1915-1925 Traced Sample

_as a Percentage of the'GrandiNean,

Occupation of
Father

Professional

Manager

Controls for Son's
Occupation

No Controis

128%

-99%

166

150

105

105

103.

16

88

92

83

70

77

91

93

96

71

78

83

70.

78

77

91

93

97,

76

84

93

Proprietor Merchant
-White Collar

.

SkilledCraft
operator
Laborer
Farm Renter
Farm Laborer

105%

.154

v

Farm Owner

Controls for Son's
.Occupation and Age

Mean" $980=100, 11=1197

a

ANL

fry
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Impression that advantages from ascribed'
Characteristics were minimal
once a man began-his career.' On the other
hand, within the second

generation urban population, the transmission
of socio-economic status
in the highest occupational ranks
was clearly apparent from:the actual
incomes without controls.

Let us now turn to the question of economic
returns derived from
schooling.

There.is little doubt that the characterization
of the

typical Iowan as a market-oriented

economic man would be correct. 6

The

necessity of farmers and small town
businessmen to keep very close
contact with market fluctuations was
an indicator that, in comparison to
men in other walks of life, the
economy played a vital part in their
lives and livelihood.

Since the economic rewards from edlication were

substantial, purely from the materialistic
that Iowans would invest in education.

viewpoint we should expect

However, as we saw in a previous

chapter, because the returns from education took
many years to mature,
and there were cultural and other biases
against education, More,tangible
investments were sought out.

In Table 5 4 we have dug deep_ into our data resources for material
which compares economic returns from education.
rrban.dwellers who- were traced back to 1915.

Table 5.44 are 1925

Table 5.4B is another

sample of all urban dwellers in 1915,
and-_Table 5.4C is a sample of all
farmers in 1915.

There is little doubt that the tiny proportion
of

college-graduates in the traced sample
(5.4A) achieved substantial
economic benefits fiom their education.

All these men were pillars of

their communities and their advantage in
comparison to the college
graduates in the urban sample was a result of
their geographical'stability.

Thi 85 ?ant spread (171 versus 86)
between college graduates and men

1 -65

Table 5.4A

5.17

Incomes of Iowans with Different Amounts of Schooling
as a Percentage of the 1915 Average, 1915-1925 Traced Sample

Iducation

Controls for
Occupation

Controls for Age
and Occupation

'leers

No Controls

1-4 Rural

891

93%

861

S-8 .Rural

93

97

95

1-4 Graded

95

104

100

. 5-S Graded

93

99

101

Some High School

101

98

104

High School Grad.

107

101

105

131

106

109

227

169

171

a

'Some College

College Graduate
Mean $980=100 M=1944
Table 5.43

Incomes of Iowans with Different Amounts of Schooling
as a- Percentage- of the 1915 Average, Urban Sample

Education
Years

No Controls

1-4 Rural

67Z

832

83%

5-8 Rural

80

90

90

1-4 Graded

50

76

76

5-8 Graded

92

101

101

Some High School

109

100

100

High School Grad.

131

123

123

Some College

144

113

113

College Graduate

170

124

124

Controls for
Occupation

Kean $1017=100 E=1025

166

Controls for Age
and Occupation

Table SAC
Incomes of Iowans with Different Amounts of Schooling
as a Percentage of the 1915 Average, Farm Sample
Education

Controls for Age

1-4 Rural

109Z

5-8 Rural

100

1-8 Graded

71

Some High School

110

High School Graduate

115

Some College
Source:

106

Sample Data

167

Mean $1086=100

N=671

with-only 1-4 years of country schooling was no greater than that found
in contemporary data between primary school graduates and men with
graduate degrees.

7'

As regards those with less schooling, while our returns in 5.4A
show that earnings increased when-More-education was invested, the
spread was only 23 pointa-(109 venial' 86)- betWeen men With some-college
and men with rural educations.

As vas expected, the urban population

demonstrated more inequality in earnings and high school graduates

possessed considerable advantageover those who had left school at the
eighth grade.

In essence the differences between these two populations

were caused by the absence of farmers in the latter.

For when farmers

were analyzed alone (5.4C) education had only a trivial impact on income.
This last result perhaps confirms the traditional skepticism :of farmers
about the powers of education to improve their incomes when national
factors so heavily determined prices.

In the long run, as we noted

before, education and wealth were correlated for older farmers.
Thus although there were indicators that education did bring economic
benefits, much of its impact was due to background factors working in
conjunction with occupation.

Indeed, when we turned to inequality among

Occupational groups, the stratification of Iowa society
was pronounced.
In the traced sample (5.5 A) high status white collar men earned twice

as much as unskilled workers, and only farm owners approached the earning
power of prOfessionals and managers.

In the sample of all urban nen.

(Table 5.5B), the symmetry according to status was not so obvious.
groups stood out.

Two

The "farmers" in this case were migrants who had only

recently taken up residence in cities and towns.
had suffered as a result.

Their economic performance

Migration also contributed to the strong

performance of the proprietors.

Their average income of 41% above the
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mean was due to the need for flexibility in their business
affairs.

In

the traced sample (5.5A), the proprietors (the small
town and villas

merchants) had lower incomes because they
were more stable; they presumably
were less prepared to take the risks involved in
operating small businesses

dependent on the farm economy.

For this reason their returns were less

ihpressive.
When the sir.plified

occu'ational structure was analyzed (Table 5.5C)

the small elite of high status white collar
men exerted less upward

pull on the total white collar population.

Even so white collar workers

earned 82 more than farmers (114 versus 106).

white collar earnings

However, both farmer and

were far more impressive than those of blue collar

workers (114 and 106 versus 70).
Finally, despite the fact that ethnocultural
variables exerted
little.or no direct effect upon earnings, it is important
to ascertain
the distribution of income from an ethno-religious
perspective because
of our earlier emphasis on religion and ethnicity
as a useful guide to
achievement among Iowans.

In Table 5.6 the model used in the first

section of this chapter, with the addition of
religion and ethnicity,
was adopted to predict earnings.
-Certainly the most striking result in the ethnic panel is the

declension of the old stock Americans.

They were fully 31 percentage

points below the British, and eleven points below
the Irish in their
earnings.

Their diversity, unlike that within other ethnic
groups, was

largely responsible for this.

With transplanted southerners, prosperous

urban professionals and dirt farmers in the "southern
triangle," all
skewing the results, the variance in their earnings
was considerable.
= Both the East European and the Northern European results
were distorted
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Table 5.5A
Mean 1915 Eafnings of Iowans by Occupational Category
as a Percentage of the 1915 Average: Traced Sample

Occupation

No Controls

Professionals
Managers
Farm Owners
Proprietors
White Collar
Skilled Craft
Operators
Laborers
.
Firm Renters
Para Laborers
Mean $980=100, N=1944

Table 5.53

225%
175
120
108
79
80
75

Controls i'or Age

and Education

189%
170

187%
165
119
103
83
79
77
61
92

121
106
-79

'

80
77

56
86

54
88
38

36

48

Mean 1915 Earnings of Iowans by Occupational Category
as a Percentage of the 1915 Average: Urban Sample

1

Occupation

No Controls

Professionals
Managers
"Farmers"
Proprietors
'white Collar
-Skilled Craft
Operators
-

184%
172
77
144
86
82
92
52'
49

-Laborers

"Farm Laborers"

Mtn $1017=100, n=1025

Table 5.5C

Controls for
Education

Controls for
Education

Controls for Age
and Education

168%
167
84
141
85
84
-94
58
51

1692'
167
84
141
84
85
94
58
51

Mean Earnings of Iowans_by Occupation as a Percentage
of the Grand Mean, Traced Sample

-Occupation

No Controls

Controls for
Ethnicity & Religion

Controls for Ethnicity,
Religion, Age, Ed :, -Sibs.

and Father's Occupation
White Collar

136%

134%

Blue Collar-

65

65

101

102

Pais
Mean $980=100, A=1061
Source:

Sample Data

170

1147
70
106

by sampling error.
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Neither ethnic group had more than twenty intergenerational

cases, and in both groups a substantial number of men would have probably
given the former a less impressive performance, and would
have improved
tbe return of the Northern Europeans.

Religion, on the other hand, had

little effect upon income distribution, with or without controls.
However, it did allow some important insights into income
distribution
among old stock Americans.

With the exception of the agnostics who were

the largest group, and were invariably farmers isolated from
religious

institutions, the old stock religious denominations showed
some advantage
over Catholics and Lutherans.

Controls improved the position of unaffiliated

Protestants, but had the reverse effect upon high status Protestants.
It was significant that in Iowa, which was largely
a Protestant state,
Catholics displayed the greatest disadvantage among all
religious.Fgroupings.

Conclusion
The final answers to the question of the "openness" of -the
stratification
system in Iowa will have to wait until the following chapter when
the

migration patterns of Iowans will be analyzed.

However, our material on

the economic returns for education, and the relationship
between occupation

and income, have already indicated the presence of
a small elite in the
state who stood out dramatically from the rest of the population.

Their

advantage stemmed largely from their high status backgrounds,
which in
turn permitted high educational attainment, and high socio-economic
status.

But in the total urban population, which included a number of

farm born men who tended to dampen the effect of background
on education

and occupation, the impact of the elite was minimal.
In fact there was an Open stratification system in urban Iowa in
the first two decades of this century.

)7

Background, as we have been able
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Table 5.6
Mean 1915 Earnings of Iowans by Ethnicity and Religion
as a Percentage-of the Grand Mean, Main Sample

No Controls

Controls for
Religion

Ili%

127Z

136%

95

92

91

Scandinavian-

108

110

115

British

131

127

122

60

61

58

German

102

107

111

Irish

104

109

102

Ethnicity

East/Southern
-ftrope
-Old Stock

Other North
-Europe

All Controls*

Mean $980=100. N=1061

Religion

No Religion

No Controls

Controls for
Ethnicity-

897-

94%

All Controls**

96%

Protestant
No Affiliation

114

118

121

High Status Prot.

125

119

106

Low Status Prot.

100

102

99

Catholic

99

89

93

Lutheran

98

92

98

Mean $980=100. iN=1061
Source: Sample Data

*Comtrolling for religion, occupation, education, siblings and father's occupation.
**Controlling for ethnicity, occupation, education, siblings and father's education.
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to measure it, had very little impact on educational attainment;
and as
in a modern society education had some influence
in predicting occupational
- status.

While the overall ability to predict income was not great,

the results were similar to the Duncan 1972 results, which
explained only
7Z more of the- pattern of men's incomes.

With farmers' sons included in

our analysis, our correlations were bound to be somewhat lower.

On the

other hand, we can be certain that the farm
sector, in comparison, was
comparatively closed.

A father's latid holdings correlated reasonably

strongly with those of his son, and as
was indicated in our previous
analysis of the agricultural

ladder, multivariate techniques also indicated

some blockage in mobility among farmers.
The skeptical attitude of the majority of
Iowans towards education
seemed partly justified when the rate of
return for earnings was calculated
and compared to years of schooling completed.

To be sure, a college

education allowed Iowans to accumulate great economic
advantage over the
remainder of the population.

But in the main traced sample a high

-

school education or one or two years of college did
not give an- individual
any special advantage once all other factors were considered.
the impact of farmers with low

Again

educational attainment and comparatively

high earnings, was the principle cause of this phenomenon.

In the urban

sample, however with the influence of farmers
minimized, a high school
diploma did give a-man a significant income boost,
all other factors
considered.

Not Surprisingly education produced little differentiation

among farmers' incomes.

Indeed, possibly because of sampling error,

farmers with rural educations earned more,
on average, than college
matriculates!

Neither ethnicity or religion were important
in predicting earnings,

and patternsgenerally showed the lack of
differentiation between ethno.
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Occupation, however was a potent force in determining

income and confirmed the inequality between high status white
collar men
and the remainder of the urban workforce.

But for all'this inequality

and stratification, the income gap between professionals and
laborers

was in fact no greater in 1915 than it was in 1962.
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Notes - Chapter V

1.

Otis Dudley Duncan, et al., Socio-economic Background and
Achievement.

2.

-5.26

(New York:

.

Seminar Press, 1972), p. 4.

Ibid., pp. 37-49.

"Recursive" means that the influences go only

in one direction.

That is, a son's education is completed after

his father's occupation and the number of his siblings is fixed;
a son's occupation is determined after his formal schooling is
finished, and his income is determined after his occupation is
decided.

One can dream up possible counterexamples, but there

-could not have been enough exceptions to change our results.

3.

See Methodological Appendix.

4..

See Chapter VI, pp.

5.

Christopher Jencks, et al., Inequality (New York:
1972), p. 227.

Basic Books,

Jencks' explanation of the meaning of path

coefficients is recommended to the puzzled historian.

In a nutshell,

the path from variable A to B measures'the maximum direct casual,
impact A has on B.

If other variables could be added,- the old

paths could only be smaller.

The indirect impact of A or B

consists of the product of the paths from A to C and C to B.

Arrows

coming out nowhere indicate how important unknown variables were in

casual terms (very important, usually!): Arrows can only go
from left to right because of our recursive assumption (footnote 2).

Missing arrows indicate that the path was very weak--below about .06--
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and statistically insignificant.
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See Herman J. Loether and Donald

G. HfcTavish,Descriptive Statistics for Sociologists (Boston, Allyn
and Bacon, 1974), pp. 306-40.

6.

See for example Baldwin, Farm Children, passim; Lee Soltow, "The
Economic Heritage of an Iowa County," Annals of Iowa, 43 (1975),
p. 24; and Daniel J. Flazar, Cities of the Prairie (New York:
Basic Books, 1970), pp. 258 -62, -355.

7.

'Jencks, Inequality; p. 225.

1
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Chapter VI

Geographical Mobility in An Agricultural Society

Like racial and ethnic background, place'of birth is also ascribed
to an individual at birth.

However, unlike ethnicity or racial characteristics

which cannot" e altered, migration provides the opportunity for people
to leave their home enivronpent to look for occupational opportunities

elsewhere.

Thus migration plays a similar function to education, with

which it is very often combined, and it enables individuals to improve
their lot, and "invest" in a move which will benefit their future lives.1
As we have seen, during the lives-of the men in this study, the

Iowa in which the majority were born, changed markedly:

2

In the 1870's,

when the oldest cohort was growing up, the railroads were only just
beginning to push through the northwestern prairies, and though much of
the remainder of the state was settled, there was the opportunity within

Iowa itself for rural migration to new areas of settlement.

But as the

nineteenth century drew to a close rural fertility, though declining,
was more than enough to cause employment dilemmas for farm children, so
the younger cohorts were more likely to turn towards the cities than to
remain on the laud.

The Iowa cities of Des Moines, Waterloo, Sioux

City, and Cedar Rapids, all doubled in size between 1900 and 1925; and
much of tics increase wail' caused by rural-urban migrants taking up..
residence.-,in urban areas.

At the same time out-migration from the state

quickened its pace, and between 1900 and 1905 the state actually lost
population.2
6.1
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This chapter is a retrospective analysis of the
movement of individuals
from about 1870 to 1925.

Though a major portion of the study will be

devoted to rural-urban migration, there is also
a need to understand
movement within the farm population itself, to appreCiate the dynamics
of the general redistributiodof population_inia
largely rural environment,

and to find out how the aocial,structure of
Iowa was.affected.brmigration. 3

Migration and Social Structure.

Contemporary studies have shown that non4arm migrants are on the
whole more achievement orientated, they earn-more, and
have better jobs
than men who have stayed in their home communities.*4

On the other hand,

migration among farmers, modern research suggests,,shows rather different
Patterns:

non-migrants among farmers are more-successful, they accumulate

more land, and are economically in a sounder position.'CS
Uany of the same patterns were to befound in Iowa fifty years
ago.
Let us first compare the characteristics of migrants and nonmigrants
classified by occupation and education.

It seems clear from Table-6.1

that in Iowa migration mat a mechanism of opportunity for professionals-doctors, lawyers, clergy, and teachersas in post World War II America
For with the exception of professionals,!unskilled

laborers, farm laborers,

and petty proprietbrs, all other,occupational groups were more stable
than migratory.

The'state's economy. was largely_responsible for this.

Urban Iowa was composed of central places wil,61.ch served the surrounding
countryside.

4
The mobile elements in the non-farm occupational structure

worked in occupations which required re-location on several occasions
during a lifetime-.

Every crossroadi village had its merchants, its

school, and its doctor; and every small town its full complement of
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professionals and'bdsinesses, which, because-Of their
dependence on the
farm economy., were often precariously balanced
between solvehcy and'

economic failure.

At the lowest status level,he relative instability

of unskilled laborers and farm
laborers, was not surprising in that the
N,

latter were often poling men maneuvering
to take over their own farms,and the former were inclined to be migratory
in any environment.

In

view of their numbers, and the stereotype of
localism, it is important
to notice that 46 percent of -the farmers
were movers.

times farmers were never very fixed.

At the bedt cf

The "agricultural ladder," the

System whereby farm laborers mightwclimb:the
ladder of occupational
status to farm renter, to owner, and eventually to landoWner,
required

movement around the countryside frost farm to farm.

Certainly the difficult

economic conditions brought about by the aeflatiod after
1920 bad just
begun to affect the farm

community by 1925,-and the data probably shows,

reptively more instability among farmers than there
otherwise might

----have-been.

The other-Stable elements in the population,
t he managers

and the.more important businessmen, tae low status
white collar workers,

and the skilled and semi- skilled blue collar workers, Were
all in occupations
=
_

which, in the small-town environment, were more likely
to be held by
native sons than by outsideri.

The businessmen earned' their living. in

family firns,''and the-blue collar workers obtained their
jobs through
'kin-ties, union conneCtions-, friendship, and an7intimate
knowledge=of,

the available job openings in the immediate vicinity.

Unlike tide nineteenth

century, therefore, where, higher status was often
an indicator of stability,

the Iowa record shows a more complex phenomenon.6

To a considerable

-4

-.exient'this was due to the importance of agaculture
in-the economy
which had a bearing4not only en the careers "of
farmers, but also on a
large segment of the whole occupational structure of Iowa.
1
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Tibia 6.1

Mi rato

lehavior. Iowa. 1870-1925

Occupation in 1925
1
Migrants
Professional
782
96
Yalu:ger
.parsers

,-

.

Migrants I
RIO Status Prot.
Low Statue Prot.

-37X

Lei White Collar

461
512
432

-Skilled Craft

37Z.

Operators
laborers

41%

-

Sia.T11 Prop.

Religion

1501
245
143

253'
.

59Z i
Tarn-Iaborars-- "- '70Z

254
277
7$
2893

-512
-452

Ceram

Irish
432
-392
-Scamdiaaviaa
Other x. iuropa
602
Salters, Southern

'_Euroia
British
-

.4/.4:1925'
.

1663

Under 25
25-34
35-44
45=54
55-64
Over 64

.661
7*.

271
220
35.

42

sk

432

198
3158

=

225
847
488
376
225
736

2897

&.Imicity
, Old Stock

Catholic
Lutheran ,
Prot.. unspecified
Mo Religion

452
482
392
472
532
412

522
512
512
512
432
332_

110
634
692
703
554
430
3113

Iducation
8 Years or Lesa

941 Years

472
462

1290
'364

-402
532702

215
177
66
3112

ugh 01001
. Graduate
SON. College

College
_

-

Sete: Migrants are all those sea who were in a different minor civil division
at.Thildhood or'later in the life circle.
Source: Salple Data.
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Educational attainment was one of the instruments with
which achievement

orientated Iowans, espeCially farmers' sons, climbed
on-the escalator_to
middle class status in the cities and towns.

However, owing to the

dispersed nature of the rural population, the
almost total reliance on
rural one room school houses with low standards Of
teaching, and the
reluctance of the rural population to support
consolidation for cultural
and financial reasons, a satisfactory academic
education in much of Iowa
was often a question of the

availability of facilities, and the strength

of desire on the part of parentsPand children,to
make-the necessary
sacrifices to-pursue education past the eighth
grade.
For this reason education only affected the
migratory behavior of
the relatively well educated; among those lacking
a high school diploma

movers,and stayers showed similar patterns.
as a whole, differentiation was also slight.

Among high school graduates

However,with those who

had just obtained a high school diploma, there
was p tendency for men to
be stable.

This was a reflection of the availability of
secondafy

education in the smallest of villages, and in turn showed
that a high
school.diploma-Yds an adequate enough credential for those
who were
involved in supervisory capacities in commercial activities
in urban

Iowa. A college eduCation, on the other hand, in the absence
of comim!nity,.

colleges in the state, required

an initial move from home, which in turn

lessened the chances of a return to the home environment
once formal
education was completed.

Th/s was especially true oi,college matriculates

from farm homes, who outnumbered students from. other backgrounds.
Ethnicity and religion were also correlated with
migratory betawtor.
Even though all ethnic groups with the exception of the "other
North
Jpeans;" 'were relatively stable, when religion
was introduced into

the analysis, a more intricate pattern emerged.
_While only "unaffiliated
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Protestants" showed a greater propensity to migrate-the vast majority

were old stock AnericansIrish

and German Catholics, like Scandinavian

Lutherans, showed a remarkable reluctance to
move from a familiar
environment.

They were groups in small enclaves surrounded by
zOre

Heterogeneous populations.

Their relative lack of mobility can probably

be explained by their preference
to live in predominantly ethnically
homogeneous localities, combined

to which they wished tOmove.

the limited choice of communities

In general, then, ethnicity and religion

were pointers to the most stable elements in the
population, not the
most migratory.
Without_ question, age was a major factor in the
movement of Iowans.

However, the research design of this study
prevented the determination
of the exact time of migration of sample members.
The most migratory

group in any'societyunmarried

males and females under 24- -were virtually

eliminated from the sample because it concentrated
on household heads.
Be this as it may, with the exception of the very
youngest cohort, who
by virtue of their being heads of household
at a young age were rather
untypical of this age group, a simple age gradient
emerged.

The younger

cohorts were unstable, while the older they became,
the more stable they
grew.

This result also needs some words of explanation.

For while

members of the older cohorts did not move between
1870 and 1925, it is
quite possible that they took part in the Settlement
process with their
parents.

For our purposes, though, since they were teenagers
they -had

remained in the same locality.

While it is tempting to suggest that migrants-in
Iowa tended to be
younger men who were better educated, who were old stock,
had an American
Protestant religious affiliation, and often had high
occupational status,

men who fitted all these criteria

were a comparatively small group.
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Instead the interrelationships

6.7
of various groupings clouded the. picture,

so that stark divisions were difficult to underline.

Patterns of Geographical Mobility in Iowa

.In a study Which reanalyzed aggregate patterns
of migration from_
published sources in 1895, Conzen found that
despite the rural nature of
*ho state, about 20Z of all movement in Iowa
was directed towards urban
centers. 7

While migration streams were predominantly westward
and

northwestward in thrust conforming to the general settlement
of the
state, most movement was local in nature.

The urban centers recruited

migrants from their hinterlands, and inter-country
rural migration was
predominantly local also.8

Although Conzen's material was valuable in

gauging overall patterns, and especially inter-county
and intra-county
to urban movement, the published materials were not detailed enough
to
indicate the patterns of migration between different
types of communities.

Movement in any rurally orientated society should normally conform
to one or two distinct patterns.

The first is classic rural to urban

movement, or "urbanization," a common phenomenon in modernization.

The

flow of movement follows a direction from less industrialized
communities

to more industrialized, or from small communities to large ones.

The

second, and one which is probably more important in Iowa, is circulation
between communities which resemble one another.

Farmers, for example,

following the criteria of the agricultural ladder', are much more likely
during their early and middle years, to move to other open country
neighborhoods, than to become urban migrants.

The '!theory of resembling

. environments" suggests that individuals adapt in their formative years

to the type of environment in-which they are living, and if.they move,
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they will, more often than not, choose
a similar type of community.9
In an overwhelmingly rural state in which agriculture
was as modern as
anything else, the latter schema would seem to be the
most usual.
Obviously, however, not all farmers move tti
open country areas, and not
all villagers move to other villages.

Farmers did move to villages,

towns, and cities on retirement, and when forced off the land by
disadvantageous
circumstances.

The integration of the state as one economic one unit

regardless of the type of the community, gave rural people
a greater
choice in their destinations,

provided they did not insist on ethnic

enclaves.' Of course, Iowa cities were not large in the
first place, but
the relative lack of differentiation in destinations
is comparable to

modern returns which show that rural-urban nigrants are far less
likely
to move to metropolitan areas than to places under 50,000.

In Iowa as

in post WOrld War II America, farmers were more likely to migrate
to
places classified as rural non-farm, i.e. communities of
less than 2,500
in population -0.

Figures 6.1 through 6.3 attempt to pull these kinds of migration

patterns from material gathered from the sample.

In this case each

Figure represents three different types of environment found in Iowa in
1925:

cities.

open country or farm, villages and trading centers, towns and
Each row corresponds to the amount of movement that
individuals

made between their youth and 1925, and the columns indicate
the place of
residence at childhood, in 1915, and in 1925.

(Because of the overwhelming

amount of rural-urban migration, non-farm-places of origin
are all
4

classified as "urban" in order to simplify analysis with
very small n
sizes.)

In view of the usual heavy turnover in cities it
was surprising
that they were able to retain their populations more satisfactorily
than'
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any other ecological area.
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Otherwise only in open country townships did

half the population remain in the same comnunity from
childhood onwards.
The stability of the cities was caused by the
pronounced increase in
population during the period which made it unlikely that
the more established
residents would move elsewhere because their seniority
as regards the

newcomers gave them advantages in occupations and housing.

Smaller

corm -ties (villages and trading centers) were less stable
because the
farm population moved or retired to them more often than to the
cities.

Among farm residents in 1925, 21Z had spent their childhoods in
different communities than the census takers found then in
1915, but had
not changed their place of residence since then.

However, 18Z of farmers

were two-tine movers --they had grown up in a different community from

which they lived in 1915, and had moved again before 1925.

Villages

were the most unstable of the various types of community in Iowa.

Their

function as retirement places, and marginal business localities
caused
this instability.

Trading centers acted in a similar capacity but their

larger base added to their stability.

As far as the bigger cities and

towns were concerned, there was a certain amount of rural-urban migration,

but unlike the smaller communities the relative lack of
movement between
1915 and 1925 would indicate that this movement was occurring quite
early in the life cycle, producing a younger mizrarory population than
in villages and trading centers.

The universal tendency for migration to flow from rural areas to
urban was necessarily
farms.

found in Iowa because of -the shortage of new

But while Iowa farming might have proved attractive to urbanites,

few men moved from urban to rural localities.

Overall the data suggest

that movement came fairly early in thelife cycle from the
countryside
to the larger towns and cities, and fairly late in the smaller places
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Figure 6.1: Farm Destinations
1925

Childhood
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Figure 64: Village/Trading Center
Destination, 1925
Ir=317
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Figure b.3: City Destinations
c)

1925
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that harbored retired fatmers.
detected:

Three main streams of migration were

the movement.of farmers from one base of operations
to another;

the movement of retired farmers to urban
areas; and the urban trek of

young rural men and unsuccessful older farmers.

Movement between "urban

communities" was present, but insignificant.

Taking the state as a whole, though,

the migratory,habits of Iowans

were almost as likely to be directed outside the
state boundaries, as
inside them.

Did the more illusive out-migrants from Iowa conform
to

the kinds of patterns seen in the intra-Iowa
movement of individuals?

Table 6.2 shows the residences of out-migrants
from Harrison County,
Iowa, in 1905.

Although there is'no way of calculating the biases of

this particular source, it provides a rare
insight into out-migration
patterns from the rural midwest.

Harrison, one of the counties from

which a rural sampling point was chosen for
this study; is situated on
the Missouri Rivet in the extreme western
part of the state.

The county

was almost totally rural in 1905 except fbr one
town of 4,000 inhabitants.
Only 25 miles to the south, the Omaha-Council Bluffs
metroperfixan area

provided an urban environment whichwas both easily
accessible, and
economically inviting, for those who contemplated
out-migration.

Nevertheless,

in spite of the proximity of a large urban
center, only about ten percent
of the former Harrison County residents had moved
the,:e.

Indeed, if we

include all the California and Pacific Northwest
destinations in the
urban camp- -and some undoubtedly
areas.

were not-barely 40% moved to urban

Instead the majority migrated westward to rural
areas within a

300 mile radius of Harrison.
local area:

In fact a good,number remained in the

across the river in Nebraska; in northwestern Missouri;
or

if' they remained in Iowa itself, on faims and
in small trading centers

within 40 miles of Harrisonusually in the neighboring
county.
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Table 6.2
Out-Migrant Destinations
Earrison, County, Iowa 1905

Nural IOW&

17,62

Dural Nebraska

15.5

Council. Bluffs

6.2

Cunha

4.6

Sioux City

-2.1

*Large Cities West

2.1

Large Cities'East

2.0

Snail Towns West

2.6

-.Small Towns Bast

0.5

California

3.3

Pacific Northwest

-7.9

Dural Ill., Minn.

4.0

Dural. Hans., Mo. ,

Okla., Colo.

30.3,

1229

Source: W.N. Hawkins, Directory of Earrison County, Iowa (Logan: 1,05)
pp. 363-400.
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While these data do indicate a certain rural bias to the chosen
destinations of a population which was predominantly
of farm origins,
the non-specific nature of the backgrounds of
the ex-Harrison County

residents, prevents a detailed investigation of movement between
resembling
environments.

For a more thorough test of this phenomenon, let us use

some more non-samplematerials,to
dissimilar communities.

test movement between similar or

The data comes from a study which traced the

movements of young men who graduated from the 8th grade between 1927-28
in the central Iowa county of Story.

Table 6.3 illustrates well the

kind of step-wise progression of the movement of individuals
away from
their native environments.

Farm boys in this case were a shade more

stable than city boys; but if they did migrate, they were more likely to
relocate in communities in-the state which were under 2,500 in size,
and
even less likely to leave Iowa altogether.

Alternatively, young men

from villages and cities left the state in about equal numbers to move
to metropolitan centers such as Chicago, Los Angeles, or Kansas City.

But if they remained-in Iowa, they tended to move to a community with a
similar environment to that of their own home town.

In most cases this

usually constituted a short distance move--for over 60%-who migrated to
other towns and. cities in Iowa, remained within 40 miles of their place
of origin.

City-Ward .P1Rration in Iowa

"The United States," wrote Richard Hofstadter, " was born in the
country and moved to the city. 911

While historians have not systematically

explored this phenomenOn, one of the majOr themes in rural sociology
since its founding as a discipline has been the analysis of rural-urban
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Table 8.3
Migration Patterns- of Sth Grade Boys.
Story County, Iowa 1928 -1941

Type of Migration

Stay at Noes

To Towns

To Cities

To Other
states

Total
.111111111.

Fate Born

552

Village Born
City Born

s

102

142

29

12

26

'33

44

3.

22

32

'

182

190
76-

106

374
a Towns less than 2,500 population
b Cities with sore than 2,500 populatioe

'Source: J. Morris Christy, "Education and Present Occupations of Story
County 8th Gride Male Pupils of 1927-28,".(Mesters Thesis, Tows
State'College, Ames, 1942)
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migration.

Whether scholar.a, worked in the 1920's, the 1930's, or the

-6.17

1950's, a principal thrust of research concerned
the shift of rural
people away from the countryside.

This concern stemmed from the turn of

the century when rural America began to be on the defensive
against the
influence of the city.

"The rural problem largely centered on the

nagging fear that the country was losing the best of its population
to

urban American. At the 1916 meetings of the American Sociological
Association, for example, the whole program was devoted to papers which
attempted to analyze the plight of rural America.

One of these papers,

by the sociologist E. A. Ross, even went as far
as to blame rural deterioration

almost entirely on the cityward migration of
young people.12

Ross thus

started'a trend which eventually culminated in the Depression
years when
substantial sums of money became available for sophisticated and detailed
studies of migration within and from open country neighborhoods."
In the 1960's research at the national level showed that in general,
rural folk were not well prepared for careers in urban iMerica.

In

comparison to those born in the city or in smaller urban communities,
those born in open country areas had significantly lower occupational
status, earnings, and educational attainment.

The poor performance of

both black and white migrants in cities in 1962, can be attributable to
background factors such as a poverty stricken childhood, or discrimination
in educational opportunity, or a combination of both.14

Some historical

and sociological research, on the other hand, has found that individuals
with rural backgrounds.in certain areas of the country have competed
very adequately with urbanites in the city.

For example, in Boston in

the late 19th century old stock rural migrants fared unusually well in

comparison to migrants.15 To be sure, rural Yankees in a city environment
were rather a special breed, but a similar trend was noted by Rogoff
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nearer in time and space for our Iowa study.

In IndiPnepolls, in 1910

farm youths were also able to :eke headway in the city against those
from different backgrounds. 16

In a Minnesota study published in 1926,

602 of all-rural youth surveyed left the open country.

Of these 23Z

took unskilled jobs in the towns, 14Z became artisans, 10Z were low

status white collar workers, 32 owned businesses of their own, and 10Z
became professionals.17

Amore sophisticated study conducted in Des

Moines in the 1960's width compared rural - -urban migrants, urban nonmovers, and inter-urban migrants, found no essential differences between
the three groups when various background factors were controlled. 18

It

would seem logical to follow this last analysis as far as our data will
-permit, and compare the pemformance of men with different backgrounds in
the towns and cities of Iowa in 1925.

All those in Table 6.4 with rural backgrounds had fathers who were
farmers, so

as the first generation in the town or city they were

competing with those who were at least second generation urban dwellers.
On the one hand these new urbanites provided proportionally as many
white collar workers as the inter-urban movers, and more professionals
than the urban born who were also non - rovers.

On the other hand they

also had a greater representation among the lowest status ranks.

This

dichotomy cane about because of the two different streams of migration
which brought rural people to cities and towns.

One was composed of

young people seeking higher educational opportunities where there were
none at-home.

Having finished their education they made careers for

themselves in business and the professions, and rarely returned to the
farm.

The other stream was composed of rural-urban movers who had, for

the most-part, been forced off the land either through lack of opportunity,
or because they had failed in farming.
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These data seem to uphold the
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1%

97
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view that selective migration did siphon off certain individuals from
the country with more potential than others who could compete well with
the urban reared.

But at the same tine the country lost a larger proportion

0° less talented nen.

However, it was the inter-urban movers in Iowa cities, as has been
found in contemporary situations, who were the nost successful when

occupational achievement was measured. Like the more anbitious ruralurban migrants they had a special aptitude for change, to such an extent
that they surpassed the urbanites who had not altered their place of
residence.

In addition when earnings and educational attainment were

analyzed, the differences between the occupational groupings were confirmed.
Inter-city movers had proportionally more high school graduates, and
their earning power was also greater than the other two groups.

(Table 6.5)

Although rural-urban movers showed less achievement orientation
than nen born in other urban centers and who had moved to other cities
and towns, their performance compared well, as we have seen, with Minnesota
men from similar euvironmelits.

Clearly for a number of these men with

rural origins high educati9nal aspirations had much to do with their
success.

This is shown in the path analysis which compares rural-urban

movers with urban non-movers.19 Exactly the same procedure was adopted
as in Chapter V, _only in this case the results were stronger because we

were dealing with two populations with more homogeneous backgrounds.

In

Table 6.6 the key correlations were between education and occupation in
the case of the rural-urban movers, and between the respondent's occupation
and father's occupation for the non-movers.

While both groups had

precisely the same average amounts of schooling, the variance between
the rural-urban movers was greater which allowed the high correlation
between occupation and education.

Perhaps more important from the point
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Tibia 6.5
Mean _Earnings, and Mean Education

and Type of Migration, 1915

Type of Migration

Earnings

Inter-Urban Movers (11.97)

$1311

9.7

Rural-Urban Movora (11.450)

1040

8.6

tfrbaa Son-Movers

-

01.4243

917

Source: Sample Data
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Tears of Education
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Sable 6.6
Zero-Order Correlations for Occupational Mobility
Models
;Loral - Urban, and Urban lion-/covers

Ia. 0cc.

11.0cc.

Rural-Urban Hovers
1915
1 of Sibs
Educ.
0cc.

-.043

/ of Sibs

.11

Occ.
Inc.

-

1.477

S.D.

.121

.161

.094

6.50

1.36

-.101

-.112

.051

3.86

2.09

.586

.315

8.67

3.68

-

.382

6.32

2.57

-

Educ

-

Inc. _ Bran

-

-

Ogg

$1054

$1429

Urban Non-Movers
1915

Fa. Occ

1 of Sibs

-

-.195

Zduc.

0cc.

Inc.

Mean

.311

.381

.349

3.68

2.49

-.198

-.115

-.118

2.99

2.13

S.D.

1122
Fa. 0cc.

1 of Sibs

ORO

Ulm.
0cc.

Inc.

-

-

-

Source: Sample Data
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of view of-the study as a Whole the
high correlation between a father's

occupation and that of his son showed that
among urban non-movers ascribed
characteristics were still important as far
as social mobility was

concerned. This is seen -most clearly in Figure 6.4
which displays the
path coefficients-of both groups.

Among rural-urban movers fathers'

occupation had little effect on either education
or occupation; on the
other hand with the urban-non-movers the occupational
status of a father

was an important factor in predicting both
edutation and occupation.

In

addition it was noticeable that in
comparison to the analysis of the
total urban population in the previous chapter
the variance explained
for both groups showed marked improvement.

This was derived principally

from the powerful effect of education
among the farm born men, and the
transmission of status among those who had
spent all their lives in
towns and cities.

While these patterns add to our understanding
of the overall picture
of occupational mobility

among select groups of Iowans, let us once more

return to the specific case of the rural-urban
movers and compare the

backgrounds of the highest achievers, the professionals,
and those with
the lowest status, the unskilled laborers.

As Table 6.7 shows, though

professionals tended to have fathers who
were farm owners, there was no
great difference as far as land tenure
was concerned.
came from smaller families, and

Professionals

were more likely to be younger sons;

however, none of these characteristics were crucial
in any explanation
of achievement.

More pertinent was the fact that laborers
were more

inclined to hail from southern Iowa with its
poorer environment, and
were less likely to be religious.

As 25% of professionals came from

high status protestant backgrOunds, and they
were a group which was
highly motivated towards achievement, and
especially educational attainment,
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Path Diagram OcmpationalModel
Rural-Urban liovers,Urban ton-lioviess

Iowa, 1915.

Rural-Urban Movers, 1915.

.988

\i/

.910

Inc.

Urban Non-24overs,1915

.872

Source: Sample Data.
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Table 6.7
Characteristics of Professionals, and
Unskilled Laborers, lural-Urban Migrants

Laborers

Professionals

lore in Southern Iowa

372

172

Father Farm Owner

632

802

Number of Siblings

4.07

3.60

2-of 'lounger Sons

222

352

lean Educ. in /ears

6.6

15.3

2 of no leligious Affiliation

372

92

2 Protestant

492

762

22

262-

102

92

2 Nigh Status Protestant

2 Catholic

542
Source: Sample-Data
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the cultural, and'not just the economic environment
in which a man grew

up, mould-seem to be important for success in urban conditions
for
someone with a rural background.

Farm Geographical Nobility

With the exception of a triangle bounded by southern Polk county in
the north, by -Page in the southwest, and by Van Buren in
the southeast,

and a few scattered counties such as Jackson, Clayton, and Harrison,
much of the remainder of Iowa is either rolling or flat prairie with
good, if not excellent, soil.

In three townships in our sample the mean

farm value in 1915 was over $30,000, and only in the southern triangle

and in one township in Jackson county did farm values dip below a
mean
of $10,000.

Furthermore, one of our townships was singled out by a

rural church survey as being an example which other less fortunate
conmainities might emulate.2°

The legacy left by the prosperity of the

golden age of agriculture can still be seen along rural roads in the
state where much of the farm architecture, the-country churches, and
many of the stores and homes in the villages, stem from this period.

Apart from the problem of soil erosion which was already raising:headaches
in southern Iowa counties where river valleys were vulnerable, there
was

little reason for Iowa farmers to move from the countryside because of
poor land.

Indeed, as the careful work of Bremer has shown, periods of farm
prosperity were more likely to produce mobility _ithin the farm population
itself, than years of stagnation. 21

While there is no time series data

available to -show whether persistence rates changed according to economic

conditions in the sample townships, survey data from the Depression
of

2102
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the 1930's in Iowa indicates that the-communities were often stable, and

that young people actually returned from the towns and cities to their
home neighborhoods because of the depressed-nature of the urban sector.22

Although the 1921 recession seriously embarrassed those farbers who had
gambled in farm real estate, the economy up until 1925 remained buoyant
enough to encourage farm migration patterns which had similarity
to
those-between 1897 and 1920.

In fact this particular economic downturn

probably encouraged greater movement.

For with the increase in corporate

Ownership, the lbss of farms by those who had- verextended themselves,
and the expectations that the economy would revive, competition for good
land at lower rents and lower prices encouraged continuous turnover of
farm operators. 23

As the data shows which compared farm movement_with that of other
occupations, most farm owner and farm renter migration was local.
(Table-6.8)

The modal distance for all farmer moves (except movement

within a township) was less than ten miles, which was usually a move
from one adjoining township to another.

Farm migration followed lines

which were geared to farm availability both within the family, and
within the neighborhood.

It seems fairly clear that although some of

the older sample meMbeis travelled three hundred miles or
more from the

eastern river counties to begin homesteading the rich northwest Iowa
prairies, most of this migration occurred before 1890.

Spillman indicated

that it was comparatively rare for men to make all the moves up the
"agricultural ladder" by the second decade of the 20th century. 24
However, the greater distances travelled by farm laborers,, would
indicate
thatoyounger men were still required to move some distance from home in
order to begin a career.

Uore common was for farmers' sons to work on

the home place initially and then begin scouring the immediate area for
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Table 6.8

Distance-Movedbi OcCupation
Mean Distance
'Occupation

-.in Miles.

Professionals

102 (96)

Managers

22 ($6)

mall Proprietors

53.

(245)

White Collar

17 (143)

Skilled Craft

37 (25i)

Operator

5$ (254)-

Laborers

-48 (277)

Farm Laborers

41 (78)

Fars: Owners

25 (728)

Farm Renters

34 (777)
a

Source: Sample Data
_z
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likely places of-operations.

Their knowledge of local conditions and

openings, the relative ease in piling up a farm wagon with belongings
and driving animals a short distance before planting
season, obviously
was a simpler method of gaining an acreage than plunging halfway across
the state to unfamiliar territory.

Interviews conducted after our

period in 1937 showed 57Z of the farmers were living in the
county where
they were'born, including 59Z of the owners, 58Z of the tenants, and 447.
of the farm laborers.

The great majority, 70Z, bad lived in one-or two

-areas their entire lives.

While only 17Z bad never moved at all, the

average move was only five miles.

On the other band, a footloose minority

accounted for most of the migration.

The most mobile quarter of the

farmers accounted for 60Z of all movements, both long and short
distance.
Looking at only those longer moves that involved changing counties,
a
tiny group

8.5Z of all farmers, =Counted for 60Z of the moves.

These

people may have had a-lOi of varied experience, but their failure
to
find a secure niche indicates an inability to cope with the details, the

heartachesand the neighbors--that were central to the experience of
agricultural success.

Among corn belt tenants in 1937, three-fourths

wanted to buy a farm, but only one in six thought their
prospects for
actually_getting one in the next five years were "good."25:
Farmers in general were exceptions to the rule that
migrants were
More successful economically than non-migrants.
farmer was more likely to accumulate realestate.

In Iowa the stable
As Table 6.9 shows,

farm value, acreage, and tax assessments were all balanced
in favor of
farmers who weie stable.

The fact that migrants had the edge in livestock

production was probably a reflection of the preferences
of younger men
who were concentrating on intensive cattle and hog raising
in order to
generate as much capital as possible to purchase land.
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Table 6.9
1

Migration and Familealth

Tara Value, 1915

t
Mortgage, 1915
Acreage, 1925

Mover

Stayer

$16,959 (8181)

$19,960 (14330)

6,158 (14103)

5,534 (N..160)

140 (8,0174)

152

(8...341)

Tax Assessment, 1925

1,245 (1342)

A,734 (14400)

Livestock Value, 1915

2,272 (N273)

2,269 (11.481)

Source: Sample Data
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'While it was shown earlier that farmers were more often stable
than
migratory, -what factors produced stability
among the farm population?

Although age was to some degree importantinevitably
the younger a man
was, the less stable he proved to be--education had hardly
any bearing
on the stability of rural population.

Instead, religion and ethnicity

proved7to be better indicators of mobility.

Earlier, Catholics were

identified as a core stable group in the general
Iowa population --this
vas-even more obvious among farmers.

German and Irish Catholic farmers

were twice as likely to be stayers as rovers; but the
reverse was true
of old stock men with Protestant affiliations,
and German Lutherans.

In

Protestant Iowa, German Catholics with their emphasis
on property accumulation
and large closely knit families showed more traditional
behavior than

did other ethnic groups. As Horace Diner shoaled in
his study of a
central Iowa county, Germans (in this
case Protestants) believed in
strong paternalistic families.

The whole family worked towards the

accumulation of additional farms which were given
to sons when they came
of age.

The Yankee farmers looked askance at this
behavior, and to them

the German father was perceived as a "Teuton
working his family to the

bone. "26 Our data would seem to support these kinds of
patterns of
stability and paternalism.

(Table 6.10)

For all Continental, Scandinavian,

and Irish farming groups had, on average, larger
property values than
old stock farmers.

In view of their more traditional attitudes it
was

surprising that they also had higher indebtedness than
Americans. This
was partly a result of their larger holdings in the first
place; for
land was used as collateral to invest in more land.

Among old stock

farmers there was much less emphasis on the
renumeration of children.
Instead they gave them independence of action, and
hence more freedom to
'move away from home.
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?able 6.10
Tarn Value, Ethnicity, Religion, 1925

Mean

Grand Mean

$18897

Old Stock
No Religion
Low Status Protestant
Scandinavian
Lutheran
German
Lutheran
Catholic
Irish
Catholic

16440
14014
17130
16651
14811
22585
23808
22622
21187
23348

$

$14852

784

13386
11642

224-

.13758

10523
_7791
16695
15949
15319
14106
14115

84
114
34
24
129

42
40
53
40

nay Mortgage, Ethnicity, Religion, 1925

Mean
Grand' Mean

Old Stock
No Religion
Low Status Protestant
Scandinavian
Lutheran
German
-Lutheran

Catholic
Irish
Catholic

3D

$ 5669

$ 3218

420

5759
4431
6793
6013
5968
6523
6353

9953
4369
3597
4530
4762
3772

121
45
57
22
16
67
26
14
30
22

6885 t,

5820
5277

Source: simple Data
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Settlement patterns also assist in explaining the differences in
behavior between old stock and ethnic farm operators.

For the most part

old stock Americans had settled in the southern triangle -where farming

WS less profitable.

Ethnics, with the exception of those in the northern

Mississippi river counties, settled in the less hospitable north, central,
and northwest.

There, while in many instances the breaking of the

prairie and its draining was a major undertaking, once done, farming

proved highly profitable.27 Therefore, there was every reason for
ethnic farmers to remain in their enclaves, and for ambitious old stock
Americans to turn citywards for education and join the urban middle
class.

Conclusion

In nineteenth century America rural migration west of the Alleghenies
was predominantly westward in thrust, with farmers leap frogging to new
frontier areas always in search of more favorable conditions.

With the

filling of the frontier and the comparatively high fertility rates among
farmers, urban areas provided an alternative haven for an-excess rural
population.

Although commentators in the late 19th and early 20th centuries
expressed fears that the countryside was losing population to urban
centers, as our material showed, rural-urban migration was a good deal
more complex.

The unspecific nature of the assertion that rural America

was moving to cities in large numbers, failed to take note of how the
migration process took place.

In general rural folk were reluctant to

move away from a familiar environment which, in view of the relative
prosperity of agriculture after 1900, was a natural reaction.
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not mean that movement for farmers over the life cycle
was not common.
For labile the agricultural ladder did not work as efficiently in
the

20th century as it had done in the 19th, the
very nature of the farm
inheritance process, and a system which relied on the family farm as the
basic unit of production, required a certain amount of movement
between
neighborhoods, townships, and counties.

On the whole most of this farm

migration was very local in nature, often to the next township only.
In Iowa movement from the farm essentially conformed to three
different patterns, but all retained a certain amount of contact with
the country.

These patterns were composed of the movement of retirees

to retirement centers, the migration of young and middle aged men into

low status occupations in the cities and towns, and the movement of
young people for secondary and college education, and then into high
status occupations.

On the surface the movement of these achievement

orientated people was a loss to the countryside.

But in Iowa, and in

other rural states, with the integration of the economies of rural
and
urban areas, these men were recruited into occupations which
in the long
run benefited rural areas.

The farm boys, preferring to remain close to

the-land, became country-doctors, and lawyers, agricultural experiment
station workers, and employees of agri-business, thus permitting
direct
access and influence upon rural life.

Many'of those Iowans in low

status jobs in.the cities who had migrated from the country often did
part-time work on farms.

And retirees also retained contact with the

country, through kin ties, and ownership of farms leased to-tenants.

While the migration of farm boys who attained high status occupations
in the towns and cities has-rarely been documented before, perhaps
our
most important finding concerned the comparative rigidity of the social
structure of urban, Iowa among those who were non-movers.
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the rural-urban movers, background became more vital in
predicting

education, and in turn occupation and status, among town and city-bred
Iowans.

Our next chapter deals with one specific group, the teachers,

who not only were highly mobile, and used migration in
the classic sense
to achieve a more satisfactory position, but also, though achievement
oriented, were frustrated by the cultural constraints in
which they had
to work.
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Chapter VII

The Overseers:

Teachers and Schoolboards

Iowa operated in effect, two school systems -- -a modern one_for
towns, cities and.the most progressive rural areas,. and a traditional
one of the majority of farmers.

The state was one of-the last to finally

consolidate and modernize its rural schools in the 1960's.

No matter

how often professional educators complained about the inefficiency and
poor quality of learning in the traditional sector, the implicit ideology
of democratic localism persisted throughout out period, buttressed by
state laws that-Placed power in the hands of elected neighborhood school
boards.

The teaching force was divided between the two'sectors, With

the youngest, least educated and least career-oriented women concentrated
in the poorly paid traditional sector.

Some made the transition to the ,

modern sector, usually through higher education; they found themselves
in a far more attractive climate intellectually and financially, at the

cost of breaking close ties with their family, and moving out on their
Olin

The Traditional. Sector

In the first quarter of_the 20th century Iowa had more one-room
schools than any other state.

Large atlases polka-dot the rural landscape

with miniature representations of these buildings, a hundred or more for
every'county.
'

Each school represented an independent local district

controlled by an elected school board.

In Cedar County, for example,
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nearly a hundred farmers or their wives sat on these boards in 1923.
Only ten percent had even any high school experience, and none were
conversant with modern educational ideas.

Rarely were local board

elections exciting events, unless some spendthrift proposed buying a new

stove, or adding a second privy to the schoolyard.

Undoubtedly the

board members reflected the mood ofptheir neighbots, many of whom were
relatives anyway.

Dissatisfaction with school conditions was rarely

voiced by the farm people, and ambition for their children rarely extended
beyond a high school education.1
The parsimony of the school boards expressed itself-in the condition
of the facility and the salary of the teacher.

Farmers who prided

themselves on herds of fat cattle and hogS, high grain yields and large

bank accounts were easily satisfied with dirty, dark, dank frame buildings
for their offspring.

There were no shrubs or flowers; the virgin prairie

grass was cut once-a year.

The equiptent for these institutions- -in

which hundteds of thousands of children received all their formal education-comprised a worn-out dictionary, some maps, 50 or 100 books, chiefly
biogfaphies, folk tales, nature lore; no poetry or civics titles, usually,
but often some Shakespeare and-government documents well beyond the ken
of the small children.

Few schools had playground, equippent, though

perhaps there was a punching bag stuffed with rags and used as a football.
Sometimes the teachers were authoiized to spend five or ten dollars a
year for colOred paper, modelling clay or the like.

State law 'squired

the expenditure of a minimum of 5.cents per pupil, and a'maximut of=.15
cents, annually; for books.

Atwell provided water, often unsafe; invariably

the toilets were dirty, unsanitary and marked up with graffiti.

This

eV
last characteristic bothered ministers and mothers a great deal, but the
proponents of modernization had warned this was inevitable in, such
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backward places:

"You ought not to be surprised at the outcroppings of

vulgar thought, improper language, and vicious conduct--the forerunners
of immoral and criminal ideas."2

Still, the fathers tolerated it.

The teachers were no more outstanding than their surroundings.
Five out of six were young single women, though an eighth were narried
or widowed; only 4 percent were men.

By 1931, when conditions had
*

improved considerably, 28 percent had not gone beyond high sdhooland
another 54 percent had completed-no more than a year-of college.

Before

World War I, on the other hand, many district schools were taught by
girls whose entire 8 years of education was at that school or one like
it.

Nearly all of the teachers lived at home, or with relatives.

The

canny farmers saw to it that the compulsory school system provided
employment for local girls.

A sort of round-robin existed whereby one

farmer's daughter would teach a year or two, then marry, -or reluctantly
6

surrender the post to the neighbor next in line.

The genius_ of the

system was that the salary'the district paid would recompense farmers
for their taxes.

Throughout the first quarter of the 20th century, Iowa

rural teachers were paid far below the regional or national average,

even though the state's educatiodal,expenditure as a proportion of its
wealth was among the highest in the nation.

This anomaly stemmed fromi

the inefficiency of operating so many small schools. A fourth had fewer
than, ten pupils.3

The quality of teaching invariably varied enormously.

Some women,

regardlesS of their training or experience, found it easy to explain
arithmetic, or encourage little ones to practice their alphabet.

But if

they were really good, they usually moved on to the modern sector.

107 rural teachers in Cedar County the county superintendent judged
7
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eleven to be superior, only 30 good.4

Usually the teachers relied on

rote drills and endless recitations to pass the time.
explain concepts they did not understand themselves.

They could hardly
Fortunately for

them, the parents measured the pupils' achievement almost solely in
.

terms of ciphering ability, and that was relatively easier to teach than
reading or granmar, or science.

The parents also expected the teachers

to be disciplinarians; apparently some parents believed in miracles.

It

often strained the teacher's-talents to the breaking point to keep the
children quiet, especially the boys.

Nominally, the elected county superintendent of schools and the
state superintendent had-same responsibility for the quality of the
rural schools.

In practice, the district school boards were confident

of their own ability to control the situation, and were constantly on
the watch for any unwonted interference'or proposals that might cost
money.

County superintendents did their best, visiting each school

regularly, providing hints to the teachers and recommended syllabi, and
conducting short training institutes.5

Since few teachers tarried in

their profession more than two or three years,these upgrading efforts

had to be continuous, and could not have had much cumulative effect.
The compulsory school law of 1902 was not enforced by truant officers in
rural areas, and absenteeism averaged three weeks per year for the
younger children, much longer for the able-bodied older boys.

State efforts to upgrade rural education focused in the 191es on,
the encouragement of consolidated schools.

Since only a small fraction

of the rural districts had accepted this modernization approach by 1920,
P

a subtler approach was used.

Any rural school that stayed open 13, months,

had 10 or more pupils, kept its building and outhouses in good repair,
and hired-a teacher with a bit of training, was eligible for state
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subsidy. But only 107 of the rural schools accpted this intrusion into
their affair's by 1925.6

Analysis of cognitive achievement is a tricky business, as raging
arguments in the 1970's over IQ tests and the Coleman Report attest._
Even more difficult is it to find out how much children learned a half
century ago.

The extraordinarily careful work of the Iowa Child Welfare

Research Station in the 1920's, on whom we have relied for much of this
chapter, indicates some of the failings of the traditional rural schools
iiomparison with the modern consolidated schools in Iowa. Rural

children in the first two or three grades performed at par, according to
the Stanford Achievement Test.

As they "progressed" through the grades;

however; they fell further and further behind.

Thus in grades 2 and 3,

23% of the rural school pupils were beloiz the norm, versus 73% ()tithe
pupils in grades 4 through 8.

At the nearby consolidated school, 41Z of

the younger, but only 50% of the older pupils were below the norm.

Both

types of schools. produced students who did well in arithmetic, spelling

and nature study, and poorly in history and literature.

But the rural

students were also far below their age norm in reading and language.?
These results applied to schools in the 1920's, when all the teachers

were better educated than ever before.

It seems plausible that earlier,

when most of our sample farmers were educated, their average cognitive
achievement, especially in reading, was well below the norms of urban

Iowa.8
Our earlier findings remind us that economic achievement in later
life was not measurably lowered by attendance at a one -room rural school
compared to a more-modern institution, other` factors held constant.

Too

any fortuitous'events or unmeasured factorg intervened between sloppy

teaching at age eight and income aage 40.
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a means to an end, it is an important experience in its own right.

It

is by no means clear that the advantages of walking a short way to a
school your father, uncles and neighbors controlled outweighed the
social and cultural-isolation involved.

Diaries kept by pupils attending

one room schools "give the impression for the most*part of a flat,
monotonous life recorded by children who, if they had any introspective

moments, were unable,to put them into language." The typical boy or
nine reported, "In the morning I done chores.

Then went to school.

When school was out I went home changed clothes.
supper.

Done chores.

Then

Then I went to. bed." If anything, girls' diaries were even

drearier; outside observers agreed that, in fact, the children had

-accurately captured the monotony of-their life.9 Even play was dull:
Even apart from lack of equipment, the children showed little imagination
or initiative at play, nor did the teachers help much.
new games.

to do."10

No one knew any

"The children seemed to stand around looking for something
In bad weather the children just fooled around at recess

time, unless the teacher played a Phonograph so they could march up and
down the aisles.

The iffodern Sector

The modern sector of Iowa education encompassed the village, town
and city school systems, rural consolidated schools, and, of critical

importance, the high schools, colleges and universities which provided
leadership.

Authority was still decentralized, with most power in the

hands of elected school boards, but was far more cosmopolitan in outlook,
and keenly interested in the linkage between educational progress and
social and economic modernization.

The business of education was clearly
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understood as.modernization, or as one official committee
explained it,

"to increase the efficiency of all
our people at every point of contact
in life," more specifically, to give
youth the opportunity to "develop
the concrete efficiency required to found and
maintain better homes;
secure larger returns from labor; participate
intelligently in civic
affairs; live more helpful and efficient lives."11

The county and city school boards (as opposed
to the neighborhood
boards) comprised a reasonable cross section
of the well education,
cosmopolitan leaders of Iowa.

Educational sensibilities, more than

business experience, was the criterion for standing
for this prestigious,
but unpaid office.

We have located 175 county and city board members

for our'sampling points in the 1915
census.

Apart from lawyers and

-1 physicians, they were the best educated and
wealthiest men and women in

their comiunities.

Six in ten had graduated from high school, 47%
had

attended college, and 23% had a college degree.

Although a large majority

of the population they served were farmers
or blue collar workers, only
36% were farmers and the 1.7% who
were skilled craftsmen were the only
blue collar representatives.
businessmen or their wives.

Indeed, 56% were professionals, leading

Since these boards dealt with larger issues

than the neighborhood boards, it seems clear
that more traditional

voters deferred to the most modern, cosmopolitan
leaders at this level
of educational control.

Being a schoolboard member in Iowa was
not a task reserved for old
men with nothing better to do in their retirement.

Almost half of the

sample was under 50 years of age, and 12%
were still in their thirties.
for was the job an exclusive
women.

male sanctuary,as 11% of the sample were

However, many of these women were probably appointed
because

their husbands were prominent in the county,
for almost without exception
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their husbands were professionals, although these wives were well edicated

with at least some college training.

As the curriculum of this period

so heavily emphasized Americanization, and civics in-schools, it was not

altogether surprising that only 6Z of the IowasChOolboard members were
foreign born.

Inmigrants, like blue collar workers were not very common

in administrative positions, and half the immigrants, were-of British
extraction.

Potential for voter discontent night have arisen from the

underrepresentation of Catholics--that was understandable in view of
parochial schooling in the state--and the domination of the Boards by
the old stock Americans.

The latter's overrepresentation was nct altogether

surprising in view of the interest certain groups of old stock Americans
took in educational achivevement as a vehicle for modernization.

Schoolboard members were not wildly at variance with their neighbors
in terms of wealth, especially when their age and occupation is considered.
The mean income of this sample of school board-members was $2,653 in
1915, almost one and a half times that of the average Iowan.

Old stock

Americans on school boards earned even larger salaries, with a mean of
$3,200.

The majority of school board members who were farmers were also

in a far more favorable economic condition than the ordinary men who
owned 160 acres.

Some members undoubtedly were ciphers, but others,

considering that they had to run the gauntlet of election, on balance
were impressive,

In Davenport, which probablydiad the best run school

system in Icva, the School Board was composed of an architect, two

doctors, a newspaper editor, the county treasurer, a bank president and
a lawyer, all of whom except the county treasurer had been to college.
School boards needed financial expertise, they needed a representative
of county government, lawyers and other experts, and except for the lack
of a woman representative the Davenport City School system was well
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endowed.

Again, in Story County, a county with a reputation of having a

progressive attitude toward rural education, the credentials of the
county board, though less impressive, were all the sane reasonably well
balanced.

Story had no less than three women on its board:

tliet wife of

a clothing merchant with two years of college, the wife of a farmer also
with two years of college, and the wife of a bookkeeper with one year of
college.

Perhaps they had once been teachers themselves.

Other members

included a businessman who had once been a teacher, a banker, and a
doctor, all of whom were college graduates.

leachers in the modern sector were professionals working in proud
new buildi es, under the supervision of experts, with access to goodlibraries and teaching materials, and judged against the best national
standards by cosmopolitans.

Host were imbued with a sense of their duty

to modernize society by educating its youth. -Despite their prestige, as
Willard Waller noted, they stood out clearly against the background.of
the community in general. "They are young, well educated, usvally transient
and discontent.

They are strangers."12 The problem was that despite

their education and cosmopolitan outlook, they were paid far less than
businessmen or professionals with comparable qualifications, and were
firmly implanted, in the lower range of one of the few great bureaucracies
in Iowa.

An exploration of the psychology of teachers is beyond the scope of
this study.

However, we are able to throw some light on their social

and econoMic condition using various published surveys and, especially,
data on a thousand career teachers in our sampling points in 1925 drawn
from the state Educational Directory and matched into the census.

An Illinois survey of career teachers in 1917 offers a profile that
could not have been too dissimilar to the situation in nearby Iowa.
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Three fourths of the teachers had been born in the state; 31%
grew up in
the country, 18% in towns; 45% in cities (rather more than Iowa).

The

fathers of 37% 'were farmers, 33% white collar workers, and only 29%
blue

collar.

The older and better educated a teacher, the higher the grade

she taught and the larger the salary.

Those with high school diplomas

earned $573, with normal training $630, with college experience $700.

Half the women became teachers between the ages of eighteen and twentyone (the men began a year later).

Those who began in country schools

shifted to town schools within a year or two, knowing how difficult a
rural teaching career would be. A third of the women and men became
teachers because they liked the profession; 46% of the women, but only

36% of the men were attracted by the salary; most of the remaining
nen
cited bookishness for their reason, but the remaining women mentioned
their love of children.

Half the women cited the salary as the reason

for remaining teachers, 40% the attractiveness of the job.

Half the men

stayed teachers because they liked the profession, only 30% for the
salary, and 10% confessed they were not prepared for any other occupation.
With a median class size of thirty-eight students, the teachers had
plenty to do.

However, they also spent an hour or two a day after class

grading papers or preparing lessond. ,Very few visited the parents of
their charges.13

Living arrangements always posed a problem for the young women.

In

Illinois, 75% of the women and 64Z of the men lived with their
parents
or other relatives.

been half these.)

(In Iowa, however, the proportions seem,to have

Their schools were located within a mile or so of

their residence in two thirds of the cases, so transportation was not a
major problem.

In Iowa, 90% of the teachers reported a religious affiliation,

and 100% were expected to be models of decorum in the community.
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Teachers were supposed to contribute to the spiritual as well as the
intellectual climate of their communities--to sing in the
choir or teach
in Sunday school.

In Illinois, half the teachers devoted two or more

hours a week to these activities, many specifically stating that it
was
expected or even required of them.

It had always been clear that teachers

"cannot afford to use liquor, tobacco, profanity or to make light of

anything held sacred by the pupils."14

Dating, dress, deportment and

betrothal were public matters in the small towns, and teachers had to be
careful.

Host schools either immediately fired a woman who married, or

did so at the end of her contract.

Under special conditions a mother

might obtain a job, usually if she was the sole support for her family,
which otherwise might become a drain on the poor farm.

Only in the

larger cities could the teachers escape close supervision of her behavior.
In the small towns women who were not living with their families might

hive difficulty finding a suitable place to live; the ease with which
she adapted herself to the community often hinged on her choice of
accomodations.

For this reason many smaller Iowa towns had a "teacherage"--

a respectable boarding house foi the teachers.

In Forest City, Clarksville

and Eason City, most of the women lived cooperatively in boarding
houses.

In Waukee, all the male and female, teachers boarded with the

school superintendent.

Although their salaries were relatively low,

living expenses were minimal, particularly for the single women.

As the

1917 Illinois survey shows, the teachers were able to save and invest,
to buy books and magazines, and to enjoy summer vacation by trips to the
east or west coast or to the mountains.
Our profile of career teachers in Iowas in 1925 reveals a cosmopolitan
group-with local Origins.

Three-fourths were born in Iowa; only 2% were

foreign-born--chiefly Irish and German Catholic nuns connected with the
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parochial schools of Dubuque and Dyersville.

The majority of older

teachers came from modestly well -off and prosperous farm fa=ilies
who
encouraged at least one daughter to finish high school,and then take
teacher training courses.

The younger teachers had more urban backgrounds,

and had taken advantage of high schools in their home
town.
The Yankee-pietistic ethos dominated education in Iowa,-both intellectually
and in terms of the origins of the career teachers.

Germans,__ British

and Scandinavian groups were underrepresented, though the Irish-were
proportionally represented.

However, without exception the Irish in our

sample were moben, an interesting insight into the sex roles and occupation

preferences of this group.

But it was the Yankee heritage which induced

402 of the teachers to obtain a college degree.

Only at the very end of our period were the larger school systems
in Des Dbines and Sioux City adopting salary scales that determined pay
on the basis of specific qualifications, experience and ratings.

In

1925, when our income data were collected, salaries were determined by
an informal market in which each teacher bargained with the superintendent.
A stepwise multiple regression equation shows that income could be
estimated knowing (1) sex, (2) experience, (3) education, (4) size of
place, (5) level of school, and (6) age, in that order of strength (see
also table 7.1).

Income = $1184 + $748 X1 4- $23 X2; + $84 X3

+ $243 X4 - $199 X5: + $4 X6,

R2 = .270

The interpretation of this equation for our career teachers is
that, starting with a base of $1184, a teacher could add $748 if he was
a man, add $23 for every year in the position, $84 for every year of
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college, $243 fora,city system, lose $199 for teaching in
an elementary
school, and add $4 for each year of age.

The predictive power is modest,

with only 27Z of the pattern of earnings fully predicted by
these variables.
Of course, we have entered no measure of personality,
classroom performance,
diligence, or friendliness toward the supefintendent.

These-missing--

variables were more important in 1925 than the
ones we have measured,

though

with_ the coming of fixed scale salaries the measured variables

would increasingly become the determinants of salary.

IP

The critical

importance of sex --it was worth $748 after all other characteristics,

were held constant, and alone explained 12% of the pattern- -cries out
for further analysis.

Sex roles were clearly defined in Iowa.

Women had driven most-men

out of elementary teaching in the late nineteenth century,
apart from
some grammar school principals in the cities.

Once they had proven

their ability to maintain discipline, their availability at low salaries
made the outcome inevitable.

Well educated young men, of course, had

far more career options open to them.
situation was more complex.

At the high school level the

One-fourth of the high school teachers were

men, but the proportion varied sharply from place to place
- -from 10% in
Waterloo to over 40% in the German centers of Davenport and
Burlington.,
The expansion of high school programs after 1916 included a number
of specialties, like driver education, physical education, agriculture
and manual training that were dominated by men.15

Of course, home

economics and. secretarial courses were reserved for women.

Among the

acadedic_subjects, it seems that men were pioportionately more numerousin science, mathematics, music, speech and civics, and even history,

While English and foieign languages were female domainS.
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Probably more important I "-ing sex roles was nale ambition for
administrative roles.

Among careerists, 27% of the men and only 137 of

the women were administrators.

Clearly high school experience was more

suitable preparation for a principal or superintendent,
so three times

as many career men were high school than were eleientary teachers.
Among women, the ratio was 2:1 the other way.

The culture of the era

held that men were more suited to handle budgets, deal with
government
officials, and hire and. promote people than were women.

In small towns

where the high school was one of the largest and most. prestigious
institutions,
setting policies that had economic and cultural ramifications
throughout
the community,:men were thought to be the appropriate leaders.

Women- -

seen as more pliable, more passive and more moral--were considered

better fit to deal with little children all day.

Undoubtedly there was

a strong sentiment that it was the husband's duty
to be a breadwinner,
not the wife's, and that all women normally married.
a woman-in an administrative role,

The permanence of

therefore, was automatically in

doubt.16 These sentiments also militated against
keeping-a married
woman as a teacher; perhaps also-there was a lingering sentiment that a
married woman would be too subservient to her husband to act
efficiently
in a team role in a bureaucratic structure.-

DeSpite the slim liklihood of becoming a principal or superintendent,
a certain career trajectory did emerge among the career women-teachers..
Indeed, there were two trajectories, for elementary and high school
teachers, with little crossover-.

The consolidated rural schools were

vast improvements over the district schools, even though class sizes
were much larger.

At last the teacher was working for professionals in

a modern, efficient and achievement-oriented environment.

The smallest

towns had the youngest, least educated, worst paid elementary teachers,
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chiefly recruited from local families.

The turnover was very high, a

third or more quitting annually, 452 to take another teaching job, 21%

0

to get married, 7% to go to college, and 8% to-enter another profession.

The turnover in Iowa was nearly the highest in the country, indicating
an enormous amount of shifting from place to place in search of amenities
to make up for the salary scale, which was one of the lowest in the
Hidwest. 17

The successful teachers were the ones who secured jobs in

larger cities, where' salaries were higher, turnout lower, and
opportunities

for self expression more plentiful.

In our sample, the average tenure

among village schools=was less than a year, but four years in small
towns and_eight years in the cities.

High school-teachers likewise displayed very high turnover in Iowa,
though they were recruited from college graduates, in distinction from
college dropouts who went into elementary teaching.

Seventy percent of

the high school teachers came from the two state universities or from
priVate liberal arts colleges, indicative oftheir wealthier, more
cosmopolitan family origins.

Only 13% of liberal arts college students

came from farms, versus 32% of teachers' college students; among the
remainder, 61% of the liberal arts students came from high status white
collar homes, versus 49% of the teachers' college-students.

Iowa high

schools thus recruited teachers whose family status-was far higher. than
those of the student body.

Evenat thebest'high schools in Iota, it was unlikely that teachers
were fully satisfied with their condition. A survey in 1915 of the
prestigious-schools accredited by the North Central, Association showed
Iowa ranked fohrteenth among fifteen Midwestern states in teacher salaries,
fourteehth in principal's salaries, thirteenth in value of equipment,

and sixth In turnover:

FOrtunately, class size was average, at twenty
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pupils per teacher.18 Apparently the best educated were the least
satisfied, for our sample shows teachers-with four years of college
averaged two fewer years in their current job than teachers with only
two years of.college.

Similarly, the primary teachers had remained in

the Same job eight years. versus only six for the high school teachers.

Iowa's high turnover rates indicate dissatisfaction with the
inefficient education efforts of a relatively rich state which was

umbel to break the suspicious localism of the farmers, and smug complacency
with low reported illiteracy rates.

The smaller the community,the more

unfavorable was the atmosphere, particularly for the older and better
edUeated teachers.

The 1910 s and 1920's saw the construction of imposing

school buildings in the majority of Iowa cities and towns, an indicator
of community prosperity.

Certainly the career teachers worked in far.

more affluent facilities than their predecessors.
tension was tra1.151ing.

But the cultural

The Lynds, Waller and Bollingshead19 perhaps

misinterpretA the problems teachers faced, portraying as they did the
dil

of a teacher as an educator rapidly losing status.

More likely,

the teachers' prestige was rising too fast for the traditionalistic

voters, who feared more "progress" would only mean higher taxes.

Eventually

the teachers and princiOals resolved their _dilemma by turning the high

school into the social and recreational center-for the nearby area, with
basketball teams, marching bands and plenty of hoopla to whip up enthusiasm
of residents for a local institution.
.

Likewise new emphasis on home

economics, adult classes, manual crafts, driver training and
physical

education diverted attention away from the threat that well
educated,
'widely travelled cosmopolitan teachers posed
to the narrow parochialism

of the youth of the towns.

More cosmopolitan cities had little taste

for these "gimmicks."20
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Modernizers in Iowa clung to the belief that education would transform
the state, bringing new levels of riches, culture and morality
to the
prairie.

They could not convince the traditionalists to abandon one-

teacher schools, sub-par salary scales and an implicit.distrust of
teachers.

With no growth in heavy industry, Iowa escaped the influx of

uneducated poor European and black immigrants who came to Chicago and
Omaha, creating new dimensions of urban tensions.

The farmers who

believed that investment in better breeding stock was more profitable
than investment in cognitive skills and cosmopolitan attitudes were,

perhaps, economically correct.

Certainly the tremendous crash in corn

belt ':and values and farm prices produced hardship for men and women of

all educations) backgrounds.

The importance of exogenous factors in

determining the rate of return to education
and agriculture was underscored
between 1960 and 1973, when soaring prices for Iowa's meat and grain
raised the state's relative personal income from 90 to 99. while California's
highly intellectualized economy faltered, and its income level dropped
from 122 to 111. 21

Of course, by then a goodly proportion of our younger

sample cohort, especially the best educated, had, moved to Southern
California.
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Conclusions

"Iowa," said one of her most respected interpreters, "combines
the
qualities of half a dozen states; and perhaps that is the
reason why it

1
so often seems the most undistinguished place in the world."

While not

altogether complementary in the context.in which it
was written, this
characterization has distinct advantages for the historian who is
attempting to make inferences about his findings to a larger population.
For the educational environment in Iowa from the 1870's through the
Great Depression was very similar to that found in other midwestern
states.

To be sure Minnesota and Wisconsin emphasized consolidated,

modernized systems, and both spent larger sums of money on rural education.
But Illinois, Kansas and Nebraska, for example, had dual modern and
traditional systems, and like Iowa had a strong commitment to` local
2
control until well after the period.
The modern educational system in
Iowa's villages, towns, and cities, was little different from that

elsewhere in the non-metropolitan midwest, therefore we can be confident
that the results of this study do have some relevance beyond the boundaries
of the state.

By the 1960's education had become one of the major forces in
American life,

As Folger and Nam found in their census monograph,

enrollments in high school and college were at an all time high, individual
investment in education seemingly was handsomely rewarded, and unprecedented
amounts of money were being spent by Federal and State governments on
3
education.
In short the 1060's saw the high tide of euphoria over
education as an instrument of national salvation:

The object of this

study was to examine an earlier period in the history of American education

when the majority of the population had only a brief exposure to formal

)6.1
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schooling, and this ofteh in a one room schoolhouse.

The first task was to establish accurate educational attainment
returns for the general population, and foi the various ethnic, religious,
and occupational groups.

Overall male heads of household had slightly

higher educational attainment in 1925 than estimates had shown for the
nale population of the nation in 1920.

More Iowans finished eighth

grade than the national population, but fewer graduated from high school
and college than in the rest of the country.

Considering that the state

had an early reputation for high educational attainment, these findings
confirmed the impression that in the 20th century Iowa lost ground to
the more industrial states because her rural education showed little or

no improvement over the standard fare of the 19th century.

Not surprisingly

open country people had the lowest rates of attainment, and a majority,
even in 1925, had only received a country school education.

Because of

the rural origins of most men, other types of community showed no

particular advantage, and only cities and trading centers had more than
18% of their head of household population as high school graduates.
Educational attainment, however, was a good indicator of occupational

status, and Iowa returns compared favorably with post World War II
levels of educational attainment among professionals and managers.

Religion and ethnicity were also a valuable guide to differentiating the
population as regards interest in educational attainment.

In general

the old stock population was better educated than the heads of household
with immigrant antecedents.

When religion was added to the ethnic

analysis, old stock high status Protestants remained the dominant group
in all ecological areas, and Lutherans and Catholics from various ethnic

backgrounds showed least interest in education.

However, the old stock

population with less prestigious religious affiliations had very similar
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educational attainment to their peers from ethnic
groups who lived in
similar environments.

Overall, household heads were less well educated than their spouses.
More wives had enrolled in high school and college than their husbands.
This trend was accentuated because there was a demand for teachers, in a
profession dominated by women, and because credentialism gradually
became more important in the 20th century.

However, it was found that

husbands were more likely to actually graduate from college, because
men
destined for professional occupations required a college baccalaureate
or a professional degree.

While the farm backgrounds of a large number

of Iowans tended to obscure class as a major determinant of educational

attainment, inter-generational comparisons between sample members fathers,
the sample members themselves, and their children, showed that family

background was an important determinant of staying in school.

Among the

children of the sample, those from high school status white collar homes
were more likely to remain in school after the age of 14.

Farmers'

children were as prone to the drop-out syndrome, as their parents before
them.

On the other hand, it would appear that most farm children did

stay in school long enough to complete the eighth grade.

But it is

worth noting that rural retardation rates between the age of 6 and 18
were very similar.to those ins the towns.

As agriculture continued to dominate the economy of Iowa throughout
our period, the state slowly experienced industrialization during the
first 25 years of this century.

Rather Iowa's agricultural base became

modernized, as the state responded to the pressures of national markets.
In order to assess the effect of industrialization on the lives of the
population, the study undertook a lengthy discussion of social mobility
Which measured inter-generational change in the occupational structure.
Iowa's leisurely urbanization was analyzed in terms of lifetime geographical
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mobility.

The central finding which emerged from this analysis was that the
urban sector of the occupational structure was stabilized by the entry
of men from rural backgrounds.

For this reason there was less downward

mobility in urban Iowa, for the rural-urban movers tended to shore up
the careers of men who were born in cities and towns.

At the same time

a small number of rural men were very successful at competing with
urbanites, and in fact dominated the professions in Iowa.

The contraction

of opportunities in farming, caused by high farm fertility, produced

most of the movement of rural men to the cities, and was only too apparent
in the open country where less than half of all sons who came from farm
owner backgrounds could climb the agricultural ladder to the same occupational
level.

What was the role of education in all this movement? Among farmers
education made a minor contribution to patterns of inter-generational
mobility, and increasingly inheritance of wealth was the key determinant
of economic well-being on the farm.

In urban Iowa, depending on the

population that was analyzed, education had a more positive effect on
-socio-economic achievement.

In the urban population as a whole, the

influx of rural born men dampened the effect of background on education,
occupation, and income.

However, there was a reasonably strong relationship

between education and occupation, and between occupation and earnings.

It was among the rural-urban movers where education came into its own
and showed a strong relationship with occupation.

Unfortunately the

analysis of the lifetime city dwellers was restricted to a small number
of cases, but it was with this group where the strongest results were
achieved.

Although the strength of relationships was very similar to

those found by researchers on modern populations, a major difference
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centered on the influence of background characteristics on education and
occupation.

Father's occupation had a strong relationship with both

education and occupation, suggesting that ascribed characteristics,

rather than achieved, had a major influence on careers in this particular
segment cf the population.

Hen inherited the positions of their fathers,

and most importantly education was primarily a mechanism which tended to
stabilize social positions across generations, rather than, as was the
case with the total urban population, and the rural-urban movers, a

mechanism for providing upward social mobility.

Thus only among farm

boys who moved to the towns and cities to continue their studies was

education a vital element in the .mobility process.

Our evidence would

suggest that for those men who remained in the open country, and those

who spent all their lives in the towns and cities, background,, remained
important in career chances.

And here there is a connection between the social structure in
Iowa, and a theme central to this study:

the emphasis of the majority

of the population on the accumulation of material capital (principally
land), on the one hand and the modern concern with investment in education
on the other.

As the data showed, rates of return for high school and

college training more than compensated earnings forgone:for men aged 1421; so 'the economic incentive for a college degree was certainly present.
However, college remained,2-for the male population, the preserve of

those from high status homes, and a few affluent farmers' sons.

For the

remainder of the population, and,particularlir the farmers, investment in

education provided a form of "deferred compensation," whose benefits
were so delayed that they-preferred to invest in new breeds of cattle.
Women of course did not fit into this framework very well, for they on
the whole were better educated than men.
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However, in our discussion of

teachers, "the economic interpretation" of educational achievement did
seem to make sense.

Farmers were prepared to allow their daughters to

go further on the educational ladder than their sons because, without
other employment opportunities, educational credentials for women enabled
them to get a job in the local district school, if not in the local

village or trading center.
It was ironic that the educational system of Iowa gave farmers and
small town dwellers authority over the educational future of their
communities, but that so few took advantage of this opportunity to
secure a better education for themselves or their-children.

Unlike, for

example, the elitist European system of education where fierce competition
limited entry into higher education to a privileged group, virtually any
Iowa child with a little enduEance and parental encouragement could

graduate from high school or even gain entry to the State University.
This study, then, has focused on a period of transition when the
modern channels of mobility through education were already in place, but
the traditional opportunities for mobility through property accumulation
remained more attractive to the average Iowan.

From the perspective of

fifty years, we can speculate that education could have provided the
crucial escape route from economic stagnation.

However, because the

prosperity of agriculture between 1897 and 1920 fostered expectations
that the economy would revive, there was no dramatic turning to education.
4

Cultural inhibitions against education were probably as important
as any pocket book considerations.

Paul Engle allowed one of his characters

to express the special form of anti-intellectualism Iowa style perfectly.
"College," said, randfather to his grandson, "is half baked ideas put
out by a lot of half baked dopes who never_did an honest day's work in
4
their life."
To a man who held such opinions the local country school
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became a key instrument in retaining the ideology of localism.

Iowans

were also notoriously tight fisted, and this weighed heavily on the side of the
local school.

The tax structure of the state was such that until the

mid 1920's school costs were entirely born by property taxes.

Farmers

even with small.acreages paid larger tax bills than did town dwellers.
As a consequence, without reform of the tax structure, any consolidation
between rural areas and small towns and villages was fiercely resisted.
The only alternative, therefore, for open country areas, was consolidation
with other rural school distiicts.

Although there was enough evidence

by the 1920's to show that the most expensive and inefficient education
was from the small one-room school, few districts adopted consolidation.

The desire for local autonomy was probably more deep seated for it
lingered on well after reforms were adopted over school financing.

Like

modern opponents of school reorganization, rural Iowans were reluctant
to send their children to the "hostile" environment of a town, or another
ozo""

country neighborhood.

They objected to the early forms of busing even

though the pioneer efforts at consolidation had shown that, with good

roads, busing was possible and did not cause undue inconvenience.

Like

contemporary anti-busing forces, ethnocentricism was a rallying point of
resistance.

But unlike the contemporary situation, where the benefits

of reorganization remain blurred, consolidation for xural pupils had
5

beneficial effects.

Iowans quest for modernity was powerless against

the local one room school house, a symbol of traditional community
identity which in the age of the automobile, the radio, and, the demise

of the rural church, was fast disappearing.

But the equation which linked education with upward social mobility
was already,proving itself in-our period.

Iowans had only, to look round

their state to understand that a modest background was no disadvantage
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for success in life in fhe urban metropolitan world.

Increasingly the

Yankee ethos of turning one's back on the farm,, of getting
an education,
and of'migrating to the metropolis, filtered its
way down to the most
6

traditional orientated groups identified in this study.

By the time of

the farm boom of the 1960's the wheel had turned a full circle.

Farming

had not only become an attractive occupation for men and.
women from non-farm backgrounds, it also required, to be successful,
considerable
economic resources, and a highly technical college educatxon.
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Methodological Appendix

The Sample, and the Problem of Case Attrition

The experience of historians and sociologists had
shown that in
panel studies which require-the follow up of
respondents, and census
studies that require tracing inAividuals for
a period of five years or
longer, attrition rates were typically
very high.

As information in

this study had to be obtained in
some cases forty years before at a time

when some northwest Iowa counties were still
sparsely populated, the
large-sample size was drawn as an insurance against high
attrition
rates.

By searching through an entire.state, our attrition
rates were

modest.-

Some 66% (2715) of our 1925 sample heads were traced
to 1915,

and a 512 (2102) return was made on inter-generational
cases.

In view

of the fact that this was an era of mass immigration, the
results, even

for a comparatively isolated state like Iowa,
were Setter than expected.
As many as 38% (1574) of the fathers of our sample
were foreign born,
and 14% (569) of the sample themselves were immigrants.

An inability to

obtain population listings for years other than 1880
and 1900 obviously

restricted our success in tracing.

Unfortunately the Iowa listing of

1915 was alphabetized by county, and as there were 99 counties
in the
state, only a few could be ch.szked.

For the more dynamic aspects of

this study, especially the inter-generational
analysis, the final sample
was biased.

As might be expected these biases tended to exclude those

who were younger, who were not Iowa born, who were not old stock,
and
who had lower occupational status, and were less well educated.
Were these biases so serious as to negate any findings in this
study?

Certainly the initial reaction is sobering, but as far
as the
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collection of the basic variables were concerned, the tracing problem
had little effect.

The 1925 census of Iowa listed education, household_

relationships, birthplace, occupational group, and for urban areas, home
value and home rental.

In addition, every effort was made to collect

tax data for farmers from courthouse records.

Therefore, as far as

answering some of the basic questions about education and social structure
in Iowa, we were on fairly firm ground.

On the other hand, much of the

multivariate analysis which used the earnings variable heavily, and in
addition, was orientated towards inter-generational changes in the
social structure, can only be considered reliable for the Iowa born
population.

It could be argued, with some justification, that Iowa had

already reached the melting pot stage by 1925, in which case, even the
multivariate results were a reasonable approximation for the target
population of those living in Iowa in 1925.

One final word of caution

about the main sample coacerns the 234 women heads of household who
cohsitituted some of the sample members.

As almost all of these women

were widows, wherever possible, the occupations of their husbands." and
husbands' fathers, were used in the intergenerational model.
Two additional samples were collected, primarily for gauging
differentitls between the relatively stable 1925 sample when it was
traced to 1915, and a population in which migration was not a factor.
These two groups were random stratified samples of the counties in which
the 1925 sampling units were located.

The counties
were sampled according
__-

to the numerical strength of their ruralness and urbanness in 1915.

One

sample contained farmers and farm laborers living in the open country,
and the other was drawn from villages, towns, and cities.
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TiwAteasutement of Status

As with say study which_ deals with the past, the problem of occupational

status was a bothersome issue which troubled us from the start, and .wes

never really solved. A Table

shove we were able to construct a

reliable status index of occupations which pushed back George Counts'
original formulation tam years to 1915.

For earr, researcher dealing with

a period and environment similar to -that of this study, this Insist'

should prove more than adequate. 'viewer, as it was constructed with
the very variables which were most vital in the multi-variate regraalios
process, income and education, the occupational index could sot be
IIMPLeyrez -ithout coefulins the results.
index vz -.

Accordingly : generic status

calculated frost the specific status scores with the highest

status occupations from 160 through 121 given 10 and the lowest ($4
through 119)-given-the-yalus 1.

This scoring system was used is all the

regressions in Chapters.5 and i. Vile such a scheme was far from
ideal, it did have an empirical basis to it, and avoided the only alternative
which was to use dummy variables for occupational classification.
Although the status as given to farmUrs is Iowa in relation to the
iffist of the occupational structure was obviously sound, the measuremest

of the status of farmers is relation to themselves was
s tir from ideal
Mift all sample heads were matched with econsmIt records in 1925 because

-six of the counties sampled had distroyed their tax records.

Is addition,

and perhaps more serious, the economic data for fathers who were farmers
was scarcer than originally anticipated.

The largest group of men who

were traced back it time were found on their fathers' farm in 1900.

While there was economic data available for inter-generatioonlmessuremeat'
of status differences in 1870, 1S80, and 1915, the lack of wealth material
is 1900 prevents& even an economic index of status for fathers to be
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In 1900 prevented even an economic index of status for fathers
to be
constructed for the whole farm population.

Thus our analysis of farm

mobility was restricted, either to instances of_ owning
or renting-Inter.

generationally, or comparisons between specific cohorts of
men. An
accurate repcure of status on the farm which takes into account land,
animali, house furnishings,

machinery, education, income, and institutional

membership, awaits construction.

A Note on Constant Occupational Structure

In Chapter 4 an important aspect of the discussion of change in the
occupational structure of Iowa over a generation cant- ned the analysis
of a standardized distribution of the occupations of fathers and
sons.
Briefly the methodology for this operation was as follows:

first the

sons marginal distribution` was altered so that it became identical with
the marginals of the father.

And second that the.cell frequencies in

the intergenerational matrix were altered so that they
corresponded to
the new marginals distribution.
factual question:

In essence we were asking the counter

"What rates and patterns of occupational status

change would have been obtained in Iowa had the occupational structure
of Iowa remained precisely constant between father and son?"

In order

to follow this procedure a program was written on a mini-computer which
was capable of standardizing a 5 by 5 table.

The small dimensions of

tables 4.17A and 4.178 in Chapter IV provide an opportunity to demonstrate
how to standardize a table.
table C.

The raw numbers are shown in table.. B and

The problem is to adjust the cell entries in table C so that

the row and column sums will equal those in table B.

The first stage is

to multiply row 1 of table C by 267 and row 2 by 92.
171
86

This gives table
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Wow multiply the coltn-rm of table D by 284
and 75
giving table
233.63
120.37
Notice that the columns now sum to 284 and 75, and that the rows sum

to 274.38 and 84.62.

Stage two repeats the process: multiply the'table

E rows by-267
and 92
to get table F. multiply the table F columns
274.38
84.62
by 284
and 75
to produce table G. One more iteration for polish
282.90
76.10
gives table H, which translated into percentages is table 4.17C in
Chapter IV.

Sources

Much of the data analyzed in this study can be found in the State
Department of History in Des Moines.

The tradition of collecting exhaustive

agricultural statistics probably influenced the Iowa authorities to nake
up questionnaires which were more searching than those of the federal
census.

Wale this data (earnings, religious affiliation, and education)

can be found in the manuscripts, very little material was ever tabulated
in usable form.

For this reason, studies such as this, require long

hours of data collection, record matching, coding, and computer analysis.
The data tapes are available for reanalysis through the Family and
Community History Program of the Dewberry Library in Chicago.
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Table A
Mean Education, Income, sad OccUpation
Scores

Occupation

Doctor
Veterinarian
Dentist
Lawyer
.
School Superiatendent
Company Officer
Druggist
Norairymma
Morticiaa
Bank Cashier
Coal Dealer
Civil.Inginser
Livery Stable Owner
Beaker.

mit Astittiotgratuttre
Shoe Store Owner
Company Officir
Accountant
ii Mail Clerk
Newspaper Publisher,

Billiards Mall Omer
*ulster or Priest
Court Importer
Beat Collector
Teacher
Life Inourance Agent

Local0ovt. Official
Post Mister
Saliwnan
Lumber Merchant
larduare Dealer
SA Conductor
Shipping Clark
Auctioneer
Bank Employee
Surveyor
Small Manufacturer
Photographer
Yarn Stockbuyer
,

Iowa

1915.

Zducatioa
in Tears

Score

15.8
13.7
16.0

.43981
3166
2000
1783
1300
2642
2160
1900
1800
1720
1900

1E0
16.5
11.0
12.4
13.0
12.0
12.2
12.0
14.0
1.8
10.3

160
144
138

18

135
132
129
129
127
123

6
2

1

7
3
1.

*123

4

1
2

2625
2154

123
122
121
121

10.57,-;

2026.-

120-

11.7
10.3

1275
1680
1200
SOO
2000
2200
1100
1250
875

116
116
116
115
115
115
115
115
114
112
112
112
112
111
111
110
109

-1125

12.013.0
9.0
8.3
12.3

U.S
12.5
12.5
11.6
8.5
12.0
10.0
8.0
10.9
10.0
10.8
10.0
10.1

-642
927
1850
800
1307
1950
1012
1200
768
1000
$66
260
1350
1133
1587

12.04

8.5

B.2
7.5
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107
107
106
106
106
106
106

5-

6

10
4
-9
1
2
1
3
2
2
11
8
6
1
33
3
10
1
5
1
2
1
4
4
8
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Table A
(Cant)

Occupation
Cameral Marthaat
Will Driller
Beeepaper Iditor
Smell Businessman
Inspector
ISLSwitckyard Boss
State or Comity Employee
-City Letter Carrier
-FUrniture Store Owner

Format
Seal Zstate Agent
Bookkeeper
Barber
Grocery Store Owner
Restaurant Owner
Porter
Grocery Clerk
Wagon Maker

General Storepillige
Taxi Driver
-Watchmaker
Clothieg Store Owner
Telephone Lineman
!Lieber
Policeman
Farm Owner
Butcher
-Firm Banter
llbwimaker

4trawmi
Bartender

Roraima*
thetiengxr

It Engineer

Plasterer
liactriciaa
Blacksmith
Mernassmaker
Deliverysan
Tailor
Machinist
Risen
Baker
RR Fireman
Farmer ' Son,on Father's
Firm

Education

Income

8.8
8.3
8.6
8.5

$1185
1300
1200.

8.8
8.0
8.6
8.6
8.8
8.6
9.0

1182
921
1025
1266
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